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Mitchell, of Edinburgh, on How far the
various systems of Education pursued in
India promote the spread of true Christianity ; and by Rev. E. E. Jenkins, Sec.
of the Wesleyan Missionary Society,on the
interesting theme,—To what extent is the
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or other-

wise, by the truths er principles which
underlie the systems of Hindooism or Mobammedanism,and which are presumed to

aholdbe sadrossed to the fie
Terms

MORNING

of

correspond with the truths and principles
of the Gospel ? The evening was devoted
to China aud several stirring addresses
were made, that of Rev.

WEDNESDAY,

NOVEMBER

It is the evening hour,
And thankfully,
Father, Thy weary child

Has come to Thee.
I lean my aching head
Upon Thy breast,

And there and only there
I am at rest.

Christian women,

erington, all of India, and Miss

It matters little, since Thy love
Is everywhere!

OF ON FOREIGN
O0RFISRTONS.
LoxNpoN, Oct. 25, 1878.

Another General Conference on Foreign
Liverpool,

in

1860, is just closing its sessions in this
British metropolis.
Eighteen years having passed since the last gathering of this
thought that

the

time

ans, Mohammedans

of

and

Jews,

and

sev-

eral experienced workers are expectedto
present papers. This evening a grand
public meeting will be held in Exeter
Hall. The Earl of Shaftesbury will preside
and several English and American clergymen will make addresses. To-morrow
Murning there will be a concluding meeting Sir devotion and farewells.
hav,
dly
summar
| LT

had

fully come for those who are closely identified with the practical side of missionary

life to compare notes in regard

West,

Smyrna, were the speakers. I never attended a meeting of this kind that was so
well sustained: The effect must be the
consecration of many fresh young women
to the missionary service. If the reporters
did their duty, these addresses alone will
be well worth the price of the volume of
proceedings about to be published. I
wished over and over again that our earnest women workers from America could
hear these addresses.
To-day, the Conference will consider
Missions among the Armenians, Nestori-

For Thou art mine.
To-morrow’s dawn may find
Me here, or there;

kind, it was

an Amer-

nest narration of woman's wonderful work
for her benighted sisters.
Mrs. Col.
Thurston, Mrs. Férgerson and Mrs. Eth-

So is my soul at peace,

Missions, similar to that at

one of them

boand for two hours by their simple, ear-

Nothing is hid from Thee,
Without, within;
All that I have or am
Is wholly Thine;

-

of

ican, held a thousand eager listeners spell

Thou knowest all my life,
Each petty sin;

ENERAL

Legge,

Oxford, setting forth many cheering evidences of progress in that vast empire.
Yesterday (Thursday) was given to the
consideration of the work of the great
Bible societies—to the Missions in Japan,
Pring
Polynesia, and Madagascar.
The papers
were good and elicited considerable comment. Last evening there was a public
meeting in relation to Female Education
in the East, Lord Kinnaird presiding. Four

13, 1878.

GOD'S REST.

§

Dr.

to the

character and position of their work , and
more specially, as the circular issued by
the Committee says, ** to consult together
as to whether they can combine their
~—forces
increase-them;
and
so-as to secure
a larger range of Christian service among
the heathen nations for that gracious Lord

by no means lire, and the six or seven

hundred people ltked fow enough in a
hall capable of aCCOymodating two thou-

sand or more. §evera prominent mission-

agencies and methods, and many of the
conclusions then reached have been quite
generally accepted by workers through-

ary societies of Americ.qnq Europe were
not represented at all. “Murdock, of
the Baptist Missionary Ug

out the world.
At this conference, however, it was arranged that Missions should

arrived on-

ly yesterday, and the African Presby-

be considered in their geographical distri- terians and Methodists have seng neither
bution, in order to exhibit their special delegates nor letters. Thes are some of
features and bring out thelr special needs. the defects of this great meetig, 1 could
say much in its praise.
[TE
The London Missionary Conference
I could cite numerous intere§ing inciopened at Conference Hall, Mildmay
Park, on Monday evening, the 21st, with a dents were there space, but ms; mention
meeting for devotion and the reception of one. During the meeting of “uesday—
The opening. { the Africa day, the venerable ad distindelegates and members.
distinguish- | guished missionary pioneer, D| Robert
Muir,a
William
address by Sir
od Christian civilian from India, was in ex-

Moffatt, entered the hall.
No soner was
he observed than a tumult ofapplanse

cellent taste. He warmly commended the
work of Missions, and forcibly brought
out the fact that the churches doing most
for the world's evangelization are doing

filled the place, while he was egorted to
a front seat on the platform. Jeginning
work
for Aftien
in 1816,
fe
in-law of David Livingstone—he

Sir William

missionary living of the Lond¢q:

was followed by Rev. Dr. Mullens, secre-

Missionary Society,

tary of the London

fatheroldest

Mission-

ary Society, an intrepid travelr and exploter; »ad a most devoted
ad success-

who read an admirable paper on the increased cooperation of Missionary Socie-

ties with a view

BOSTON

AND

to-day. Of course there are a few centers of enjoyment for the traveler in Italy
as in other countries. Perhaps the most
bright and vivacious city of Italy is Milan,

surnamed, ‘‘la grande.”
It contains
more than two hundred thousand inhabitants, and possesses large
of silk and woolen goods.
Its great

special

cathedral

boast,

manufactories
:

is, however,

its

and is regarded by the

Milanese as the eighth wonder of the
world. It seemsto have been modeled
after the cathedral of Cologne:
founded in 1386, and additions

It was
are still

ful yedtcher of the Gospel, itpwas just a
pexedction for all to set eyeshipon such a

to overtake the wider

bardy lie

Blanc

at

your feet,

stands sentinel

to the

west Mt.

amid

the snow-

crowned Alps, to the north, and nearer,
is Monte Rosa, and to the south the

from the station, I stepped intoa gondola,

and attempted to take in the situation.
Everything being ready, the gondoliers

took their oars and we were moving down
the grand canal, past palaces

which

rise

into a narrower canul; and after threading a mile of dark and devious passages,
shot under the Bridge of Sighs, up to the
Piazza S. Marco,and my hotel. This was
The city
wy introduction to Venice.
In the church
abounds in works of art.
by

Madonnas

rare

of Redentore are two

Bellini. The galleries are specially rich
and Tintoretto.
of Titian
in works
Titian's Assumption is considered the
gem, but Tintoretto’s Death of Abel sufters little in

One's

comparison.

pleas- |

ure in Venice is sadly marred by the
marks of decay which meet his eye at
every turn.
Both her palaces and her
people seem decaying.
It is publicly
stated that one-quarter of the population
are beggars. Her commerce is greatly
reduced, There is little left to support a
city

on

those

desolate

islands,

and one

can not help a feeling of sadness as he be-

holds her

fading

splendor.

The one

bright feature in Venetian life is the daily
coming of the doves to receive their food
in front of St. Mark's. There is a tradition that many years ago some of these
creatures saved a battle to the Venetians
by carrying a dispatch, and that out of

descendants

taken

[oid tht ho still wished to relarn to the

gratitude their
been cared for.

At any

courage at the tokens for good so wel)
presented by this speaker, who
frop

dak continent of his early choke and to
regime labor for the souls of its yerishing

and perhaps thousands, of them come every day, and are fed at the city’s expense.
They are so tame that they will come and

Every

heart must have thanked God

Christian
and

many years’ experience in India andAas | Mpons. Oh, that Sg a spirit filled the
secretary of a pioneer British Society, is | ® of aousangs of Joung De y our

blesse manoe is
wiih May Go
on the points involved
prepared to testify
ull some day on many adem, selfin this subject. The union feature mn
missionary work becomes evew year | fqgetful, consecrated young men !

J. L. .

more and more prominent. © IlgSlon:
ary conferences at such enters as taicu

=,

re

Madras and Bompay do much to bring
sraront sects into closer fel\

i

another.

Ih

in

Lord

The London Secretaries

|

UROPEAN O0ORRESPONDENCE.
ROME, ItaLy, Oct. 17.
's dreams of “‘Sunny Italy” are fully

one

and with

EOS

of ll

these rare October days. The
the evangelical missionary sociéties hdd | re: ed in
er has yielded to
ng
a monthly meeting, and it was in one f ( scathi heat of summ
the autumnal rains, and
of
uence
thoy
Conffal
Gener
this
that
these meetings
| the ‘“ycond season” is ushere d in. The
ence of Missions had its origin. May futie
& putting on new coats of Ps
days bring larger cooperation and grear | fields
g

results.

with

fresh

flowers.

The

“re yielding their richest fruits.
The whole of Tuesday was devoted
such de.
Afvica. Papers were read by E. B. ¥ Nowhere, Seept in Yuly, can
Yedor
©
.
found
pe
s grape
derhill, Esq., LL. D., Sec. of the Bapt | liciou

eat out of

one’s

hands.

have

rate,

ever

hyndreds,

Fiorence,

named * la bella,” is perhaps in

sur-

all

re-

spects the most delightful city,to the mere
tourist, in all Italy. Beautifally situated

on both sides of the Arno, it possesses,the

double attraction of being a fresh modern
city, pervaded with the most interesting
historic associations.
It possesses also
the largest collection of art treasures to
be found in any single gallery in the
world. The excellence of this gallery is
not all centered in the Wrestlers, the

Venus de Medici, and the wonderful cre-

ations of Titian.
It possesses scores of
pictures of marked excellence, and well
deserving the attention of the visitor.

Walking through these halls, lined with

the works of genius, and drinking in the

fine, sweet spirit which they breathe, one
here in\goher will alWays na. can scarcely realize that just in the 'pubcomes
ig
ie
on
,
Indies
West
the
in
$66.
Mis.
©
tain front such scenes could ever
ipation,social and religié, a ‘“ warm side,35 the Scotch say, to- | Have
the vine-cla
ward
|
itd’;
uscan
hills.|
Africa
on
nce
28d
influe
of
May, 1 has hi : witnessed on the |
Wo or ee
por

8 per:
ury of naturejare
by Sir T. Fowell Buxton, Bart., on is | But these pleas
mf
some
to
and
ed,
equal
fully
s
|eW\yhap
the
coveryin Africa as - bearing on
The
:
of
txes
pleas
the
by
Schemes in Central Africa by surpassed,
{ssion

[[talian is born with an engrossitg love of
Ye beautiful. This manifests itself not

Stewart, of Livingstonia on
ig
and byDr.
Boy. re d lh

a

pri

oi al Missions.

meeting wagheld

oar

evening, B

On Twsday |

the Claims

Yerely in majestic cathedrals adipicture

leries of world-wide fame, but! it ap-

of Foreig) Mis- | Pdrs in

connection with

th every-day

ings,even
si iotagion the Christian Church, adad- lifof the people. Italian d/ell
ed in
corat
ade by Rev. Dr. Heedtan, | of \o humbler sort, arede
,
So
Mem ’
of
o
son, of Boston.

A. A. C.
Ind

oe
Rev «Dr.

Apompand

: dto at
Wednesday was devote

:
three very valuable papers wer
Rev. M. A. Sherring, LL. ihe

on the Growth and Position Oa
in India, both in regard

to

nie on the

Shristian churches and its 72

:

i

general population; by Bf

5

/ Dr.

Murray

artistic fashion.

Frscos

omwalls

* Savonarola’s soul v, _, out in fire.”.

Florence is specially rich in churches,
many of which are of interest from the
tombs which they contain. In the church
of Santa Croce are the tombs of Galileo
and

Macchiavelli,

and

monument to Dante
Ravenna. Surely,

the

magnificent

who is

buried

at

:

** In Santa Croce’s holy precincts lie

lings, and often or exteriors, reAshes which make
veal he rulinggp passion0f the people.
Thesdre not always in fe best taste, to |/ ‘The cathedral is not

it holier,”

!

specially interest-

one can uderstand Italian Ning. Its plainness is in marked and al& be su\byt no
less the Itaan people, who ost painful contrast with its surround-

confinelis attention wolly to the great

cathedral,

represent

NOVEMBER

ten

scenes

from

sacred history, from the creation, to the
Queen
of Sheba's visit to Solomon.
Michael Angelo once said of these doors,
that they were ‘fit to be the gates of Paradise.” Many pleasant excursions also
may be made in the environs of Florence.
At Fiesole, about four miles to the north,
remains of a well preserved Etruscan
wall,

together

with

an

ancient

theater

have been discovered within a few years,
Among the works of art taken from the
excavations, I noticed a bust of Nero.
few miles to the south,, is the villa

A
in

WHY ROBERT HOE DID NOT DIE OF
YELLOW FEVER.

BY MRS.V.G. RAMSEY,
Apennines. There is but one thing in
Milan which vies with the cathedral, and
At this time, when our Southern cities
thisis the marred and faded fresco by are so terribly scourged by the yellow
Da Vinci, on the wall of the refectory of fever, it is well for us to remember that
the monastery of Sta. Maria delle Grazie, this fearful disease is not always confined
representing the Last Supper. Perhaps to the South. In the summer of 1798,and
no picture has been more frequently also in that of 1805, this pestilence swept
copied than this, but there is an inde- over the city of New York with a violence
scribable something about the original equal to that which has been experienced
which none of the copies have caught.
this season in Memphis and New OrVenice is unique, a city in the sea. leans. In the autobiography of Grant
Threading her fifteen thousand houses Thorburn a vivid and truthfal picture of
and ‘palaces in every direction are one the distress of those days is presented to
hundred and fifty canals, connected by us. In this simple narrative,
we also find
three hundred and seventy-eight bridges. a grand illustration of the sublime power
Its present population is about 130,000. of Christian faith, and the far reaching
Arriving just after nightfall, on emerging consequences of a single benevolent act.
.|

bérs Who in finishing his stiryng address,

opening to the Gospel.

CHICAGO,

being made. It is probably the most or- which Galileo spent his last days, and
nate ecclesiastical building in the world. where he was visited by Milton.
The
Ninety-eight Gothic turrets adorn its lady who now occupies it pointed out to
roof, and more than two thousand marble me the room in which Galileo died.
Aftstatues deck its “exterior.
Its double er eight days in Florence I left it with reaisles and massive columns make the in- gret.
Some
notes on Rome intended
terior very imposing.
But only when for this writing must be reserve! for a
*A. L. HOUGHTON.
one goes upon the roof, and walks about future letter.
at leisure, asin a forest of marble beauty;
does he obiain an adequate conception of
Any person who wants the best Notes on
its vastness, and its elaborate finish. The the Sunday-school lessons for next year
view from the tower is perhaps one of can gel them without further cost by subthe finest in Europe. The plains of Lom- scribing for * The Morning Star.”

ized
| out of the water on either side, and stand
the doing: of this important body of ‘like marble ghosts in the pale light of the
Christian Wokers. The attendance was lamps. By and by, the gondola passed

whose Kingdom they are anxious to establish.”
At Liverpool, Christian
Missions were considered in reference to their

- most for home improvement.

STAR,

ing. The baptistery opposite, an octagonalstructure, is a gem of beauty, Its
celebried bronze doors, facing the
\

Mr.

1798,

in

fever

the

to

Referring

We had been
Thorburn writes thus:
married just a year when the yellow fever
Its progress
commenced its ravages.
like anything I had seen.” Their neigh. |
bors fled, but he and his young wife, Rebecca, decided to remain in the city, and,
committing themselves to God, to do all
they could to relieve the general distress.
He writes: ~ * The heart of Rebecca was
fixed where fear never enters. Her foot
was placed oni the Rock of Ages, and with
her hand she took a grasp on the skies.
Every morning our prayer went up, that
if one of us was

to

be

taken,

the

other

might not be left,and before we retired to
rest, we sang the 121st Psalm.
{No

burning héat
] atar

Can take my

bv dav-nor-bis
oy Gays not blast of evening

life away, 1f God

air

be with me there.

Pll go and come,
Nor fear to die

:

7

Till from on high
Thou call’st me home.’

“Thus

it was that we lived,as in a world

of our own,
while all around us was
death, . With a firm reliance on God, our
hearts were kept in perfect peace.”

When all who had the means to do so
had fled to the country, and the Board

of

Health had removed as many of the poor
as they could to temporary buildings on
Harlem

Hights,

the

census

was

taken,

and it was found that but 15,000 persons
remained in the city. Out of this number
sixty-three died on the 22d of September.
This was the largest number that died in

any one day.

Ea

Mr. Thorburn gave up his time to nurs-

ing the sick,

and he relates some very

touching and painful incidents that came
under his observation. There was great
lack of nurses and many died for want of
care. Whole families were sometimes found

dead or dying. Atone time Mr. Thorburn had seven young men on his hands.
They were in three houses, and there was
no one to give them even a drop of water
except him. For seven days he was with
them night and day, with the exception

of two or three hours out of the twenty-

four for sleep. Three died, and the four
who tecovered owned their lives to
his care.
"Through all these terrible days this
good may and his family were preserved
in health. Referring to this, he writes:
‘I think the absence of all fear was the
means that Providence employed for our
preservation.

We

took

no

pills,

- nor

powders, but with a firm reliance on our
Maker, kept

on

the

even

‘NO. 46.

187 8.

fully, he sat at twilight in his

door,

tenor

of our

way. In my visitations among the sick,
1 wulked the street in all the watches of

the night, but this was an imperious duty,

and I felt confident thay death could not
touch a hair of my head while I was thus
engaged.”
“With the coming of the cold weather,
the pestilence passed away, and ‘he

His was the only store open in the block.

The young man paused a moment opposite the open door, and then stepped in.
[ will give you the account of this first interview between these two remarkable
men in Mr. Thorburn’s own words :
‘“ He said as

he

entered,

bun #’
¢ ‘Where did you learn
inquired.

‘Mr.

my

Thor-

name ?

I

“I saw it over the door,’ he said.
have just come on shore
Draper, from Liverpool.
ter by trade; my name is
am now in my eighteenth

¢I

from the ship
Iam a carpenRobert Hoe; I
year.’

“Said I, ‘Robert, were your indentures

fulfilled before you left England ?’
‘¢ Said he, ‘I never was bound.

I learn-

ed my trade of my father. I can’t find
work. Ihave no money. Canyou recommend he to a house where I may
board till I can get employment, when I

will pay them honestly?”

.

form, and a carnival of death followed.
Again, while all who could get away,
were flying, Mr. Thovbdrn and his family

remained quietly at their home,
themselves to the periloux work

devoting
of nurs-

ing the sick, and dying. XX was at this
time, that in the prosecution uf his benevolent purpose, he unconsciously connect-

ed his name with that of a man whose
memory will never die. He tells us, that
at a time when the fever was raging foar-

be

BY REV. W. L. NOYES,

The church is asked to devote this
week to the spiritual interests of a little

less than one million of *young
various classes.

Has

the

men of

church

other work on hand which,

-

any

in point of

importance, should supersede this call?
It is scarcely possible. These are an im-

portant class of young men,

The 80,000

in our colleges and schools are largely to

be educators

of ‘the next

generation.

Their influence will be no inconsiderable
factor in the shaping of our children’s
faith.

* They, then, above all, need

to be

Christians. Let us pray for them, remembering that they are to teach and to
have a telling influence over our boys
and girls.
;
Again, many of these young men of the
various classes are to be our business
men of the next quarter of ‘a century.

What kind of business men does the world

‘need to-day, and our own Country es‘I knew the heart ot a stranger, for I pecially? Business men, it must be «onhad been a stranger myself; and there fessed, are in no small measure responwas so much of honest. simplicity- in his sible for our present financial distress.
speech, that my heart warmed towards Corruptions in business have destroyed
him.

I gave

him

a chair,

and

ran

up

stairs. Says I, ‘Gude wife, a stranger
standeth at our door ; shall we take him

confidence in business men. Shrewdness
and caution are well. But our business

men must have integrity and conscience
as well, or money and morals both will
takes the fever, will thee help me nurse continue to depreciate.
These young
him ? ‘I will,’ she answered. ‘Thank you, men are not only entrusted with a broad
dear, for this. God bless you ; now come influence, but with vast opportunities,
and look on his honest English face.” We growing out of their various relations.
wenti down stairs, and I said, “Robert, we
It should not be overlooked that there
will lodge you, and if you take the fever are some difficulties in the way of reachwe will nurse you. Youshall not go to ing these young men.
(1) Many of them
the stranger's Hospital.”
are transient. They have no home, or
In less than a week he did take the are absent almost wholly; and no stated
fever in its most malignant type. Mr. place of worship if they care for such.
Thorburn says he had never seen any (2) They are associated largely with the
other case so violent that did not termi- irreligious, hence Christian influence is
nate in death. But he was nursed with weakened and in many instances overa tenderness that was parental, and up- balanced.
(3) They are brought largely
held by a faith that seems like an inspira- in contact with the skepticism of to-day,
tion. ¢ On the fourth day, as the crisis which is an age of skepticism, which they
approached,” Mr. Thorburn writes, ¢ as are poorly qualified to refaté, and perIsat by his bed, he fixed his restless haps as likely to receive as even to reeyes on mine, and exclaimed, ‘I shall ject. These are real obstacles.
They
Lx
}

in?

¢If thee pleases’ she replied.

¢Ifhe

you are not not going to die this week.’ I
left him fifteen minutes, and on my return, felt his pulse. I said, * Robert, you

are fifty per cent. better already, and I

hope to see you walk from your bed, and
sit by the window to-morrow. Death is
nigh at hand at all times, but my impression is, you will not die with this attack.
I hope to see you a thriving master builder, married to one of our bonnie Yankee
lasses, and that I shall hold your grand-

child in my arms.’ ?
Irom that hour the fever left him. In
a few years this penniless, friendless boy,
whose life depended on the charityof
strangers, was a wealthy man, known
and honored through the civilized world.
He was not only a master builder, as his
kind benefactor had prophesied, but he
was the inventor of Hoe’s Printing Press,

one of the greatest blessings that has been
conferred on the nineteenth
century.
Referring

to this,

Mr.

Thorburn

¢¢ Nothing in my past life affords me
pleasing reflections as this act of
and humanity to a stranger. When
aching head lay on my breast, as I
the cooling
¥refughtto his parched
I little thought that in that head lay

says,

such
duty
his
held
lips,
the

germ of a machine, destined to revolution-

ize the world of literature ands to shed
light on the dark places of the earth,

whose habitations are full of cruelty.”
Years passed, and the memory of the
terrible fever faded from most minds, but
not from the minds of Mr. Hoe and his

family. The happy father was accustomed to gather his children around him, and

to tell them of that time when the pitying
hand of a stranger snatched him from
death, and the voice of Christian faith inspired his sinking heart with strength
and hope.
Two years after Mr. Hoes death, Mr.

Thorburn tells us, “I stepped from the
cars in a country town.’ Among those
looking on, I observed a man of" genteel
appearance, and said to'him, ¢ Sir, I wish
to stop here a week. I do not like to put
up at a hotel. Can you direct me where
I may find lodging in a private family ?”
He said he could,and bade me follow him.
He soon stopped before a respectable
brick house. A comely young matron sat
on the front steep with a babe in her lap.
Addressing her, my friend said, ‘Gude

wife, this is Mr. Thorburn from Neiv

York.

He

wishes

1-

o

1.

private

board

week ; can you accommodate him 2”

for

a

* ‘Yes,’ she replied quickly, ‘for a year
or a life-time if he wishes it. Often has

‘*«What was your father’s name?
inquired,
‘“ ‘Robext Hoe,’ she repned.
|

1

“‘And thisis your child ? said I.
¢¢¢It is, sir,\was her answer.

“I took the habe in my arms, and said
to her, ‘ Now madam, this day my prophecy is fulfilled before your eyes. Just forty
years ago, at a critikal

moment

in

your

father’s life, I bal
that I hoped
hold his grandchild in my arms.’ ”

to

1

:

:
There are at least two encouraging
features to be considered. (1) Many of
these young men are Christians, sincere,
earnest. They are among our best church
and association workers.
(2) Comparatively few of the irreligious are ¢ immoral” in the bad sense of the term.
The
drunken, the gambling, the licentious
have been found ‘‘unprofitable servants,”
as commercial travelers or railroad employes, and are not’desirable

in seminary or college.

my father told me what Mr. Thorburn
stricken city revived. Seven years later,
did for him when he was sick and a
in 1805, appeared again in a malignant Stranger.’
:

\

THOSE YOUNG MEN.

and

observed a stranger coming towards him.

plague than | die, I shall die—I never can stand this.’
‘Robert,’ said I, ¢ we must all die, but insuperable.

Turkish

the

was more like

13,

classof young

men,

as students

Hence, a better

it is

believed,

are

filling these stations than formerly, at
least to some extent. Asa whole these
classes of young men are greatly to be
desired in the church, aside from the
question of their own salvation, which
fact ought to lend inspiration to our
prayers.
:
Apart from the question of their con-:
version, it can scareely be questioned that
the influence of this special week of
prayer will be good on these young men
because of the interest taken in

them and

the sympathy shown them by the church.
If they are candid men, they can not

but feel that the ' church is their friend.
And will they, having respect for manhood and for truth,

hold

such

manifest

friendship in disrespect? Such sincere interest, such unselfish

service

can

not be

these

young

depreciated and disrespected save by
that skepticism or indifference which are
akin to knavery.
The result of this week of prayer and
service, if'such

it be,

for

men will also be good inits reflex influence
upon the church, and that just in proportiomas the church shall take the case of
these young men upon her heart and into her sympathy and carry them there.
The church needs to feel that these are
our young men. . And if we can not fully
embrace this world-wide million, for the
sake of more definite and specific work
leteach church at least embrace those
within the limits of their own influence,
toiling incessantly for their salvation,
EE

a

i

gn

EXOHANGE NOTES AND QUOTES.
Rev. Charles L.

Thompson,

one of the genial editors
Chicago, goes to

for

of the

Pittsburg

some

pastor

as

time

Interior,

of

of the

Third Presbyterian church,

Hismany friends

of the religious, press
their good wishes.

follow him

THE

will

with

.

PREMILLEN NIAL CONFERENCE.

The great facts of Christ’s

~

personal second

coming, that it may oceur at any time, thug
there will be a first resurrection of the right-

eous dead, and a second resurrection of the
wicked dead, and that the final general judg-

"ment will then come, . . . must
as facts plainly revealed in
Examiner & Chronicle.

the

be accepted

Scriptures.—

We have a decided. conviction, based, we
think,on God’s word, that the heavens must
retain our Lord many ages yet. The practical
results of the agitation ,in favor of pre-millennial views have always been unhappy, and we

predict that in this respect the future will not
differ from the past.—Z7he Watchman.
:
p
\
It is well known to be the opinion of many —
of the ablest students of church history that
the pre-millenarian theory has been
jn
point

of fact insidiously harmful to the spirftual life
of the church; easily lapsing into fanatical dis-

orders, warping the judgment, absorbing undue attention, and balefully blighting ‘the influence and

power

of

those

who

Surrender

their souls to its strange infatuation ~Congre-

gationalist.

.
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NOVEMBER

WEDNESDAY,

GOD'S REST.
It is the evening hour,
And thankfully,

.

Father, Thy weary child
Has come to Thee.

I lean my aching head
Upon Thy breast,

1 am at rest.
Each petty sin;
Nothing is hid from Thee,

Without, within;
All that I have or am

For Thou art mine.
To-morrow’s dawn may find
Me here, or there;

SEER

LoxpoN, Oct. 25, 1878.

‘Another General Conference on Foreign
Liverpool,

in

1860, is just closing its sessions in this
British metropolis. Eighteen years having passed since the last gathering of this
kind, it was thought that the time had
fully come for those who are closely identified with the practical side of missionary
life to compare notes in regard to the

character and position of their work , and
more specially, as the circular issued by
the Committee says, * to consult together
as to whether they can combine their |
forces and increase them, so as to

many

of the

conclusions then reached have been quite
generally accepted by workers throughout the world.
At this conference, however, it was arranged that Missions should

be considered in their geographical distri-

bution, in order to exhibit their special

features and bring out their special needs.
The London Missionary Conference
opened at Conference Hall, Mildmay
Park, on Monday evening, the 21st, with a

meeting for devotion and the reception of
delegates and members.
The opening.
address by Sir William Muir, a distinguishod Christian civilian from India,wasin ex-

cellent taste. He warmly commended the
work of Missions, and forcibly brought
out the fact that the churches doing most
for the world's evangelization are doing
most for home improvement. Sir William

was followed by Rev. Dr. Mullens] sécreMissionary

Society,

who read an admirable paper on the increased cooperation of Missionary Societies with a view to overtake the wider
opening to the Gospel. Every Christian

heart must have thanked God and taken
courage at the tokens for good so well
presented by this speaker, who from
many years’ experience in India
secretary of a pioneer British

and as

Society,

is

prepared to testify on the points involved
in this subject. The union feature in
missionary work becomes every year
more and more prominent. The missionary conferences at such centers as Calcutta, Madras and Bombay do much to bring

brethren of different sects into closer fellowship- with their Lord and with one
another. The London Secretaries of all
the evangelical missionary sociéties hold
a monthly meeting, and it was in one of
these meetings that this General Conference of Missions had its origin. May future
days bring larger cooperation and greater
‘results.
The whole of Tuesday was devoted to

Africa.

Papers were read by E. B. Un-

derhi!l, Esq., LL. D., Sec. of the Baptist
Miss. Soc. in the West Indies, on the RHe-

sults of Emancipation,social and religions,
and its probable influence on Africa itself ;
by Sir T. Fowell Buxton, Bart., on Discovery in Africa as - bearing on the new
Mission Schemes in .Central Africa; by

Rev.

Dr. Stewart,

of Livingstonia,

The Lovedale Institution;
Lowe on Medical Missions.

on

and by Dr.
On Tuesday

evening, a devotional meeting

was

held

in relation to the Claims of Foreign Mis-

“Wednesday was devoted to India;

an

three very valuable papers were read; by
Rev. M. A. Sherring, LL. B,, of Benares,

on the Growth and Position of Christianity
in India, both in regard to the increase of
Christian churches and its influence on the

general population; by Rev. Dr. Murray
pa"

founded in 1386, and additions are still

cathedral,

represent

ten

scenes

from

sacred history, from the creation, to the
Queen

of

Sheba's

visit

to

Solomon.

Michael Angelo once sajd of these doors,
that they were «fit to bd the gates of Paradise.” Many pleasant excursions also
may be made in the environs of Florence.
At Fiesole, about four miles to the north,
remains of a well preserved Etruscan

wall, together with
have been discovered
Among the works of
excavations, I noticed
few miles

to

the

an ancient theater
within a few years.
art taken from the
a bust of Nero. A

south,, is the villa

in

being made. It is probably the most or- which Galileo spent his last days, and
nate ecclesiastical building in the world. where he was visited by Milton.
The
Ninety-eight Gothic turrets adorn its - lady who now occupies it pointed out to
roof, and more than two thousand marble me the room in which Galileo died. Aftstatues deck its exterior.
Its double er eight days in Florence I left it with reaisles and massive columns make the in gret.
Some notes on Rome intended
terior very imposing.
But only when for this writing must be reserved for a
‘A. L. HOUGHTON.
one goes upon the roof, and walks about future letter.
at leisure, asin a forest of marble beauty,
does he obiain an adequate conception of
Any person who wants the best Notes on
its vastness, and its elaborate finish.
The
the Sunday-school lessons for next year
view from the tower is perhaps one of can get them without further cost by subthe finest in Europe. The plains of Lom- scribing for
The Morning Star»:
+
bardy lie at your feet, to the west Mt.
Blanc stands sentinel amid the snowcrowned Alps, to the north, and nearer,
is Monte Rosa, and to the south the

Apennines.
Milan

There

is but one

WHY ROBERT HOE DID NOT DIE OF
YELLOW FEVER.

thing in

which vies with the cathedral, and

BY

MRS. V.G. RAMBEY.

At this time, when our Southern

cities

this is the marred and faded fresco by are so terribly scourged by the yellow
Da Vinci, on the wall of the refectory of fever, it is well for us to remember that
to the missionary service. If the reporters ‘the monastery of Sta. Maria delle Grazie, this fearful disease is not always confined
did their duty, these addresses alone will representing the Last Supper.
Perhaps to the South. In the summer of 1798,and
be well worth the price of the volume of no picture has been more frequenily also in that of 1805, this pestilence swept
proceedings about to be published. I copied than this, but there is an inde- over the city of New York with a violence
wished over and over again that our earn- scribable something about the original equal to that which has been experienced
est women workers from America could which none of the copies have caught.
this season in Memphis and New Orhear these addresses.
Venice is unique, a city in the sea.
leans. In the autobiography of Grant
To-day, the Conference will consider Threading her fifteen thousand houses Thorburn a vivid and truthful picture of
Missions among the Armenians, Nestori- and palaces in every direction are one the distress of those days is presented to
ans, Mohammedans and Jews, and sev- hundred and fifty canals, connected by us.
In this simple narrative,
we also find
eral experienced workers are expected to three hundred and seventy-eight bridges. a grand illustration of the sublime power
present papers. This evening a grand Its present population is about 130,000. of Christian faith, and the far reaching
public meeting will be held in Exeter Arriving just after nightfall, on emerging consequences of a single benevolent act.
Hall. The Earl of Shaftesbury will preside from the station, I stepped into a gondola,
Referring to the fever in 1798, Mr.
and several English and American clergy- and attempted to take in the situation. Thorburn writes thus: “We had been
men will make addresses. To-morrow
married just a year when the yellow fever
morning there will be a concluding meetcommenced its ravages.
Its progress

13,

1878.

the doings of this important body of ‘like marble ghosts in the pale light of the
Christian workers. The attendance was lamps.
By and by, the gondola passed
by no means large, and the six or seven into a narrower canal; and after threadhundred people looked few enough in a ing a mile of dark and devious passages,
hall capable of accommodating two thou- shot under the Bridge of Sighs, up to the
sand or more. §evera prominent mission- Piazza S. Marco,and my hotel. This was
ary societies of Americaand Europe were wy introduction to Venice.
The city
not represented at all. Dr, Murdock, “of abounds in works of art.
In the church
the Baptist Missionary Union, arrived on- of Redentore are two rare Madonnas by
ly yesterday, and the American Presby- Bellini. The galleries are specially rich
terians and Methodists have sent neither in works of Titian and Tintoretto.
delegates nor letters.
Thess are some of Titian’s Assumption
is considered the
the defects of this great meeting.
I could gem, but Tintoretto’s Death of Abel suf| say much in its praise.
=
fers little in comparison.
One's pleas| I could cite numerous interesting inci- ure in Venice is sadly marred by the
dents were there space, but must mention
marks of decay which meet his eye at
one. During the meeting of Tuesday— every turn.
Both her palaces and her
the Africa day, the venerable and distin- people seem decaying.
It is publicly
gnished missionary pioneer, Di. Robert stated that one-quarter of the population
Moffatt, entered the hall. No sdoner was are beggars.
Her commerce is gieatly
he obsggved than a tumult of applanse reduced. There is little leftto support a
filled the place, while he was escorted . to city on those desolate islands, and one
a front seat on the platform.
Beginning
can not help a feeling of sadness as he bework

for

Africa

in

1816,

the

father-

in-law of David Livingstone—the oldest
missionary. living of the London Missionary Society, an intrepid traveler and explorer; and a most devoted and successful preacher of the Gospel, it was just a

benediction for all to set eyes upon sucha

hero, who in finishing his stirring address,
said tht he still wished to return ‘to the
dark continent of his early choice and to
resume labor for the souls of its perishing

millions.

Oh, that such a spirit filled the

souls of thousands of young

churches!

men

in

our

May God let his blessed man-

tle full some day

on many

ardent,

self

forgetful, consecrated young men !
ay

EUROPEAN

of summer has yielded to
of the antumnal

daily
food
tradithese

creatures saved a battle to the Venetians

by carrying a dispatch, and
gratitude their descendants
been cared for.

At any

that out of
have ever

rate,

and perhaps thousands, of
ery day, and are fed at the
They are so tame that they
eat out of one’s hands.

hundreds,

them come evcity’s expense.
will come and
Florence, sur-

named *¢ la bella,” is perhaps

in

all

re-

spects the most delightful city,to the mere

tourist, in all Italy.

Beautifally

situated

Oct. 17.

CORRESPONDENCE.

realized in these rare October days. The
the influence

bright feature in Venetian life is the
coming of the doves to receive their.
in front of ‘St. Mark's. There is a
tion that many years ago some of

on both sides of the Arno, it possesses the

4

One's dreams of ‘‘Sunny Italy” are fully
scorching heat

The one

double attraction of being a fresh modern
city, pervaded with the most interesting
historic associations.
It possesses also
the lirgest collection of art treasures to

L.

Ce

RoME, Itary,

splendor.

P,

J.

EdeJb

holds her fading

rains,

the ‘* second season” is ushered in.

and

The

fields are putting on new coats of green,
and smiling with fresh flowers.
The
vineyards ure yielding their richest fruits.
Nowhere, except in Italy, can ‘such delicious grapes be found. The visitor who

be found in any single gallery in the

world.

The excellence of this gallery is

not all centered in the Wrestlers,

the

Venus de Medici, and the wonderful creations of Titian.
It possesses scores of
pictures of marked excellence, and well
deserving the attention of the visitor.

Walking through these halls, lined with

the/'works of genius, and drinking in the

fine, sweet spirit which they breathe, one
comes here in October will always have can scarcely realize that just in the ‘puba ¢ warm side,” as the Scotch say, to- lic square in front such scenes could ever
have transpired as were witnessed on
ward the vine-clad Tuscan hills.
the
]
But these pleasures of nature are per- 98d of May, 1498, when
haps fully equaled, and to some of us far
‘¢ Savonarola’s soul Went out in fire.”
surpassed, by the pleasures of art. - The
Italian is born with an engrossing love of Florence is specially rich in churches,
the beautiful. This manifests itself not many of which are of interest from the
merely in majestic cathedrals and picture tombs which they contain. In the church

galleries of world-wide fame, butit appears in connection with the every-day
life of the people. Italian dwellings,even

of Santa Croce are the

and Macchiavelli,
monument

to

Ravenna.

Surely,

Dante

tombs

and

of Galileo

the magnificent

who

is

buried

at

becca, decided to remain in the city, and,

committing themselves to God, to do all
they could to relieve the génerul distress.
He writes: * The heart of Rebecca was
fixed where fear never enters. Her foot

was placed oft the Rock of Ages, and with
her hand she took a grasp on the skies.
Every morning our prayer went up, that
if oné of us was to be taken, the other
might not be left,and before we retired to
rest, we sang the 121st Psalm,

‘“ He said as

he. entered,

* In Santa Croce’s holy precincts lie

Thor-

‘Said I, ¢ Robert, were your indentures
fulfilled before you left England?
.
“Said he, ‘I never was bound. I learn-

ed my trade of my father. I can’t find
work. Ihave no money.
Canyou recommend fe to a house where I may
board till I can get employment,

when

I

will pay them honestly?”
‘Iknew the heart ot a stranger, for I
had been a stranger myself; and there
was so much of honest. simplicity in his
speech, that my heart warmed towards
him.
Igave him a chair, and ran up
stairs. Says I, ‘Gude wife, a stranger

standeth at our door; shall we take him
in?" ‘If thee pleases’ she replied. *Ifhe

nate in death.

But he was

nursed with

a tenderness thats was parental, and upheld by a faith that seems like an inspiration. ‘On the fourth day, as the crisis
approached,” Mr. Thorburn writes, ¢¢ as
Isat by his bed, he fixed his restless
eyes on mine, and exclaimed,
‘I shall
“Robert,” said I,

‘we

all die,

but

you are not not going to die this week.’ I
left him fifteen minutes, and on my return, felt his pulse.

I said, ‘ Robert, you

are fifty per cent. better already, and I
hope to see you walk from your bed, and
sit by the window to-morrow. Death is
nigh at hand at all times, but my impression is, you will not die with this attack.
I hope to see you a thriving master builder, married to one of our

bonnie

lasses, and that I shall hold
child in my arms.’ ?

Yankee

your grand-

world.

“Thus it was that we lived,as in a world
of our own, while all around us was

He was not only a master builder,

as

hearts were kept in perfect peace.”
When all who had the means to do

so

had fled to the country, and the Board of
Health had removed as many of the poor
‘as they could to temporary buildings on
Harlem Hights, the census was taken,
and it was found that but 15,000

persons

remained in the city. Out of this number
sixty-three died on the 22d of September.
This was the largest number that died in’
any one day.
Mr. Thorburn gave up his time to nursing the sick, and he relates some very
touching and painful incidents that came
under his observation. There was great
lackof nurses and many died for want of
care. Whole families were sometimes found
dead or dying. At one time Mr. Thorburn had sevéfi young men on his hands.
They were in three houses, and there was
no one to give them even a drop of water
except him. For seven days he was with
them night and day, with the exception
of two or three hours out of the twentyfour for sleep.

Three died, and the

four

who recovered owned their lives to
his care.
Through all these terrible days this
good man and his family were preserved
in health.

Referring to this,

he

writes:

+I think the absence of all fear was the
means that Providence employed for our
preservation.
We took no
pills,
nor
powders, but with a firm reliance on our
Maker, kept on the even tenor of our
way.
In my visitations among the sick,

I wiilked the street in all the watches

of

the night, but this was an imperious duty,

strangers,

was

a wealthy

his

kind benefactor had prophesied, but he
was the inventor of Hoe’s Printing Press,
one of the greatest blessings that has been
conferred on the nineteenth
century.
Referring

to

this,

Mr.

Thorburn

says,

*¢ Nothing in my past life affords me
pleasing reflections as this act of
and humanity to a stranger. When
aching head lay on my breast, as I
the cooling draught to his parched
I little thought that in that head lay

such
duty
his
held
lips,
the

while

all

who

could: get

away,

were flying, Mr. Thorburn and his family

remained quietly at their home, devoting
| themselves to the perilous work of nursspecially interest- ing the sick, and dying. It was at this
time, that in the prosecution of his benevolent purpose, he unconsciously connected his name with that of a man whose
memory will never die. He tells us, that

at a time when the fever was raging fear-

importance, should

supersede

It is scarcely possible.

this call?

These are an im-

portant class of young men.

The 30,000

in our colleges and schools are largely to
be educators of the next generation.
Their influence will be no inconsiderable
factor in the shaping of our children’s
faith. ‘They, then, above all, need

to be

Christians. Let us pray for them, remembering that they are to teach and to
havea telling influence over our boys
and girls.
'
Again, many of these young men of the
various classes are to be our business
men of the next quarter of a century.
What kind of business men does the world

need to-day,

and

our

own

country

es-

pecially? Business men, it must be «<on-

fessed, are in no small measure responsible for our present financial distress.
Corruptions in business have destroyed
confidence in business men. Shrewdness
and caution are well.
But our business
men must have integrity and conscience
both

will

weakened

and in many

instances

over-

balanced.
(3) They are brought largely
in contact with the skepticism of to-day,
which is an age of skepticism, which they
are poorly qualified to refuté, and perhaps as likely to receive as even to reject. These are real obstacles.
They
insuperable.
.
#
There are at least two encouraging
features to be considered.~ (1) Many of
these young men are Christians, sincere,
earnest. They are among our best church
and association workers.
(2) Comparatively few of the irreligious are ¢¢ immoral” in the bad sense of the term.
The
drunken,

the

gambling,

the

licentious

have been found ‘‘unprofitable servants,”
as commercial travelers or railroad employes, and are not’desirable as students
in seminary or college., Hence, a better
class of young men; it is believed, are
filling these stations than formerly, at
least to some extent. As a whole these
classes of young men are greatly to be
desired in the church, aside from the
question of their own salvation, which

fact ought to lend inspiration to our
prayers.
Apart from the question of their con-:
version, it can scareely be questioned that
the influence of this special week of
prayer will be good on these young men
because of the interest taken in them and
the sympathy shown them by the church.
If they are candid men, they can not

but feel that the church is their friend.
And will they, having

appearance, and said to him, ¢ Sir, I wish

to stop here a week.

I do not like to: put

up at a hotel. Can you direct me where
I may find lodging in a private family P”
He said he could,and bade me follow him.
He soon stopped before a respectable
brick house. A comely young matron sat
on the front steep with a babe in her lap.
Addressing her, my friend said, ‘Gude
wife, this is Mr. Thorburn from New

stranger.’
“ «What was your father’s name?
inquired,
‘ ‘Robert Hoe,’ she replied.
“ «And this is your child ?’ said I.

«+]t is, sir," was her answer.

for man-

;

to her, ¢ Now madam;this day my prophecy is fulfilled before your eyes. Just forty
moment

in

such

service

manifest

can

not he

depreciated and disrespected save by
that skepticism or indifference which are
akin to knavery.
The result of this week
service, if'such

it be,

of prayer
for

these

and

young

men willalso be good inits reflex influence
upon the church, and that just in proportion as the church shall take the case of
these young men upon her heart and into her sympathy and carry them there.
The church needs to feel that these are
our young men.

And if we can not fully

embrace this world-wide million, for the
sake of more definite and specific work
let each church at least embrace those
within the limits of their own influence,
toiling incessantly for their salvation.
RED
(ie di
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NOTES AND

Rev. Charles L.

one of the genial

A—

Thompson,

editors

QUOTES.
for

of the

Chicago, goes to Pittsburg
Third Presbyterian church.
of the religious press will
their good wishes.
THE PREMILLENNIAL

some

Interior,

time

of

as pastor of the
Hismany friends
follow him with
CONFERENCE.

The great facts of Christ’s personal second
coming, that it may oceur at any time, that

there will be a first resurrection of the right-

eous dead, and a second resurrection of the
wicked dead, and that the final general judg‘ment will then come, . . . must be accepted

as facts plainly revealed in
Examiner & Chronicle.
a decided

think, on God’s

the

Secriptures.—
;

conviction,

word, that the

based,

we

heavens must

retain our Lord many
es yet. The practical
results of the agitation ,in favor of pre-millennial views have always been unhappy, and we

predict that in this respect the future’ will not
differ from the past.— The Watchman.

¢TYook the habe in my arms, and said

years ago, at a critical

hold

terest, such unselfish

‘We have

1

truth,

respect

friendship in disrespect? Such sincere in-

my father told me what Mr. Thorburn
did for him when he was sick and a

of death followed.

of

ize the world. of literature ands to shed
light on the dark places of the earth,
whose habitations are full of cruelty.”
Years passed, and the memory of the
terrible fever faded from most minds, but
not from the minds of Mr. Hoe and his
family. The happy father was accustomed to gather his children around him, and
to tell them of that time when the pitying
hand of a stranger snatched him from
death, and the voice of Christian faith inspired his sinking heart with strength
and hope.
Two years after Mr. Hoe’s death, Mr.
Thorburn tells us, “I stepped from the
cars in a country town. Among those
looking on, I observed a man of genteel

With the coming of the cold weather,

form, and a carnival

men

hood and for

the pestilence passed away, and
the
stricken city revived. Seven years later,

in 1805, itappeared again in a malignant

less than one million of *young

various classes.
Has the church any
other work on hand which, in point of

germ of a machine, destined to revolution-

York. He wishes private board for a
week ; can you accommodate him ?"
¢¢ ‘Yes,’ she replied quickly, ‘for a year
or a life-time if he wishes it. Often has

and I felt confident that death could not
touch a hair of my head while I was thus
engaged.”

The church is asked to devote this
week to the spiritual interests of a little

stand this: | must be met and recognized, but are not

must

known

our

BY REV. W. L. NOYES,

continue to depreciate.
These young
men are not only entrusted with a broad
influence, but with vast opportunities,
and look on his honest English face.” We growing out of their various relations.
wentl down stairs, and I said, ‘Robert, we
It should not be overlooked that there
will lodge you, and if you take the fever are some difficulties in the way of reachwe will nurse you. Youshall not gs to ing these young men. (1) Many of them
the stranger's Hospital.”
are transient. They have no home, or
In less than a week he did take the are absent almost wholly; and no stated
fever in its most malignant type. Mr, place of worship if they care for such.
Thorburn says he had never seen any (2) They are associated largely with the
other case so violent that did not’ termi- irreligious, hence Christian influence is

man,

With a firm reliance on God,

THOSE YOUNG MEN.

as well, or money and morals

and honored through the civilized

death.

46.

takes the fever, will thee help me nurse
him ? <I will,’ she answered. ‘Thank you,
dear, for this.
God bless you; now come

From that hour the fever left him. In
a few years this penniless, friendless boy,
whose life depended on the charity of

Ashes which make it holier,”

onalstructure, is a gem of beauty.
Its
celebrated bronze doors, facing the

‘Mr.

bun
‘ ‘Where did you learn my name? I
inquired.
“I saw it over (he door,’ he said.
I
have just come on shore from the ship
Draper, from Liverpool.
I am a carpenter by trade; my name is Robert Hoe; I
am now in my eighteenth year.’

¢ No burning héat by day, nor blast of evening air
Can take my life away, if God be with me there.
I’ll go and come,
Nor fear to die
Till from on high
3
Thou call’st me home.’
;

Again,

veal the ruling passion of the people.
These are not always in the best taste, to.
The cathedral is not
be sure,byt no one can understand Italian ing. Its plainness is in marked and alart, much less the Italian people, who most painful contrast with its. surroundconfines his attention wholly to the great ings. The baptistery opposite, an octagmasters, and who doej not consider the
art idea expressed in the common life ot

like anything I' had seen.” Their neigh_
bors fled, but he and his young wife, Re-

NO.

fully, he sat at twilight in his door, and
observed a stranger coming towards him.
His was the only store open in the block.
The young man paused a moment opposite the open door, and then stepped in.
[will give you the account of this first interview between these two remarkable
menin Mr. Thorburn’s own words :

was more like the Turkish plague-than | die; Ishall-die—F-never—can

sions upon the Christian Church, and adof the humbler sort, are decorated in
dresses were made by Rev. Dr. Herdman,
\
Frescos on walls
artistic fashion.
[some
Thomp,
C.
A.
Dr.
Rev.
and
of Melrose,
hh ant ceilings, and often on exteriors, refi
‘son, of Boston.

/

of the
modeled
It was

secure

a larger range of Christian service among
the heathen nations for that gracious Lord
whose Kingdom they are anxious to establish.” At Liverpool, Christian Missions were considered in reference to their

tary of the London

spell
earwork
Col.

as the eighth wonder

CHICAGO, NOVEMBER

consecration of many fresh young ‘women

OF ON FOREIGN
NCLSSTONS.

agencies and methods, and

world. It seemsto have been
after the cathedral of Cologne:

tended a meeting of this kind that was so
well sustained: The effect must be the

It matters little, since Thy love
Is everywhere }

Missions, similarto that at

of the Gospel ? The evening was devoted
to China aud several stirring addresses
were made, that of Rev, Dr. Legge, of
Oxford, setting forth many cheering evidences of progress in that vast empire.
Yesterday (Thursday) was given to the
consideration of the work of the great
Bible societies—to the Missions in Japan,
Polynesia, and Madagascar.
The papers
were good and elicited considerable comment. Last evening there was a public
meeting in relation to Female Education

erington, all of India, and Miss West, of
Smyrna, were the speakers.
I never at-

8o is my soul at peace,

-

correspond with the truths and principles

Thurston, Mrs. Férgerson and Mrs. Eth-

1s ‘wholly Thine;

ENERAL 00

the

Milanese

ican, held a thousand eager listeners
boand for two hours by their simple,
nest narration of woman's wonderful
for her benighted sisters.
Mrs.

Thou knowest all my life,

8

far

in the East, Lord Kinnaird presiding. Four
Christian women, one of them an Amer-

And there and only there

EE huh

on How

various systems of Educgtion pursued in
India promote the spread of true Chris-

Baptist Printing Establishment,

Preewill

to-day. Of course there are a few centers of enjoyment for the traveler in Italy
as in other countries. Perhaps the most
tianity ; and by Rev. E. E. Jenkins, Sec. bright and vivacious city of Italy is Milan,
of the Wesleyan Missionary Society,on the surnamed, ‘la grande.”
It contains
interesting theme,—To what extent is the’ more than two hundred thousand inhabspread of Christianity assisted, or other- itants, and possesses large manufactories
wise, by the truths or principles which of silk and woolen goods.
Its great cathedral is, however,
underlie the systems of Hindooism or Moits
hammedanism,and which are presumed to special boast, and is regarded by the

Mitehell, of Edinburgh,

STAR,
MORNING
THE
APER,
NEWSP
OUS
RELIGI
Y
"A WEEKL

STAR, BOSTON AND

your

father’s life, I told him ‘that I hoped to
hold his grandchild in my arms.’ ”

It is well known to be the opinion of many
of the ablest students of church history that
the pre-millenarian gheoty has been
in
point
of fact insidiously harmful to the spiritual life
of the church; easily lapsing into fanatical disorders, warping the judgment, absorbing
wun
due attention, and balefully Dlighting ithe influence and power of those who Surrender

their souls to its strange infatuation = Congyegationalist.
;
:
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lowed other teachers.

NOTES

|
Questions

(For

The destruction that came on the Jews
was becanse they rejected Christ and fol-

24.

Lesson.--Nov.

? Sabbath - School

BY

see

PROF.

Lesson

J.

A.

Practical Lessons.

BOWE,

(1) To beware of

deceivers who wish to take,

Papers.)

the place of Christ.
es of

JUDAISM OVER THROWN.

21:8-21,

Notes and Hints.

.

“ And he said.”
In answer to the
inquiry when the temple would be torn

in our

faith,

(2) The’ disturbanc-

society can not hinder the progress

would be misled. The Christian always
needs to give * new light” careful inspection.
*« For many shall come

The expectation of the

in

my

name."

appearance

of a

temporal Messiah, as a warrior, king and
priest,increased as the troubles of the na-

tions iucreased.

That expectation

was a

demand,to mee: which, false Christs arose.
These false Christs were arrant impostors, or men deluded by their own ambi-

tom. ~ ‘“ Saying.”
Not
~ Christ,” but also, * and
mear.” The punctuaiion
misleads. The ** time”
reign of the Messiah and
enemies.

Hence,

such

merely, “Iam
the time draweth
of our version
meant was of the
the defeat of his
men

would seek

%0 eollect followers to help them achieve
what they predicted.
** For these things must first
pass.”

They were

come

foreseen events,

to
aud

foreseen as prior t the destruction of Jerusalem. They would then, of necessity,
‘frst come to pass.” Between the death
of Christ and the loss of the city it is easy
to find rumors of wars, and political
troubles which disturbed the Jews.
Al-

SIGNS OF PROGRESS.

One of the sure

croiikers tu oppose them

with

real vigor,

or to propose absurd alterati ns. in th ir
plan. Only when the modern lesson helps
have multiplied Bibles in’ the Suundayschool to.an

extent

unknown

in

former

days, is there a public outcry against the
lack of Bibles in comparison with lessonleaves.
Not before household worship
and household religious instruction were
extended and quickened beyond all preeedent was there any suggestion that re-

ligon

in the sanctuary interfered wiih

And before the
religion in the home.
Sunday-school was as prominent and as
‘effective for good as at present, it would
have been impossible to secure such a
discussion of its methods, from such men,

as our sketch of ¢“ a novel Sunday-school
conference,” on ancther page ciscloses.
Ii is: he Unitarians who are giving this
evidence of their progress in Sondayschool work. One of them thinks that the
** Sunduy-school as now managed is but
little better

*“more

than

reaaing

attention to

nothing.” -

He wants

of the Bible

and more

the teacher's’ work;'’

also a

ter, he cites disturbances at Alexandria,
at Seleucia when 50,000 Jews were killed,

of the Bible should ¢ study the lives of
moral men, such as Channing, John Wes-

and at Jamnia, a city near Joppa.
Jusephus is the authority for the-e incidents.
* The end 1s not by and by.”
Is not im-

ing to the “old, old story” of sacred
worthies.
Another
speaker has ju-t
reached
the Sheyideaog that oy
‘* «ne strik'ng and
Stor

Qiate ly -By-—ebd-ie—meant—the

eatastrophe

to Jerusalem

and

final

to

the

werld.

“ Nation shall rise against nation.” This
is too general for specitic mention.
The
meaning is that a general period

of war

would precede his coming.
“Great earthquakes.” Alford mentions
earthquakes »t Crete, A. D. 46; at Rome,
A.D. 53; at Laodicea, A. D. 60; also at
@ampunia.
* In diversplaces.”
In differentlands. *¢ Famdnes,” * pestilences.”
These plagues afllicted that unhappy period. Alford shows that the famine predi

i

and another
wocomwon

cts

11:28; occurred A.D.

still

later.

They

events in the Roman

A pestilence usually accompanies
ime.

49,

were not
empire.

a fam-

In A. D. 65, in autumn, 30,000 per-

sons died at Rome.
* Fearful

sights.”

:
This

period

of

trouble, and, as the Roman armies began
to assault Jerusalem, the fears and agitasions of the Jews, together with their ap-

peals to heaven for interposition, would
sompel men to see portents ‘ and great
signs” of impending evil.
The marvelems stories of Josephus should not be
eredulously taken as pro f of the truth of

these words.

ley, Plato and Socrates,” instead of stick-

pusitive-e

il

the training

of

ISO
-the-Sund
Ridhhrbe bih 4
CASLE

of covildren

church,” and that

class system.

another

He

*“ not

ol

REAL)

AR
LI~EE 3 Ea

to go to

is in irs small

would

like

*¢ all the

buys, all the girls, ull the ic fants, and

all

the adults’ to receise instruction collect~
ively—each of these four divisions in a
separate department; and all to be trained in the habit of church-going.
Asa
fact, the Sunday-school has from the be.

gmning trained children to church-gving,
while its system of small classes is one
of its chi f advantages. The plan proposed by this speaker—which has been often
tried —simply makes a tenth-rate preaching service of the affair, instead of a first-

rate teaching service. But the good man
will find this out!how that he has started
on the track of l~arning something about
the

Sunday-school.

It sounds

a

little

strange to hear the Massachusetts Unitarians insist that ‘* the child needs religion
itself, not its evidences ;” that * religion

Be a witness to you of the truth of these
predictions, or, according to Mark 13:9,be

is irs own b-st

evidence;” that

** specu-

How

10 HOLD OLDER

SCHOLARS.

At

the recent Conference of the Young Men's
Geneva, Mr.

Hodder, of Eng and, spoke of the relation

of the Associations to Sunday-schools. He
thought that more pains should be taken
to establish a link between the two.
In
answer to the question, *‘ How to retain
the older scholars,—if once we get them,”

he offered these suggestions:
ive them

a hearty

(1) Let us

reception, and

avoid

am opportunity for you to give testimony anything that may be construed into
(2) We should remember
in respegt tome.
*‘ Not lo meditate. patronage.
Net to prepare a reply beforehand.
¢ I that youth is the time for demonstrativewild give you a mouth.”

This is not said

pess: and in ofder to be

one with

them,

we must take care to be free from stiff-

to ministers as they are called to preach, ness, and not over careful of our diznity.
but to apostles as they are called to de- ¢3) Let us make our young fiiends ‘eel
fend themselves
before
magistrates. unmistakably that we lcve them. They
Christ would quicken, enlighten, aud like to be noiiced, and if sometimes taken
aside and spoken with alone, great good
guide their minds by his Spirit, so that may be accomplished.
Lastly, Let our
shey would speak with effect. **To gain- light so shine before them that they may
say.” Contradict and refute. ‘ Ye shall see our good works and glorify our Fabe betrayed.” How intensely attached to ther which is in heaven.
* their own religion, and how utterly opposed to the gospel they were.
This
Br Exacr.
Teachers need to cultivate
prophecy, though ot most unnatural con- exact, clear ideas, crysialline in the defiduct. was'true. Jews and Gentiles alike niteness of their outline and in the. rrans-of th ir truthfulness. Indefiniteagreed in hating Christians, though of parency
ness in intellectual perceptions is apt to
their own households.
be associatdd with vagueness in moral
** For my name's sake.” Because they perceptions. The habit of knowing exwere Christians. *¢ Not a hair of your actly what one thinks, and then of saying
precisely what one means, is by all means
head perish.” Nothing that they might to be cultivated.—Advance.

*

of Christ's second coming.

We

are indebted

to the Alliance for the following expression
of opinion by Chicago clergymen on the same
question.—
Ed. Star]:

he

came

the second time, reappearing on the earth
afier his resurrection to carry forward
his kingdom through the instituted church
and the mission of the Holy Spirit; that
the triumph of his kingdom,

through the

preached the doctrine,
and

never

knew

one whose honesty was not evidently
weakened by it. No man can adopt this
hobby without riding it to death.
BY REV. C. PERREN, B. D.

not his resurrection; the commission to
the church, and the mission of the Holy

Spirit;
We hold the former theory
among other reasons:
1. . The majority of Bible

for these
scho'ars,

without any apparent cause for prejudice,

have held it.
2. The moral scenes and splendors attending the triumph of Chis ian evangelization and mis-ions,
the religious *¢ birth”
of ribes and nations almost in a day.and
the prospective conversion

may reach the meaning

of the

Jews,

and spectacular

interest promised to characterize the second coming of Christ.
Something more
wonderfui than a literal coronation of
Chrigt in the literal Jerusalem,

and

over

the literally restored tribes of Israel. may
appear in the niore than regal splendor
of Christ's reign over converted Jews 4nd
the Gentile world together.

"8. This theory recognizes

and

of God.
All conversions, all revivals,
all tiiumphs of missions, are victories of

a holy campaign no forces of earth and
hell can sucoessfully baffle, and which
will surely end in the overthrow of the
evils oppusing Christ's reign, and in the
universal and permanent establishment
of his kingdom in the earth.

4.

time, and the purpose of his coming.

Son of Man shall come in his glory, all
nations shall gather unto him,” ete. And
Paul says in 2 Tim, 4: 1, “The Lord
Jesus shall judge the quick and the
dead at his appearing and kingdom.”
Tue Bible knows nothing of three personal comings of Christ—one at the incarnation,

the

regard to these three important questi: ns

(e) It will bea glorious and triumphant

coming.
In this respect it will be in
wonderful contrast to the first.
He will
come with clouds, with angels, with tie
glorified saints. He will be seated on
the throne of his glory, and to him every
koee shall bow and every tongue confess.

2. Asto the time of his coming.
Upon this question the Scriptures are
silent. In reference to it our Lord himself declares, ‘“ It is not for you to know
the times or the seasons which the Father
hith put in his own power; of that day
and hour knoweth no « ne, not the angels
which ere in beaven, neither the Son,

but the Father. Tuke heed
forye know not when the

and watch,
time is."—

Mark 13: 32.
The Scriptures do teach, however, that

certain events‘are to precede the second
coming, such as:

The

universal

proclamation

of

the gospel. * This gespel of the kingdom shall be preached in all the world
for a witness unto sll

nations,

and

then

shall the end come.”—aMatt. 24: 14. See
also Mark 13: 10. And in harmony with
this teaching the Saviour commissioned
his disciples to “ go into all the world
and preach

the

-ion prescribes
church.

gospel.”

tie

The

present

commis-

duty

of the

(0)
The conversion of the Jews. This
was predictd in the Old Testament

Seriprures—Zach.

and especially in the disclosures by death
and the. general judgment.
Ib this theory, there scems

to us a

saferif not a more effective appeal than in
the other theory, stimulating often a useless if not a vicious curiosity, and often
leading to f naticism and reaction of infidelity. What more importance to me,
or 10 mankind generally, could there be
in the spectacular than in the spiritual
coming and glory of Christ realized to all
through the progress of his kingdom, the

the

a second

at

the

millennium,

demptive work, and fully consummate his

ny, but they differ as to the manner,

been

When

accustomed to

ond time to this world, few Christians de-

we ourselves have
teach as follows:

is to take place at

the end of the world.
In Matt. 25: 31, weread,

12: 10: “I will pour

(¢) He will come to complete his rekingdom.

Then,as Paul teaches in Rom.

8: 21, the creation itself shall be delivered from the bondage of feur and suffering

into the gloricus linerty of the children of

God.

Tuen the curse which has so long

rested on Nature will be removed. Then
there ““ shall be a new heaven and a new
earth wherein dwelleth righteousness ;”
then

The

Tabernacle of God

with men, and God shall
them and be ther God, snd
his people.”
Then, and
will the church cense to
kingdom come, thy will
earth as in heaven.”

shall

be

dwell among
they shall be
not till then,
pray, * Thy
be done, on

*¢ Come, Lord Jesus,

come quickly.”
BY REV:A: OWEN, I. D.
My idea is that the believers in a
thousand-) ears reign upon this earth are
mistaken in their interpretation.
The only things that are settled in my
mind and the only things that the Scriptures seem to settle are the message of
the angels when the Lord ascended.
that,

in

the

apostolic

times, the

coming of the Lord was believed to be
near. But think thatall these expressions which are, ofcourse,

spoken

under

the influence of the Spirit, are to be
interpreted after the divine idea of time.
1 accept the view that is held by many
that the book of Daniel is the apocalypse
of the Jewish nation and has no reference
to the advent of Christ,
There are no data in regard te the time
of bis return, and itis purposely left in
obscurity, My impression is thata large
part of the millennium hopes are inspired

by the

same

feeling and

desire

that

prompted the Jews to look for a temporal king, and. are justas Sure-10 be- disap

pointed.

I can’t reconcile the thought of a spiritual kingdom with
a temporal reign, unless
we reach the new heavens and the new

earth and that doesn’teume till after the
restoration of all things.

On the whole, u feelihg is to accept
as

the

Scripture

leaves it, attend to present duty and belief. I shall know as svon
as it is
necessary for me to know the time and
conditions of his coming.
BY REV. W. F. CRAFTS.
ve

habitants of Jerusalem the spirit of grace about which men of equal piety and
and supplication; ano they shall look scholarship differ, J am strongly inclined
on me whom they have pierced, and toward the doctrine of the near, personul,
they shall mourn for Him as one moure- ‘and premillennigl coming of Christ.
eth for his only son.”
It is also taught Judged by its gich (rus of joy and
by Paul in the eleventh chapter of his earnestness in the souls of such men as
Epistle to the Romans,
In Matt. 23: Moody, Whittle, Tyng, Goodwin, and
most successful
39, our Lord says to the Jews, *¢ Ye shall many others of the
not see me henceforth, till ye shall say, evangelists and pasors who hold it,there
Bles-ed is he that cometh in the name of is certainly no deadly beresy in holding
the Lwrd.”
Teis implies tbat, when such a view, and many strong arguments
Christ comes, the Jews

as s people will

have been converted unto Lim and will
hail his advent with joy.
(¢)

Autichrist is

to appear.

expressly asserted by Paul

This is

in

2 Thess.

2: 1—3: * For that day shall not come,
except there

come

a falling

and that man of sin be

of prdition.”

away

revealed,

first

the son

;

(d) Another event preceding the advent is the appearance of a sect who

shail emphatically deny the coming of

di-closures of death, and the revelation of

the Lord. See 2Pecter 3: 3,4. The disthe final jutgment?
tinctive feature of this sect is pot infided
BY REV. H. W. THOMAS, D. D.
ity, error in doctrine or morals, but they
No such
I do not look for such a personal or lit- will deny the second advent.
eral coming of Christ as many do, but 1 sect has yet risen, but they must appear
do look for his spiritusl presence in such before Jesus comes.
mighty measure as shall convince the
(e) Christ is to sit at God's right hand
world that there is such a thing as spirit, until all his enemies are made his footand that there is a future life.
stool. And thie heavens are to retain him
till the restitution of all things, or till all
BY REV. M. M. PARKHURST.

I have never been fuly satisfied in my prophecy is" fulfilled which God hath.
own mind ab.ut the millennium, but in- spoken by the mouth of. all the prophcline to the cumulative theory, 7. e., that ets since the world began —Prsalms 90:
the work of the Christiun church will go 1; Acts 3: 21.
3. As tothe purpose of his coming,
on extending and increasing 1n its power
we
hold that:
over the minds and hearts of men unt it
shall become universal, after which Christ
(ay He will come to raise the dead,
will return for his saints, dead and alive, both the righteous and the wicked.
That
and the grand consummation will be there is to be a general resurrection of
suffer would be in vain. * They would
reached. This view leads me to feel, the dead the Scriptures emphatically
lave their reward. It the reference here
“Daniel says, chapter 12: 2:
and
urge upon my hearers, the responsi- teach.
ON COPYRIGHTING THE LESSONS.
The
goes back to the fall of Jerusalem, the Internationsl
bility of either expediting or delayifig the “Many of them ¢hat sleep in the dust of
Sunday-school
Executive
meaning is that, in the destruction of that Committee made a mist ke, and the soon- second coming by our activity or our neg- the earth shall awuke, some to everlastsity, Christians should be preserved; er they retract it the better. The plan of ligence. I believe we may hasten the ing life nnd rome to everlasting shame
which was true.
[| having a Uniform Series of lessons, to be coming of our blessed Lord by our suc- and contempt.” In John'5: 28, Christ
in. chmmon by wany of the churches
“In your patience possess ye your ofus_dmany
denominations in many lands has cess in getting the world ready for him; says, ‘* Marvel not at this, for the hour is
souls.”
Patience will preserve their thus far been attended by the bappiest re- that the only vbstacle to his present com- coming in which all that ere in their
Jives; or, patience will secure their salva: sults. The advantages have been incal- iny is the unbelief of men, which, under graves shail hear his voice, and shall
ion, is the meaning.
Burnes takes the cul bly precious. But it does not follow divine guidance, we may largely de- come forth; they that have done good unto
that the system will, always, be best, or
former, Alford, the hitter view.
theresurvection of life ; and they that have
always remain in force. The surest way stroy.
;
BY REV. GEO. H. PEEKE.
** Jerusalem compassed with armies.” in the world to spoil it, and end it, would
done evil unto the resurrection of damnaWuder Gallus, A. D. 66, under Vespasian, be to do-just what the International Ex"The doctrine bas a.bad history, and I tion.” This proves that the godly and the
4. D. 68, under Tits, A. D. 70, the Ro- ecutive (not Les-on) Comivitiee lately prefer better company... I regard pre- ungodly will be raised together. ¢¢ The
and which the 8. 8. Times, in a
mans came against Jerusalem and em- proposes,
hour” can not be two different periods of
momentary loss of di cretion, urged with millennariavism as one of these half-truths
mped about it. The last general captur- so much feeling. The plan (it was pro- with which. the history. of religious time a thousand years apart,but one shor
od it, took $0,000 captives, and slew, or
osed in form of a threat) was that the thought is fil'ed, and, like all half-truths, period of time. And all are to hear that
gson Committee should copyright the it results in great logical incunsisten- one call ofthe Son of God.
saused
to perish in tue siege, over 1,000,
See also
#00. The Christisns,before the last siege, | lessons, and Pea] #ihiens out to’ publish- cies,
Acts 24: 15; Rev. 20: 12.
*
of lesson
helps,80 that this Committee
Why should I preach, pray, give, if
eseaped to Pelia, s-ci'y of Perea, and so ers
(6) He will come to judge mankind.
might get money ¢nough to defray their
the world is eventually going to the bad? See 2 Cor. 5: 10; Acts 17: 81. Inthe
were not hurt by. this destruction.
own expeuses— Advance.

in

its

favor.

I

feel

certain

that

neither of the two opp sing views is ubsolutely

essential

to

a

rich

Christian

experience, since deep piety .is found
in each of them. I condema the nbunses of
this premillennial doctrine by those who
belittle the great successes of missions to

build up their argument, and by al these
who set definite times for the glorious.ap-

pearence, or make sxtra-Biblical interpretations of symbols

and

types,

and

by

truths and activities. The great thing
above all else is to be ever ready to come
to us.

© -0-0-0-O
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REV.

ABEL TURNER.

Rev. Abel Turner died at 8 .uth Dover,

Me., Sept. 29, 1878, aged 67 years, 6
months and 15 days. The degeased was
born in Hebron, Me., March 14, 1811.

His parents removed to Foxcroft, and in

the winter of 1831 or’32 he’ made an entire

consecration of himself to tne service of
Christ. His parents being Congrégationalists his first attention was tothe Holy
Bible as the

basis

of a

Chrigtian

fuith,

After a prayermat aid careful study that
convinced
him, meeting’ Rev. Auner
Coombs, then residing in Foxcroft, he
began to relate his belief, to

which

Coonibs listened with interest.
ply was, ‘You are a Freewill
This was most fully confirmed
of tle closest study of the Bible
usage of that denominition,
13,1832,he was baptized by Bro.
and united with the Freewill

church of FoxcFoft, Svon

called

of

God,

Bro.

His reBaptist.”
by years
and the
On Apiil
Coombs
Baptist

ufter, being

he commenced

to hold

meetings, the first being iu a small

tlement near Sebee lake.

set-

From this he

traveled to other
towns, witnessing
much of the power of God in the cunversion of hundreds of souls.

=

He was first licensed in Jan, 1833.

He received

ordination

rt ao—— —— —

helpmate indeed, with a soul thirsting for

for the Master, but her literary attainments
met a necessity of his, greatly aiding him

in his work. In him was manifest the
earnest searcher after truth.
Although

limitedin his means, his library is found

to contain the choicest works on thenlo

and his'preaching showed thal he had boen

enabled to

gather their choicest fruit

The late Ebenezer Knowlton rémarked to’

the writer,
sermons,

after

listenin
to one
g of his

“I wish

some

of our D, Ds.

could preach as much sound theol gy in
the same length of time as Bro. Turner
has ;" and then, referring to his toils and
privations, said,
with
tearful
eyes,
*“ None has, in my estimation, suffered
more for the truth’s sake, than Bro. Abel

has.”
.
His acute sense of the fitness of things

forbade him to compromise in the least
with wrong-doing.
Hence so outspoken

wus he against the evils of slavery, in-

temperance and their kindred vices, that
he encountered the opposition of the eringing time-server. In his opposition to all
wrong he oten incurred
the disapprovalof
his manner by his brethren. This stung
his sensitive nature. * He loved his work

notwithstanding

its

privations,

conflicts

and trials, having an appointmentat the
house in which he was passing to the
association of those whom God had saved
through his labors and the reward of the
faithful.
Four years of his ministerial
labors

were

spent

in

New

York,

by a council

chosen by the Sebec Q. M., consisting

of

Revs. N. Harvey, L. Hathaway and A.
Coombs,in Jan., 1835. About this time
he was married to Miss Lydia Ann
Nichol of Corinth, in whom he found a

and

several years in Illinois and in Minn«sota
wherehe lraves a wife and four children ;
he being on a visit to his friends in South
Dover, where he died. He was buried
Oct. 2.
A. StrOUT.

REV. JAMES

STROUT.

Rev. James Strout died in Exeter, Me.,

Sept. 26, 1878, aged 78 years, 5 months,

and 8 days.

The deceastd was born ia

Limington,Me., April 23, 1800. In early
life he embraced the Christian religion,
being then 17 years of age. Some years
after his marriage to his first wife, he

relapsed into

sin;

but

while living Ia

Harrison, under the afflicting hand of a
loving God that laid in the grave a dear

wife and child, he awoke to a conscious-

ness of his departare from his first love.
With his two surviving children he
removed to Bradford, Me., and in March,
1834. publicly renewed his covenant with
God and his p ople, uniting with the
Free

B

pti

st—ehureh

~tr—th

~tow;—th

|

Soom

alter he felt impressed to enter the
ministry, aud, hike Paul, he conferred, not
with flesh and blood. The time he received his first license can not be ascertained, butit was probably in 1835 or '38.
He was ordained in March, 1838, by a

courcil consisting of Revs. L. Hatherway,
N. J. Robinson avd Abner Coombs.
In
bis miuvisterial labors he traveled extensively, mostly on foot, receiving. very
small
qompensation. His manner was

ruin

Waprehing largely argument-

ative, ever deli
with
vere
a fervor d
that
convinced his listeners of his trathful. ess.
Truly, he was a workman that needed
not to be ashamed.
As a citizen he had
the confidence of the people, being repeatedly elected to officvs of trust, performing them to the satisfiction ‘of the

people.

‘He was Clerk and Treasurerof

the Penobscot Y. M. for many years.
The reforms of his day received his
cordial support, A few years in the past,
having lost his hearing, his health

being

impaired, and having lost his connection

with the denomination by the disbanding
of the church to which he belonged, he
was not
as active as in previous years,
but a zealous supporter of the doetr nes

held by the F. B. denomination, in which
he found an abundant support to the
last.
He leaves a wife, one son and twe
daughters
to whom he was greatly endeared.
A. STROUT.
PE
Ger
40+

those who make this cne doctrine a *‘hobby ” tothe ¢xtent of crowding out other
to Christ or have him come

—————— :

under the care of Rev, N. Harvey.

;

the faet, leave the time

er

knowledge, intensified by ‘the respon
sibilities of his calling.
Not only her love

There are Scriptures that seem to indicate

This theory makss the second com- | Upon the house of David-and upon the in- |

ing of Christ actualized in results and
triumphs to every believer in the change
of death, the per~onal concern of every
humaa being, of every age and every
land; and not merely the concern of

5.

righteous and wicked

are
the

In

That our blessed Lorq will come a sec-

cele- ~ (a)

brates as real, palp.ble and inevitable
the respon-ibility of the church through
the ages for the conversion as well as the
instruction of the world—the triumph as
well as the proclamation of the kingdom

parable of the wheat and tares, we
taught that the sepsration between

and a third at the close of the millenniuin
or end of the world.
But it declares he
shall come a second time without sin
unto salvation. It knows nothing about
a third time!

epread of the gospel and the regenera1. As to the manner of the coming.
tion of the human race by the Holy Spirit,
(a) It will be a personal coming. In
will be the consummation and celebration
proof of this we appcal directly to the inof the second coming of Christ.
spired
'word—Acts 1: 11: * Ye men of
The post-millennial theory is that the
race will be regenerated after and not Galilee, why stand ye gazing up iuoto
before Christ's second coming ; that there heaven? This same Jesus who is taken
is no promise of the ultimate success of up from you into heaven, shall so come
the present order of Christian evangeli- in like. manner as ye have seen him go
zation and missions; that they are only into heaven.” See also Matt. 26: 64;
designed to be a witness to the world be- Luke 21: 27. With passuges like these,
fore its de-truction ; that after their des- ‘we might as well deny the literality of the
tined failure’ Christ will appear in his first advent as of the second.
(0) It will be a sudden, and to the
second advent, with more conclusive purpose and more amp'e resources of power, world an unexpected, coming. Itis comus well as grace, to destroy the wicked pared to the sudden coming of the deluge
and
exalt his saints under his immediate, —Mutt. 24: 42. It is compared to the
|.
personal, and universal reign; that this sudden closing of a snare upon an unwary
period marks his second coming - and the bird—Luke, 21: 34. It is compared to a
inauguration of his kingdom on ¢arth and barglar's visit—Matt. 42: 44.

lation among the Unitarians does not supply religious needs;” that ¢ direct ap- un uncertain period of time, an uncerpeals to the spiriiual nature should ve tain generation, and an uncertain lomade ;" and that *¢ personal appeals, and cality.
By thie theory, the second
religious conversation with the children
coming
of
Christ will be proximate'y apshould be frequent.” But this is only another sign of progress, in which we re- .prehended oy all in their generation in the
joice most heartily.—5S. S. Times.
revelations and wonders of his kingdom,

A comet, lightning, or oth- | Christinn Associations at

er natural phenomena answers all the requirements of the verse.
* Before all these.” See Acts 8:1; 9:1;
i2:1, 2. ‘“ Turn to you for a testimony.”

[Last week we gave the opinions of several
leading New York clergymen onthe question

ings and death on the cross, so

of wars against the Jews, by Caligula,
Cliudius and Nero. In proofof the lat-

mt

OOMING.

tility ot opposing Christ.

good dal more *‘ creed.”
His idea is
that the doctrine that no doctrines “‘siiould
be forced upon the children is having a
bad effect,”
He wants *“ to have children grow wp in liberal ideas,” and yet
not in ‘‘the doctrines ot Huxley and Tyndall.” An odd proposition for a man
who wants ¢¢ more reading of the Bible”
in the Sunday-school is his suggestion
that scholars who have had about enough

ford has cited for proof of the first, threats

SECOND

all the calamities of the Jews see the fu-

Persecutions are futileio
of the truth. (4) God conand sufferings of his serthem unto good.
(5) In

signs of progress in a good cause is to
down, and what signs would announce
find old objections to it brought into new
the coming of that day, and also, accordprominence, and exploded methods of its
ing to Matthew and Mark, when the comprosecution advocated as desirable changing of Christ and the end of the world
es.* It was not until the International
would take place. Ths was said on'the
Lessons were making an iiresistible
Mount of Olives. Matt. 24:3. ¢ Take sweep
that they started the immovable
heed.” Without caution in accepting the
claims of men to be the Christ, or, in the
interpretation of sins,
the disciples

CHRIST'S

BY W. W. EVERTS, D. D.
- The pre millennial theory is that as
Christ came first through his birth in
Bethlehem laying the foundations of his
kingdom by his teachings, and his suffer-

of Christ. (8)
stay the spread
trcls the labors
vants,and turns

@OLDEN TEXT:
‘And when h& was come
near, he beheld the city and wept over it.)
—Luke 19:41.
\
Kuke

Communications.

t« Flee to the mountains.”
Rather than
into te ci y, becarse tie city would fall.

I am but trying to stem a Niagara which
will inevitably sweep me from my feet.
I believe in the moral and spiritual
power of truth when presented, that the
gospel was given for salvation, not condemuation, snd can not accept a theory
which paralyzes all my efforts or tends to
do so.
I have known several geod men who

BY A.

J. FAIRBANKS.

IN BEHALF OF THE

CHINESE
NIA.

IN

CALIFOR-

Are there not many who are anxious so
devote their lives to the service of Chyist,
who have a strong desire for she salva.
tion of the heathen, and do not see how
they can go to Indi, China, or the far-off
isles of the sea? Now God has placed
within the reach of many of these, a work
that will, if undertaken, advance the
Christianization of China more rapidly
than missionaries can do by going to that

country.

The Chinese of California when

convertéd will

doubtless

refurn to preach thé

many

of them

gospel to

their

countrymen; they have the language
ultendy, and understand their own people
as no «ther najon

does,

hence their ad-

vamage when converted them-elyes

We

are under obligation to do all we can for
them, for their coming to our

eountry

is

in aoswer to the prayers of our fathers.
Many of us remember having heard the
minister pray, ** O Lord, break down the
walls: of China.”

The

Lord has

brokem

down the walls, and the people are coming forth to heur of Christ; young brethren and sist rs from the schools, do you
not

wish

to

become

missionari-s

to

those pagan worshipers? here 1s an
open field for you, and you will not
feel that you are very far from home
wheu you go mong

them.

For yon who feel that you are too old

to learn the language, there still

remsins

a part : the Chinese boys and

girls whe

preter; your influence among

them ‘will

speak English you can lead to Christ.and
you can spék t, the aged by an lterhelp to separate them from idolatry.
Ag:in, those of you who have woney
but cau not go, are you not desirous te
send or assist in sending some one?

stroy ed as a social institution,

there

will

he less reason for maintaining the laws of
inheritances or, ivdeed, any 01 our present
regulations concerning property.
1 am
not asserting tha: all Sucialisis understan

by sociahsm these tour things, or that all
Communists would accept my definition,
but the ringleaders, the positive nwa in
both Socialistic and Communistic circles

hold these notions. 1am not accusing tradesunions of holding them, although he foremost

of

American

newspapers

has

en-

deavored to prove that American tradesunions a’ e in far too close alliance with
secret Socialistic’ organizations.
Many
well-meaning people ure supporting positions more or less Socialistic, and abhor
the extremes of Socialism, stricily so called. But the central firce of any great
movement in public sentiment usually
draws into its current,

first

or

last,

the

subsidiary ripples. In practical conflict
on the field or polities, all great causes
geusrulize themselves, and miuor details

rop out of view.

The quesiion between

North and South in our civil war was that

between fieedom and slavery, with details
omitted.

The broad issue between Com-

munism and Socialism on

the one

hand,

and the Christian Commonwealth on the
other, is the contrast between Atheism
and Theism. It comes at last to be an irrepressible conflict between

an

Atheistic

and a Theistic arrangement of society.
The modern Socialistic question is whether
God shall be or shall not be arrested; or
rather whether the order shall be given
for his arrest or not. Are the Supreme
Powers in favor of the aboiition of tae
family ? Are they in favor of the aboltion of the laws of inheritance? Are they
in favor of such areorganization of society
as would require the uprooting of 8 veral
‘of the deepest instincts in human nature ?
Surely the love of home and the love of
property are two of the deepest instincts
In man.
The question is whether the
Supreme Powers are levelers up ‘orlevel-

ers down,

[hope

they are the former,

and that the progress of the ages will
show that their plan in this respect must
. come to fruition. But the plan of Sucialism, the plan of Communism is leveling
down.
The distinction between white

republicanism and red republicanism, be-

tween American constitutional republican-

against her than Venice,
Holland has had against

or
us.

Genoa, or
There can

hardly be a doubt as between the Ameri-

cu and Fogland
daughter,

of

at some

the

no

future,
very.

that

distant

will, whether fairer or less fair, bo

questionably

mother.”

yet

stronger

than

the

Well,

now,

give me a million or two of voters

in se-

cret organizations and in sympathy with
strikes ; give me a few desperate demarg

un-

gogues, calculating all the chances of
politics and ruling a quarter of our press;

the

give me

time,

** QO maler fortijilia fortior.” (Ibid., pp.

an

average

population

of two

hundred to the square mile in the

United

States ; multiply the perishing

ani

dan-

gerous classesin our large cities in proThus, weighing al} his syllables,speaks ! portion to that increase of the size of the
the foremost statesman of a power of general p pulaiion, and I undertake to
which our Webster used to like to say say that the wealthiest nation of the globe
that her morning drum-beat following the muy be neither the happiest nor the
sun and keeping company with the hours strongest.
Universal suffrage is not likely to be
encircles the wor'd with one continuous
limited very much in our time.
I would
strain of the martial airs of England.
Pardon me, gentlemen, it I ask you not have -the reading test applied; I think
to underrate
America
commercially. that would do good, but it would not free
At your leisure, in your libraries, will you us from the power of demigogues ; to lead
cover the United States on the map, and the discontent between labor and capital
then take up the covering
object and into such riot is to briny at times perils
We certainly have nothing
place it on the Roman
empire.
Casar’s upon trade.
dominion will be more than hidden. Open to depend upon here but public sentiment
‘I read in the
your compasses until you touch on the and the national will.
one side Boston and on the other San Atlantic Monthly an article of high merit

180,181.)

Francisco, and you have

separated them

| 80 widely that they can not be put down
anywhere within the bounds of Camsar's
domain. The longest line that can be
drawn inside the old Roman Empire will
not reach from Boston to San Francisco.
The Roman. eagles, when their winus
were strongest, never flew as far as from
Plymouth
Rock to the Golden Gawie, The
Roman Empire lay on the shoulder of the
Planes in shape like a boy's fish-r el, its
our eorners, London in England, Thebes
in Egypt, the Straits of Gibraltar and the
frosty Caucasus. Open your compasses
until you touch on the one side London and
on the other Thebes, and you have not
separated them as far as you must to span
the green fields and steepled cities between the surf
of the Bay - of Funday and
the waterfalls. of the Yosemite.” Open
them again, until they touch Gibraltar on

the one havd and the
onthe other, and you
them widely enough to
hand the Florida reefs
the

Caucasian range
have not opened
touch on the one
and on the other

Continuous woods

:

‘Where rolls the Oregon and hears no sound
Suve his own dashings.

Allow me to pluck up the territory of
the American Union-as Milton's angels
did the hitls of heaven, and will you emlevels down.
IT am not mistaken, the
mass a3 a pattern and cut from
Supreme Powers are on the side of ihe ploy the
other portionof the globe another
levelers up and exceedingly against the some
piece like it. I place one corner of it
levelers down,
;
upon London and the other corner proIt is a common impression that Ameri- jects
Thebes in Egypt. I place a
can society is incapable of being infected cornerbeyond
on
the
range and anothto any large degree by the wild Socialistic er corner juts Caucasian
the Atlantic ocean benotions produced chiefly by the political: youd Gibraltar.into This
of territory
evils of the Old World. We bave a largely in the United States is stretch
all, or nearly all,
unoccupied and a monumentally free good land, while the interior
of the Rocountry. We have no law of primogeniman
¢mpire
was
composed
of
the sterile
tare, no aristocracy and no privileged
classes. There never can arise in Amer- plain of the Mediterranean. Where else
ica, some of us think, any great danger can you cutout of the globe a continuous
from either Communistic or Socialistic no- empire equal to that which thé United
occupy? Bigness is not. greatness.
tons. In view of this position of public 1States
hope I am not of such a cheap mood as
ism and Parisian Communistic democracy,
is that the one levels up and the other

was certainly ill at ease.

on

certain

dangerous

American life, but in the

tendencies

in

next number I

find a criticism upon it, to the

etfect

that

the only way to keep the United States in
order is to reduce instruction for the
asses to reading, writing

and

arithme-

tic. We never shall do that.
** Preach
the gospel to every creature;” that is
the

command,

obedience

to

which

has

brought into the world most of our present political difficulties, and obedience to
which, it contiiued, will drive them out.
A continent humanity is rising fiom
under the sea, and for awhile it is a pestilentinl swamp; but tbe rem«dy is not
to slop its rising and crush it back in10 chaos. The remedy is to keep lifting
it, lifting it, until ali its morasses are
firm, sweet land.

Let
great
They
of un

’

us fasten your attention
outlines of our means
ave the prevention of the
impecunious cl 18s, of an

ed class, and of an ignorant

principled class.

upon the
ot safity.
formation
unemploy-

and

an

un-

1 hold that in a repub-

| lic neither of these classes can be

allow-

ed to exist with safety to the institutions
of the land.

:

If we are to attack the evils which lead

t> the formation of these four classes, we

may as well strike first at the tap root
—the unpringipled class, the morally uneducated class. ~ There nwust cease to be
an unprincipled cla 8 or there will be an
ignorant class, and then an unemployed
class, and then an impecunious class, and

then an explosive class lying under the
sparks of the oratory of demagogues.
There is nothing attracting
more attention throughout the oe
to-day than

the methods of preventing the formation
of ‘these four classes in Christendom,

there is nothing

but Christian

that ever can prevent

and

endeavor

the formation of an

unprincipled class. We shall not call on
writers of cipher despatches to enter into
that business.

;

;

Lord Beaconsfield stands now in the
eye of the world, and when he was

of the ideas he is now carrying out

expressed.

were

You remember that he sends

a young English lord from the Thames
to the Jordan in search of remedies for
the social ard political evils of Europe.
We have had a diffusion.of liberty, Lord

Beaconsfield says, and to some extent

of

intelligence and property ; but the people
are not happy. Here is the man whom

Carlyle calls the Hebrew sorcerer,Jeading

English’lords and British interests as by

some charm

of superior blood ; and this

aristocrat, this

guide of the privileged

classes, makes Bis English lord finall Y
kneel down in the Holy Sepulcher and at
Bethany and in Bethlehem, to obtain
from the Unseen Powers a response to
his prayer for guidance as to the hea ing
of the nations. He passes through the
jaws of death at Petra, and at last, in the
midnight of Sinai, Tancred, as
you remember, goes alone to the spot where the

law was delivered, kneels down there
under the mysterious brightness of the

Eastern stars, offers prayer in agony, fall«
at last into a trance, and, looking up, he

beholds the genius of Christianity with
her hands spread over the continents,
and
the response his petirion received from
her was in these

words,

fie'd’s own, the summit

Lord

of

us a man of affairs :

Beacons-

his

wisdom

** The equality of men can only be accomplished by. the sovereignty of God.
The longing for fraternity can never be
sztisfied but under the sway of a common Father. Announce the sublime and
# lacing doctrine of theocratic equality.”

come, Speculation has no plice in this
discussion. Philosophy has no permis-

~ion 10 deal with the unrevealed future
[t may outline the possinle outcome of
present tendencies, but catastrophes in

ing

contemporaneous

dictions depend

testimony.

But

upon God's

back

to the

ideas

of our

fathers

pre-

If we are mistaken in our Bible,

as when they

are

the

most

democratic;

America, she will see in the heavens
above the banner a Cross appearing, and

doctrine may te a delusion.
If these
sucred books be ‘received not as the
word of man, but, as they are in truth,
the word of (tud,” then is our

confidence

rational.
:
’
2. The language of Scripture is the
source of all information concerning both
the matter and the manner of the return
of our Lord. Our revelation is clothed
in words, ‘* which the Holy Ghost teacheth.”
It eortains an accurate, authentic
and credible account of events, which

er to know ** the things

freely

given

us

or prejudice, to

learn, from words

which

express His thoughts, what the Lord God

will say concerning
implies the rejection
interpretations in the
office of any church.
mu-t be tested by the

more

does

it

deny

us. This postulate
of all authoritative
assumed teaching
Every such claim
Word

all

visions or revelations, as

it-elf.

Still

supplementary

either

comple-

ments or expositions of our
present
Bible. The closing verses of Revelation
Next week, we purpose giving full ex-, are a solemn charge neither to add to nor
tuke away from the words of the prophtracts of Mr. Cook’s next lecture which ecy of this book. Whether they apply
will be on ‘Secret Socialistic Socte- to the dogmatic portions of the whole
ties.”
New Testament or not, it. is -clear that
>-o-O
they do imperatively bind us in our re>+@
ception of prophetic truth. They are
God's seal upon that symbolical book,

above that the

words:

“ By

In other

:
chart’ of the
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the highest distinction in bhe power of the

Whatever be |
our hope, it must draw its reasons from
the written Word.
3. The laws of language are the instru-

delusion of man’s

words

the

ments
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Exposition,
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spiritualizing
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school
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The historian Gibbon is our authority
that * the ancient Christians wore animated by a contempt for their present existence and by a just confidence of imperfect faith of modern ages can nut give
us any ad: quate notion.

es, one need only appeal to the

mortality, of which

the doubtful

and

im-

In the primitive

Ayer’s Hair Vigor.
FOR RESTORING GRAY HAIR
--TOITS NATURAL VITALITY AND
COLOR.
:

senseof any casual stranger to scholastic
theologv. Is it honestto argue with infidels on the basis of the literal fulfillment

for its usefulness und

of prophecies relating to our Lord’s

antiquity,

has

not

been found agrecible to experience.
It
was universally believed that the end of
the world and the kingdom of heaven (by
which they meant Christ's reign oa earth)
were at hand.” In the theological and
moral darkness of the Middle Ages there
were not lacking earnest souls wno main-

tain: d and voiced this truth, which traced
its paternity to apostolic teachers. But
our assumption is still further strengthened by the fact, which authentic history
warrants, that the

the
the

formula

of faith

and

coming,

and

allegorize

the

all

other

Christian

bodies,

v

RS

ened;

the

tree,

that

not a bone of his body should be broken,
that bis garments should be parted and

cies, which the Jews

spiritualize,

if

we,

ty, and preserves both

lost

hair

regrows

with

lively

expressions

falling hair is checked and stablished; thin hf&r
thickens; and faded or gray hairs resume thelr
original color. Its operation is sure and harmless
It cures dandruff, heals all humors, and keeps the

scalp cool, clean and soft—under which condifiows
diseases of the sealp-are impossible:——————
MANUFACTURED BY

R. P. HALL & Co., Nashua, N. H.
Sold by all Druggists and Dealers in Medicine.
[No.3.]
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connected with these in chapter, verse,
and often clause, because they refer to

that he should hang upon

!

the hair and its beauty. Thus brashy, weak er
sickly hair becomes glossy, pliable and strength-

first

his second app:aring? What reason have
we for holding, in opposition to the Jew,
that it was foretold where Christ should
be born, where he should begin to
preach, how he should enter Jerusalem,
what varied sufferings he should endure,

bylong and extensive
use, has proven that it
stops, the falling of the
hair immediately; oft‘en renews the growhh:
hand always surely resh tores its color, whew
{\) faded or gray. It otim‘ulates the nutritive er§ gans to healthy aotivi.

predictions

private testimonies of the fathers of his vesture be transferred by lot, that
Protestant Reformation give this doc- with transgressors he should die, and
trine
a foremo-t rank.
It wus primitive yet with the rich make his grave—what
in the English, the Scotch, the Lutheran, possible basis have we for asserting the
the Congregational, the Baptist, the Mo- historical fultiliment of al! these propheravian, and

AYER’S HAIR VIGOR,

v._

common-

church, the influence of truth was very
powerfully strengthened by an opinion
which, however it may deserve respect

CO.

or CHICAGO,

ova

and parables indeed abound, but these
are all subject to the rules of interpretation, which control in secular literature.
We affirm, then, the law of Bishop New-

ton, that a literal rendering is always to
be given in the reading of Scripture, unless the context makes it absurd. To
vindicate this law from all cavil and establish the proposition which it express-

ORGAN

YORK,

mystical,

should have no need to do more than
state this proposition. It would seem to
be involved in the popular character of
our Bible. Not ian cipher, hieroglyphic,
or cabalistic signs, but in the language
and dialect of living men, with which
grammar, rhetoric, and logic can closely
most imperative motive.
Until the learn- deal, has God mude known his pugposes
ed Origen in the third century introduced to us. . There is no esoteric sense behis method of allegory into exegesis there tween the lines ard beneath the letfer.
is no evidence of a dissent from the tra- Spiritual discernment is the knowledge
ditional expectation. Nor was his sys- by experience, and does not imply a sutem sufficiently influential to resist the perior intellectuali-m. Even the symbolconsensus of the church in the Nicene and ic books have their glossary in other and
Constantinopolitan
councils,
which af- plainer Sciiptures.
-Similes, metaphors,

1878,

are
awarded the GULD MEDAL, the highest they
recom.

future.

by which we are

Judges
to confer.

Two Highest Medals

“be

We open our def-nse of the doctrine of
the personul and visible return of our
Lord with the presumptive proof of its
primitive authoritv.
Whether justified
by the language of Holy Seriptures, or a

firmed: * He
shall come again with
glory to judge both the quick and the
dead, whose kingdom shall have no end.”

is: surely

wl

new

OHRIST'S COMING: PERSONAL AND

be no dispute tht the earliest writings of
the Christizn Fathers recognize it as the
current opinion of the post-Apostolic
church. ‘The ancient creeds have crystallized it in confi ssion. The oldest Jivurgies express it in devotion.
The - history
of heroic achievements by martyrs and
coufessors claims it as of the highest and

it

of Hair, Whiskers or Mustaches is actually pro.
duced "anderson
& Gon Clinton Piaver 1 ous, Dro

this Sign

there will

words,

ADVERTISEMENTS.

conquer.”

enthusiasm,

of

then our

to the ideas of of God” in our Great Substitute, or * the
Beaconsfield; only to the ideas of De things which God hath prepared for those
Tocqueville and Burke, who te!l us that who live Him,” our search is purely exemen never so much need to be theocratic getical. We approach, without partiality

only to the ideas of Christianity from its
first age to the present hour. Let us litt
high above ail clouds of class anim ity
and political intrigue, the great ensign,
bearing for its motto *‘ theocratic equality.” Whenever the church does that in

of God."

declaration.

Book 4, Chap. 8.)

would be going back only

he mass

time that the language of these ancient
Il ages have rebuked its presumption.
books should be used in its own sense—
Whether, therefore, probable or improb- the -ense which it is manife-tly intended
to convey—and that modern expositors
ableto the reson of man, the certain
knowledge of a fact that is to be depends should cease their well-meant efforts to
upon the sole and unsupported Word of compel it into agreement with the eooleGod.
If He is silent,we must remain in siastical systems and theological creeds
ignorance.
When He speaks, every doubt
which flourish so variously around us,
dies.
At the foundation of our faith is a from the so-called infallibility of Rome
| reverent recognition of the Holy Bible as down, through many gradations, to that
# revelation from God.
Outside of its of an American revivalist.” The Gerlids we decline to follow our disputants. man Rationalists, in their efforts to natu.
They must be brought to this crucial test | ralize the history, are not so untrue te
in connection with the promise of our revelation as those in the church, whe
Lord's coming. Itis a more severe cri- spivitualize the prophecy of the Bible.—
terion than that presented by miracles, Lztract from 8. H. Tyng, Jr's, Sermos.
for these may be accepted on human and

have their place in. the world’s history.
To this is added a series of didactic s1ateWhat does this message mean? It sig- ments of truth, adapted to different diffinifies that in a just organization of socie- culties and doubt: in the current life of
ty. men will encourage what God encour- those who submit to their teaching.
uges, and repress what God represses. Promise and precept are interwoven in
It means that in a perfect organization of the web of doctrine, and predictions glissociety, the bad man is not tne equal of ten on every page, illuminated by glintBut
the good man, but that whoever is loyal ings of glory from another world.
to God, him God and all good men shall faith, hope, and obedience turn with
curiosity to the very
words
help.
In short, the idea of democratic equal
equality and of theocratic equality con- ‘ which holy wen of God spake as they
Whethflict now in the world, and America go- were moved by the Holy Ghost.”
=(Tobcred

he renlered to books, which

the Christian world is so well agreed to
accept as ‘sa red,’ or as the very ¢ Word
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‘pro ane’ should
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ie
w w
in our turn, spiritualize the plain and
closely joined predictions of the glorious
2g
Ee
Messiah, which they dnterpret literally?
b+
Surely as a key tied by a string close to
®
=
the lock are the Scriptural interpretations
of. fulfilled prophecy.
With, these at |
m
»
hand, it is not difficult for the serious student to open the secret things of God.
Michigan Central Railroad.
But to this consideration may be added,
The Great Central Route.
in our appeal to the common fairness of
the church and world, the fact that, in Depot, foot of Lake-st., and foot of Twenty-second
st. Ticket Office, 67 Clark-st.,, Grand
Pacific
vor miisled
in their diligent, delving every controversy with professed ChrisHotel, and at Palmer House.
study of the Bible, as compared with the tians whose creed we hold to be defectChicago Trains.
Leave.
Arrive.
yn
comments of ancient authors. If the as- ive, we insist upon a literal interpretasertion and rejection of this doctrine stand tion of. Scripture.
Mallya Main and Air Line) * 7.00 a.m. * 6.55pm.
What Trinitarian
XPrOB8,e
sss
ssinsssannan *9,.00
a. m.|* 7.40 p,m.
on equal ground hefore Scriptures, which would suffer a Socinian to spiritualize the Da,
Kalamazoo Accommodation.|*4.00 p. m.|*10.30a.m
do not undoubtedly determine the ques- declarations of our Lora’s supremacy and Atlantic Express (daily).... fade p.m.|§ 8.008.m
tion at issue, yes is the preponderance of sovereignty. - The whole
controversy Night EXpress..coesieceees 9.00 p. m [*16.456. 0a,
* Sundav excepted. {Suturday and Sunday excepto
probability a decided factor in the dis- with Universalism pivots on this princi+ Monday
"
Daily.
cussion,
>
ple. Unless the Word of God means
H.C. WENTWGRTH,
H,B.LYDYARD.
Waiving this preliminary presumption, what it says, the denier of future punish- 7
G.P.&7T A. Chicago,
Gen Man's’r, Detroi.
we pass to the consideration of three ment may have the right. And on what
Lake Shore and. Mich. Southern R, R.
propositions, which
are the common conception of candor do mgn stand, who
New Depot, Van Buren Street, head of La Sallep
ground on which this Conference meets, are strenuous for the principle of literal’
Chicago Trains.
_Depart. Arrive,
and will be assumed in the discussion of interpretation when it suits tneir theolog(via main ine) ...... J¥35am TH0pm
all succeeding topics.
Both for our ical system, and severe in its depuncia- Mail
Speciat New York Express | *3:00a m *7:40p m
«ol 840pm
10pm
present purposz, and for an intelligent tion when they can not suborn the testi- Accommodation
8:00am
Atlantic N. Y. Expres (daily)! 5:15pm
reception of all after instruction, it is of mony in favor of their own dogma. In- Night
Express
.
20pm
*H:4 am
the first importance that these principles deed, let this spiritualizing method be
should be plainly stated and sustained.
enforced, and all positive lines ol’ division
. \llinois Central Railroad.
1. The authority of Holy Scripture is between truth and error are instantly
foot of Lake Street, and toot of Twenty-second
the
basis of all knowledge that the obliterated.
The Soeinian, Calvinist, Depot
eet,
Ticket Office 121 Randolph St. néar ¢ lark,
Lord Jesus will in any wise return to Arminign, Swedenborgian,
and every
CHICAGO TRAINS.
Leave
Arrive.
this earth. . To bis life in the flesh there other school of theological thought, will
*
8.40
a.
m
hss
St.
Louis
EXpregg,
©
=
=
«
«
area fow allusions in classic authors. spiritualize in opposite ways to suit their St. Louis Fast Line, - « « « [§83 p.m. J§7.15a.» »-m
E70. m
tistory endorses sufficiently the story of several schemes. On'this
principle any Cairo. Arkan's & Texas Express, §s30 PW
& New Orleans Express,|*sdo a. ai.
§430a m
the gospels. The philosophy of history book may be turned into a Bible. A re- Cairo
Springfield and Peoria Express, |* 8.40 a wm. * 4,80 p wm
demands, as the solution of the problem cent reviewer has well written: ** Truly, Springfield Night Express * «3830p. m. § 7.158 m
and Keokuk
hina "830 p.m * bam
presented by organized and social Chris- quite enough of this sort of exegetical Peoria
Dubuque & Sioux Clvy
68 |* 10 Or a. my & 3.40 a, w
tianity, the fact of his human existence. violenoe has bien done to the New Iesta- Dnbuqee & Sion Uity Express. *980 p.m \* 635 nm
Gilman Passenger, = = « =
"430 p.m, * 0% a,
But no other voioe than that of God can ment.
It is time that it should cease, and
*Dally.8anday§ Except,
which have passed through the fires of
persecution. The burden of proof really
rests with those who deny our hope. The
probability. in favor of those who affirm
1t, is equal to the accumulated force of
the argument that the men so marvelousl. raised up and
qualified for the
planting
and the reformation of the
chured, could not hive. been mistaken in
the tradition of the single century, that
had elapsed since the death of St. John,
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nations,

The United States are soon to be
the wealthiestof all n tions.
2. In proportion to the wealth of a na-

paid to authors

NOLTIOI TIT

all

opportunity, and opportunity occupied is
greatness. A territory equal in size to
All places where our friends have lived and
ours might be cut out of the tawny
died
shoulders of Africa, but it would be prinAre haunted; through the open doors
tion on the whole, has hereiolore been the cipally
composed of ebligtering sands.
The gentle spirits on their errands glide,
inequality of its citizens as to wealth.
You might cut it ont of the mighty shoulWith fet that make no sound upon the
3
It
appears
to.be
inevitable,
there
ders of Russia, but it. would be nearly ull
;
I's.
fore that, as the richest of all nations, the a strength of sluggish streams locked in
We meet them at the doorway, on the stair;
Along the passages they come and go.
United States will extibit equal inequal- ice six months of the year and fringed
ities of wealth among their citizens.
with stunted willows and birches. You
The stranger at my fireside can not see
4. In Caristendom, as a whole the inThe forms I sce, nor hear the sounds I hear; equality of men as to wealth, alth. ugh might cut it out of Western and Central
Asia, but a great portion of it would conHe but perceives what ie, while unto me
slavery his been ubolished, is greater sist of the rainless regions of Arabia and
All that has been is. visible und clear.
now than it was 400 or 100 years ago.
The spirit world around this world of sense
Persia, Endeavor to cut it from SouthFloats like an atmosphere, und everywhere
5. This is largely the result of the
‘Wafts through these earthly mists and vapors massing of both labor and capital on ac- ern Asia, and the Himalayas and the
sterile stretches of Thihet are in the way.
d
The vital breath of spirits minist’ring there. count of the growth of all means of inter- Cut it from the Chinese side of Asia, and
communication a d the consequent « is- the northern portion of it would reich
Ls
— Longfellow.
proportionate increase of the size of city into the desolate Arctic plain. I thus
>-O-6-&
>
populations,
The massing
of . capital show you by ocular demonstration that
strengthens it. The massing of labor there is no place on the earth from which
INFIDEL ATTACK ON PROPERTY.
it.
:
you could cut a continuous territory
Almost the whole of Rev. Joseph Cook's weakens
6. Universal suffrage in the United
lecture on this subject, delivered in Tre- States is sure to carry questions between equi to that of the United States, unless
it be in South America itself. There is a
.
mont Temple, Boston, Nov. 4, and re- capital and labor into politics.
tract of fertile lund 80 large that when
7.
It
is
at
present
e-tiwated
that
1,500
ported by the Boston Advertiser, is given
we add it to the tract in North Ami rica
000 voters belong to secret orgaLizations we have no hesitation in agreeing with
below :
in the United States.
scholars®that the larger number of the
When a bishop of Paris, in 1871, was
8. Itis their avowed purpose to a.- srahle acres of ghe planet are on the
brought before Raoul Rigaalt, one of the quire political power, and to govern the American side of the globe.
boldest of the Cimniunists, the’ venerable country in such a way as to cripple capecclesinstie, addressing his necusers; sad : ital and promoté the interests of manual |
America has a railway arm and a water
*Crildren, what do you wish to do with laborers,
.
arm.
Stretching from the Pacific, as
meP”
¢ Weare your betters,” suid Rig9. Demagogues, theref re, are likely from
a shoulder, the railway arm ends in
ault, who was hardly thirty years. f age. to make use of this issue to lift themselves
** Speak ns ii to your superiors. Who are into power, and huve already commenced a hand which clusps the Atlantic coast.
One finger runs to Baltimore, a~d you
ou!” The bishop, whose charities had their work on a large scale.
call
it the Baltimore and Ohio railroad ; |
en known in Paris for a generation, re10. No hereditary aristocracy in Amerplivd: “I am the servant of God.” ica, and no king isLikely to appear here another to Philadelphia, and you call it
the Pennsylvania Central; another to
“* Wnere does he live?” asked Rigault.: to keep order.
New York, and you call it.the Erie; an* Everywhere,” was the answer. ** Very
11. ‘The United States are the only na other
to Boston, and you call it the New
well,” said the Communist, ** send this tion in which questions between capit.l
bishop to prison and issue an order for the and lahor can not be settled by force, and York Central ; another plunges north «f
the Great Lakes and drops down to Portarrest ot one God. who lives everywhere.” must be settled by reason.
land,you call it the Grand Trunk. These
Trat order was never executed ; but, un12. The sufety of republican instituiguntic fingers unite in a palm covering
til God can be arrested, Communism can
tions in the United States depends on the
hio and Indiana, and behind the palm
not succeed. A few days later, Rigault prevention of the formation sf-#eur classes
lay on one of the streets of Paris halt his here: An indigent class, an unemployed the railways unite in a wristlet at Chicago.
skull shot away, one eye a clot of blood, class, an ignoraut class, an unprincipled This is the most important railway center
on the globe, and is likely to be so for
and the other, open, was glaring wildly cla s.
many years to come. The water arm is
ino space, as if he saw the Being who
13. The only effectual means of pre- the viississippi,stretching northward from
oan not be arrested.
venting the formation of ihe first three of
Iu is of little moment whether Germany, these classes is to prevent the formation the Gulf, as from a shoulder, and opening
its palm upon the upper part ofits valley.
France, England or America oppose Com- of the fourth.
St. Louis is the water wrist'et upon that
munism or not. The important ques14. The key-note of safety for society arm. Folded across the breast of our betion is whether the Supreme Powers are is not democratic but theocratic equality.
loved America these arms are yet full of
Communists, and whether they can be
The commercial greatness of England health; but what if the absurdities of
arrested.
:
commonly dazzl/s politicians and men of S ‘cialism, what if strikes. what if the disWe shall best ascertain what the reply affairs. Her foremost statesman has
to that que~tion is by asking for a defini- ly printed the opinion that, in the racelate-of coment of labor and of an unemployed
and indigent and ignorant population in
tion of Communism and Socmlism.
commercial prosperity, the United
cities were to settle as poison in the joints
1. Communism, as defined by the offi- are pas ing Great Britian by with States
swiftalal language of ihe International Society , ness and ease. Mr. Gladstone thinks that of the-e wristletsin a more t ivkly popmeans the abolid n of inheritance, the the census of 1880 will show thatthe United ulat d land, who does not see that a milabolition of the fami'y, the abolition «| States is undoubtedly the wealthiest of all lion five hundred thousand voters in senationalities, the abolition of religion, the na ions. The income of theUnited Kingdom cret political organizations might parulyze the executive arm of the State mn
abolition of property.
is new a thousand million pound~ anunuai- which a strike or riot should occur, and
2. Socialism means all these five ly. This enormous fortune has been ac80 wight give us trouble for, more than
things, except the last.
3
cumulated so rapidly that,
if Great
days and an hour? This vast chain
The Socialist would allow the existence Britain bad started from uothing fift, ofthree
inter-communication between the. Wess.
of individual property. He does not pro- years ago, and progressed at the rate
of and the East, if broken at one link, is
elaim with Proudbon, and with all Com- the recentannual increment ofher
ealth, broken everywhere for the time,
These
munism of the woreugh-geing type, she would have now not far from
her pre- rail ways stretch out to millions of work|...
that <* proper
sont Meo,
Whilé Wé have been adbelieve in erm
He holds that a vancing with - this portentous rapidity,” ing men, who live in the joints; and
man should be allowed to have only as says Mr. Gladstone, * America is passing when one little joint at Pittsburg was attacked with disease, the wh le arm felt
much property as h8 can personally use. us by in a canter."—( North
The extreme Socialist of the French, Ger- Review. September and October, American the pain; the shoulder feli it; the finger
1878, p. tips felt it. You drove ihe disease out of
man and Russian type agrees with the 181.) Mr. Gladstone ventures
to proclaim the finger tips. But it seized on many a
Communist in clamoring tor tne abolition to England that America can and
proba- joint.
Several of the kouckles had poiof inheritance, nationality, family and re- bly will wrest from Great
Britain the far- gon in them. The wrist was only kept
ligion. *¢Thé International Society pro- stretched, glittering, massive
sceptre of free of disease by a pretty severe appliaims itself atheist.” This is its own her commercial supremacy.
* We have cation of the pressure of military torce.
language. A procession of Socialists sing- no title,” says Mr. Gladstone. *‘I have
ing ribald songs passed lately into a cem- no inclination to murmur at the prospect. It wys my fortune to be in Chicago at the
tery in Berlin through gates on which the It America acquires ¢ mmercisl suprem- time when soldiers were expected from
words, ** There is no hereatter,” were in- acy, she will make te acquisition by the the Indian reservations, and when a genscribed. Over the open grave orations right of the strongest; but, in this in- eral, the moment he reached the railway station in that western city, was
were pronounced asserting that there is stance, the strongest means
the best. She * seized and put upon the shoulders of the
no immortality.
will probably Become what we are now, glad citizens and carried away to his
At the bottom of Socialism there is dissehold | pogt of day in
triumph. Mobs were put
beliefin the family; and although the of the world, the employer of all employdown by musketry in several parts of
family is vot in the chronological order ed, becanse her service
will be the most Chicago. It that city did not tremble
the first point of attack, it is in the logical
order; for when once the family is de- and ablest. We have no more title during the duys of the Pittsburg riots, it
1.

that a little mire

‘dead L10A ‘OF “0p

the susceptibility of America to communistic and socialistic political diseasep”

mes

|
vounger by some thirty years he wrote uf
absolutely foretell,
Ilis hand alone can
book call: d ¢ Tanered," in which m ny
draw the veil which hides the things to

"OX MIN TITALS

A

to think that hreanse we are to be the
wealthiest, we ure to be the happiest of

|

¢

sentimen’, I beg leave to raise tor serious
discussion the question, “ How' lure is

13, 1878.
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Dearborn

TO OUR READERS.

lennial

thers of English Literature.”

or

millennial

or post-millennial

in an hour when ye think not.”

¢ Bless-

ed are those: servants whom the Lord
when he cometh shall find watching.”
Doctrine is valuable. But a man may be
perfect in doctrine and yet lose his soul.

Fa-

The series

will be continued this winter by a similar
account of * Some Later English Writers,”

The return of Rev. Joseph Cook tq the
Monday Lectureship in Boston last week
was hailed with applause from the large
audience that had assembled to welcome
‘What an unmeasured blessing
him.
are his lectures to the clergymen and all

Gib-

embracing such authors as Hume,

arrive

Advent. If this discussion that is now
going on should draw men’s minds away
from the great central fact of Christian
living as necessary to a preparation for
that coming, and they become absorbed
in the less vital consideration of the time
when it may occur, the results might not
be altogether desirable. By parables, by
direct teaching, both from his own lips
and from the lips of his disciples, Christ
was constantly warning his hearers to be
*‘ Be ye thereready for the summons.
fore ready.” « The Son of man cometh

<cries of papers that we. published the
¢* The

to

The main thing isto be ready at His
And that state of readiness we
coming.
not depend essentially upneed
suppose
on.any dogmatic belief as to a pre-mil-

by it.
‘The young men and ladies have frequently expressed their appreciation of a
entitled

hope

Oct. 26

about the 28th inst. By the first week in
December they will probably be in their
fields of labor, where their service is
That they may be
needed.
greatly
abundantly blessed of God, and amply
sustained by the prayers and gifts of the
friends at home, is our earnest wish.

In addition to the announcement in general terms that appears on the last page
of this paper, there are a few particulars
that we wish to lay before our readers.
In providing for their entertainment and
profit the coming year uo class has been
overlooked. The younger readers will
find by and by a series of sketches entiled ** Jackets Abroad,” written by an
author who is held in high esteem by the
publishers of such a paper as The Youth's
(hmpanion, and giving some account of
what a youngster saw in Paris and other
foreign parts, and how he was affected

first of the summer,

they

for Calcutta, where

PLAIN DUTIES.

{from
|

passage of the
They are now

| out-going missionaries.
| on the sea, having left Liverpool

for publication
and all letters
&c., should be
N. H.

157
~The Western Editorial Office is al
. St., Chicago.

ascending

doubtless

{many hearts for the safe

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 13, 1878.
Aa All communications designed
should be addressed to the Editor,
on business, remittances of money,
addressed to the Publisher, Doyer,

is

Prayer

|

cises

It is a plain duty to lay

aside

among the pupils.

the be-

this is a task, one with

proves,

ance in some form or other, at some time
or other in each life, the fact of the shadow which follows life, and which in a

sense the life itself does not feel itself responsible for.
Poor Job couldn't bewas

responsible

his

sin,

that

for

he was

the

loss

of his
oxen and asses,
for the fire
of God which fell from heaven and burned

up his sheep and servants, for the coming
of the pillaging Chaldeans, for the great
wind from the wilderness which struck
the house within which his sons and
daughters weré merry-making and killed
them all, for the sore

him from the sole

but

crown, and last,

boils

of his

which

smote

foot unto

perhaps

his

least,

not

for the presence of Eliphaz the Temanite,
and Bildad the Shuhite,

and

Zophar

the

Naamathite,
who self-appointed themselves to come to mourn with him and to
comfort him. This is the suffering which
comes to people not as a punishment, but
as a discipline.
Then there is the hope of a life. This
is the bright side. This it is that awakens enthusiasm, and is the source

of its

Why,

then,

spirit

conclusively,

that

can not
where

the

eral educational intelligence.
The department of secular news will be

‘as fresh

and varied as we

can make

it18

every creature,

and thus hasten the com-

ing ‘of the day of God ; and to his latest
promise, ¢ Surely I come quickly,” to respond in joyous hope, *‘ Even so; come,
Lord Jesus.”
’ We have no doubt that the Conference
has served to increase investigation of
this great subject and to quicken the
faith of those who look for his coming as
His personal coming,
a precious fact.

The department of ‘* Rural and Domestic” will be made up with reference
to the housgwife’s wants as well as her that, according
husband's, and will aim

to help

them manage the Kitchen and

both

the

of

dairy,

that all shall be finally brought

the farm and the garden, pleasantly and

profitably,

ment, these are

:

‘We have said nothing of the editorial
department.

That

must

speak for it-

self.
Friends,

:
place

the

worth

of

such

a

paper as we are thus trying to make for
you, over against the fraction over four
‘cents thatit costs you each week, and see

what you think of it. ~~
BR WHITTEMORE, 98 Weybosset Bt. Providetice, R. L, will farnish
fe

to repeated teaching in
occur at any time, that
may
it
his Word,
the dead in Christ shall rise first, and
facts

in the

to judg-

Christian’s

faith, and can sot be ignored without
Are
peril to the whole doctrinal system.
preachtruths
us.
these vital and momento
ed as freely and as powerfully from the
pulpit as their importance demands? Are
men impressed with the teaching that, at
any moment, with a brightness like the

“lightning, that ‘lighteneth out of

one

part under heaven,” and ‘‘shineth unto another part under heaven,” the Lord of Hosts
may come, and call all the world to meet

him in the air? The Bible teaches such a

coming. Who shall presume to say that
‘one part of the sacred Word is to be un-

gf the pub- derstood less literally, in ‘the 'teaching,
Registersfor 1879,by the dozen
than another part?

ligher’s price.
naa

—

A. T. Salley, of the Bates

is

tion of the public schools,

to their home in Lewiston, after a profitable
vacation

| ing

power

leavened

all they

could

ed.

The

path to Rome

A

er,

Denominational Helos.

quately reported.

endowing the Bible School in India,

and

which,

Mis-

sionary Society of New Brunswick.
Subgeriptions for the new year are now due,
and we trust that many hundred of them
[hee
will be forthcoming.
:

to predict that whatever the village of
New Haven may or.may not do with ref- |
BRIEF NOTES.
erence to this question, will be of interest
Will contributors have the kindness to write
and influence elsewhere just in propor- on only one side of their paper?
We are able to lay before our readers this
tion as the action taken rests on the principles of truth and common sense.
The week a report, by Dr. James L. Phillips, of
the General
Conference
on
Foreign Mismutilation of the Lord's prayer for all, sions recently held in London.
and the use of prayers to the Virgin Mary
Joseph Cook characterizes
Kearney
as

extensively

in

be

tolerated

the -¢ whole country,”

whatever the Connecticut village referred
to may care to do. Apropos of this ag-.
itation it is pertinent to inquire why a general religious exercise can not be devised entirely suitable alike for Protestants,
Catholics and Jews. The great plea of

all is for the recognition of God in exer-

“ Sitting Bull, traveling through
States under an assumed name.”

chusetts

routed

him

more

the United
But Massa-

easily than the

United States Army did the Indian. .
A timely paper at the‘ prophetic conference” gave the history of the pre-millennial
doctrine, carefully
distinguishing
between

Millertsm and the doctrine under
—an important distinction.
The report of the last meeting

discussion
of the New

:

Rev, Silas Curtis, who preached

the

dedica-

tion sermon of the church a quarter of a century ago, occupied the desk on Sunday morning, and preached from the words, * Speak unto the children of Israel that they go forward.”
His words were full of the faith and spirit of
the Gospel,
and his urgent appeal to the church
that they go forward in all true and holy ways
was both pdwerful and effective.
He referred
freely to his previous acquaintance with the

by

‘church, and drew

forth

lessons

that will be

profitably pondered by the large audience

in

that

listened to him,

our denomination, shall be left to die for
want of that aid. It is still a greater

The communion was observed at the close of

this service, and

many

remained

to partici-

pate.
bse
At the close of Mr. Penney’s sermon in the
evening, an original anniversary hymn was
sung, written by E. F. Nason, of Lyndon, Vt.,

question whether or not our colored breth-

Ten at the South shall receive the help
they are longing and asking for, to make
them men, Christians and good citizens.
Our work there is well begun, and we
believe that nowhere in our Zion is there
a place where a dollar will yield such

son of J, F. Nason, ene of the original members of the church. The hymn displayed real
poetic merit.
Monday evening eccurred the social reunion
at the vesiry, which was filled by members of

dividends to the cause of Christ as in car-

the.el
endure|

PREETI
ana

rying forward the work we have under- | atives from nearly all the religious bodies in
tiken among the freedmen, and especially the city. Mr. Penney fresided and made a
the work in the Shenandoah Valley. In brief address of welcome, the choir rendered
no way can we confer a greater blessing some excellent selections, Rev. Geo. W. Bean
on our beloved country, than in educating offered prayer, and also made remarks later in
and Christianizing persons among the the evening, letters were read from Rev. O. B.
Cheney, Mrs. Cheney, Revs. H. Whitcher, D.
colored people, who,becoming represent- Waterman, Mr. Wood, Daniel Jackson; and
‘ative men and women, shall scatter addresses were made by Governor Connor,
throughout the South and engage in the Rev. Mr. Sterling of the Methodist charch, Dr.
joyous

work

of

elevating

their

race.

Ricker (Baptist), Dr. Cady (Cong.), and Revs.
R. L. Howard, W.T. Smith,J. Mariner and Silas Curtis. Mr.Curtis was pastor of the church
forty-four years ago, He well remembered

Every word that. Bro. Phillips has spoken
during the past year respecting the necessity and work of the Bible #8chool in India is equally true

work

of Storer

of the

the small church of but seven members, meetand Hing ina tittte room-in the old town=house;
mow

necessity

College.

Colored

men

it has grown to three hundred

members, with a

and women must be trained to be the educators and elevators of their race.
This
method will be the most economical and
the most effective.
Our loyalty to Christ, and our devotion

joiced at this. His salary at that time was but
one hundred dollars; but he cared little about
money—only the salvation of men engrossed
his attention.
He looked upon Augusta as the

to our country—our patriotism,—call loudly upon us to push the work. The
Woman's Missionary Society has been doing some noble things in this direction.

home,
In coming back, after the lapse of these
many years, he missed from the congregation
the faces that were once so familiar to him.
The faces that were then young and fair, are

Aside from it, the parent

Home

beautiful, commodious

center of the universe,

Society is the only channel through which

has

assumed

some

$1500

was

If the Shenandoah Mission and the Cairo
Mission are to be supported, money must
flow into.the treasury of the parent Sdtie-

bility.

Bach church

and

To withhold our vote in favor

carrying

forward

against it.

the

work

is

Such” opportunities

of

a vote

to

per-

form service for the Master were never
open to any preceding age. Shall we
our

denomination,

and

seemed

our

J.

N.

RICH

At the close of these

that the

at

two

churches of Gilford, N. H., are holding a union

revival meeting with good results. A large
number have experienced religion, and the
whole town seems deeply moved. There has
been nothing like it for many years.

REV. A. L. HOUGHTON, pastor of the Law-

ments of cake and ice cream,

exercises,

and

the

rest

of

the evening was spent if social enjoyment. ~
Every portion of the programme was finely
carried out, and the evening's exercises were

a fitting and appropriate close of the celebra-

tion of the quarter-century anniversary.
X.
°
JELLASORE, INDIA. “Joy in heaven” and
in the Jellasore church over sinners converted.

On Sept. 13,the Q. M. commenced in this place
and continued three days. To me the most
pleasing feature of the meeting was the progress made by the most of the delegates since I
had last seen them on a similar occasion.
When you see that men grow in scriptural
knowledge and in spiritual-mindedness, you
have proof that they are morally healthy. Immediately after Q. M. a series of meetings

was

commenced with our people by brother Purna
C. Basu, a native preacher who had been invited from Midnapore. Our resident brother,
Silas Curtis, entered heartily into the work

Much visiting was done from

house to house,
meeting desiring

and our villagers came to
and expecting to be blessed.

backsliders

reclaimed,

were

and

some

souls

the morning and in the evening.

Last Sunday

three young women, all of ow

village, none

belonging to the boarding school.

expected

to sail for New York about Nov. 1, and will

Cl

When they were coming up the steps from
the tank, Bexoo, the elder of the young men,

his face beanfing with joy shouted out, * Naw-

to,
is equivalent
which
maw-scare-ah,”
“Thank you.” He no doubt felt much as good

Deacon” Dudley ‘used to when: he shouted
“Glory” I was more struck by Besoo’s exclamation from having never before heard any-

thing of the kind from any native convert.

Sunday evening our
farewell meeting in
arrive home probably abolit the middle of this advice to us all, and
work of the Lord
month.
During his absence in Europe the
pulpit of his church has been supplied vy Mr. | number present felt

rence, Mass,, church, writes that he

intellectual

the large company were served with refresh-

born into the kingdom. School was nob discontinued, hence meetings were held early in

!

reports

stream, and

that there were no terrors before him.

Brother 8. Curtis baptized two young men and

Charlestown, W. Va.

Rev.

about to cross

him a calm and placid

The Lord does not disappoint such when they
use the means he has ordained to bring the
The church worked pretty well,
blessing.

Winisters and Churches,
in the church

to

with Purna.

own memory by entering the great and
effectual door opened before us? Brethren
and sisters, what is your reply?
:
A. L. GerrisH, Cor. Sec.

A revival is in progress

felt perfectly at

ed God that the river he was

|

pledged to the churchin Springfield,Ohio,
provided the churches in Ohio raise said
sum. The churches of that State will
please take notice and act accordingly.
It can readily be seen that this work can
be carried on only as the funds are forthcoming. Money paid into the treasuries
of State Societies does not reach this work.

ty from the churches.

re-

the shadows were leagtheding, and that the
boatman would soon call for him, He thank-

for

$500

truly

though he was yet young in heart, he felt that

carrying forward the work in the Shenandoah Valley and $850 in other parts
of the South, besides promises of aid to
several of the churches North.

and

He

and mothers who were once in aetive life, but
who are now on. the heavenly shores. Al-

this work at the South is being done by
us.’ The Board at its late session took
responsibilities which it has never taken
before in this direction. The reason for
this is set forth in the communication of
Bro. Brackett in the Star of Oct. 23. The
Society

church.

now wrinkled and furrowed. Ie saw in the
faces of the young the likeness of the fathers

Mission

honor God,

a

been the pase
1862,—an' exin ‘well-doing
ministers, and

A feature of the anniversary that gives us
joy was the announcement that all the debt of
the church, smounting to about $2,400, had
been provided for. Christian zeal conquers
hard times.
:

aid,

may become influential and powerful

our
his-

churches, too.

We were glad to see in the

of timely

The anniversary sermon by

torical matter. Mr. Penney has
tor of the church since August,
ample of faithful continuance
that we commend to all our

Financial Agent's report of the three Societies for Sept. so long and full a column
for the Foreign work, but we were disiressed to behold the blanks under the
column for the Home work. We do notask
our brethren to do less for the Foreign
cause, but we do ask larger contributions
for the Home work.
It is a question of great importance to
churches,

house of worship,

the pastor, which we hope to lay before
readers next week, will give interesting

paying the debt.It hasbeen right and proper that this 'work should be pressed, but
in the pressurethe demands of the Home
work have been neglected or forgotten in

receiving a small amount

The beautiful weath-

of the

the associations and reminiscences that throng-

During the past year the Foreign work
has largely engaged the attention of our
churches, especially in the direction of

us whether certain

decorations

ed the place and filled so many thoughts, were
features of the occasion that can not be ade-

Home Missions.

a measure.

the

the portraits of the preceding pastors of the
church, the large and interested audiences, and

third annual report of the Woman's

for a selected class, will not

of the dedica-

the Scripture texts displayed in various places,

manual,

Bacon seems to realize, and we beg leave

of pros-

Silver Anniversary.

successfully carried out.

“ The Morning Star,” and a purpose to increase its circulation.
:

CURRENT TOPICS.
——REV. DR. LEONARD BACON is reported as saying, recently, concerning the
famous question “of religions service in
the New Haven public schools, that the
adjustment of the question on the basis of
adopting the mongrel Papal-Protestant

for the whole country. The ‘whole country” is somewhat larger possibly than Dr.

years

ta, Me., was celebrated on Sunday, the 3d
inst., and on the evening of the 4th. We have
alrendy published the programme, and it was

Fify-four new subscribers were received last week. Reports come to us from all
directions speaking of satisfaction with

each member thereof has a vote in this
matter.
We can not dodge the responsi-

yexed question of the Bible in the schools

in

tion of the Freewill Baptist church in Augus-

real missionary helper to every woman
who reads it. The present number, besides the crisp editorials and the variety
of contributed articles, all brief and readable, contains the annual reports presented at the anniversary of the Society in
Lyndon Center, Vt., last month, and the

would be the settlement of this

been

The twenty-fifth anniversary

ritual.

and

be made

chiefly

extend-

deliberation.

will, we have no doubt,

spent

perity to the Corinth church,

had, in his opinion,

been smoothed by excessive and illegal

——WE shall have at least one thing to
be grateful for next Thanksgiving day,
| and that is the defeat of Batlerism and
Kearneyism in Massachusetts.
-Regardless of party lines, we think every true
and sober man would Dave. considered
Butler's election to the governorship of
the Bay State as a great calamity.
The
social, financial, political and moral heresies of which he has been the exponent
particularly in the campaign just ended
in that State would not only have disgraced but ruined any people that had indorsed and practiced them.
Moreover
in the event of his success in Massachusetts he would have been a dangerous
rival for the next presidency of the United
States. We trust that he is now politically buried for the rest of his natural
life. The general results of the elections
in the other States encourage the hope
that we have seen the worst of the late
financial epidemic. It seems to be dis-

months,

The past four years have

influence.

No man could say how fur the poison

public will not long hesitate.

of several

Rhode Island.
:
Rev. J. Mariner is one of the lecturers in the
Auburn Young Men's Christian Association
course.
\
Rev. O. Pitts writes that the first and second Sabbaths of Sept. were pleasant and memorable days -to the church in Corinth. Right
converts were added to the church by baptism.

of it that is not in the dictionary, But then,
as John Randolph of Reanoke used to say,

a discriminat-

School, to

MAINE.
Rev. E. Manson has closed his labors with the North St. church, Bath,
There is a precious revival work in pro
in Garland and Charleston.
DiS vase
Rev. W. H. Bowen and family have returned

This talk about the millennium may at least
serve to post us up on thé spelling of the word.
We find several of our exchanges using a formn

simple

Theo.

great acceptance,

It is amusing to read the feli¢itations of the
Examiner and Chronicle over the liberality
of New York Baptist ministers simply because
they were civil enoughto show certain courtesies to Dean Stanley.

own secret joy to the heart.
This also
has its own peculiar shadow—the fear
Macaulay, DickByron,
Scott,
bon,
that lurks at the roots of every deep
They
ens, ete., to the number of sixteen.
hope.
appearing
with the frosts, like
that
will be interesting and instructive.
These are plain facts.
Metaphysics scourge in the Mississippi valley.
The
may
minds
whose
readers
For a class of
does not give a satisfying answer to them. Tammany defeat in New York is enwho, whether from
run jn a slightly different direction, we the thinking people
Reasoning affords but a surface explanalips or from the printed reports, tion. The plain duty seems to be to live couraging. The'people, we trust, will
shall print a series of articles giving his own
have fairly realized the situation, and unThey
are made acquainted with them.
some historical account of *¢ Christianity areas good as a course of training in them, to be content to live them whether derstand what remedy is needed, by the
They are pre- theology or of reading in philosophy. they castlights or shadows, whether they time ofthe next presidential election. The
in Britain and America.”
‘bringto the life antipathies or sympaparedby the author of * The Gospel ac- The opening lecture last week, aftera thies. To put the will in unison with result in the South seems to show that
that part of the country is’ more ** solid”
cording to Moses,” * The Jewish Tem- prelude on the political issues in Massa- fate and live from choice what you have
than ever. But by what means, whether
larger
the
on
bearing
chusetts and their
ple,” ete.
got to live from necessity, this is practi- fair or foul, the elections were carried,
the
on
was
country,
the
in
issues
political
cable, and especially so when we realize
Our correspondence will be as full and
On the whole,
« Susceptibility of the United States to that we have a Father in heaven who has not yet transpired.
Goadby
Dr.
as good as we can secure.
a
there
has
been
a
gain
of
about twenty
Disease,”
stic
Socialistic and Communi
Extracts doeth all things well.
Republican-Congressmen;but not envugh
will continue to serve as English Corres- subject that is to be continved.
to overcome the Democratic majority in
pondent. We shall have a regular Cor- from the lecture appear on the inside of
While the weather is pleasant and the that body.
to treat the
try
shall
we
and
paper,
this
the
during
ton
Washing
in
nt
responde
traveling good we hope all the friends
of
other lectiires of the course in the same
the
+
Morning
Star”
will
be
active
in
prosession of Congress, and shall print ocway. We could probably give our readeasional letters from New York, Boston, ers no more timely or valuable reading curing subscribers. Many hundred new ——A RECENT number of the Christian
Union tells a strange story which came
Chicago, and foreign countries. / Dr. each week than such an outline of these names might be added to the subscription
Echo,
from Co!
list before the new year
We will send the
[2NEORGENER
0.
5%
The—lect=
ames
I Phitlips— with —alsoresume his jgemmres wotld furnish ther:
relating
to
the
new
king
of
Abyssinia.
paper to any new subscriber from the time
ures themselves ‘will bear deep study, and
letters from India.
After the English victory and the death of
the money is received till Jan. 1, 1880,
readwider
a
to
one
any
prompt
king Theodore,
the
Emir -Kasa was
The department of Religious Intelli- if they
Jor
$2.20,
the
price
of
a
year's
subscripand investigation of the topics preerowned king under the name. of John.
will con- ing
tion.
cence on the 4th and 5th pages
consented it will be profitable for all
Another ruler of Abyssinia, King Menilek
tain full reports of denominational news, cerned.
:
II., who asserts that he is the descendant
FREE
BAPTISTS
IN
THE
SOUTH.
and in addition will have one specially
‘
and heir of the veritable Queen of Sheba
In
the
days
of
slavery
there
was
only
prepared article each week dealing with
The resolutions ** unanimously” adopt- here and there u copy ofthe Morning Star who visited Solomon, and hence king by
some topic of general or special interest ed at the recent *¢ prophetic conference” sent to the South. Now we send several divine right, protested against the claims
among the denominations, besides mis- in New York city, were so adopted, we copies into each one of the Southern of King John Kasa, whereupon, the Iatsuppose, only because those who did not States. Then, a letter from Freewill Bap- ter, marching at the head of 150,000
cellaneous items of religious news.
They tists there was received scarcely once a troops, declared his intention of annexing
with them kept silent.
The best writers in the denomination, fully agree
year; but now they come to this office the territory held by the heir of the Queen
were as follows:
and some good ones out of: it, will farof Sheba.
When he arrived at_Ankobar,
1
ht v4
f
WC
nish communications on such topics as and absolute authority of the written every State. They come bearing the fra- King
Menilek’s capital, an enormous
ought to be both discussed in a live re- Word of God on all questions of: doctrine ternal greetings of our brethren there, troop of priests came out against him,
:
anxious to learn more and more of our hurling the most terrible reproaches, asligious family paper and read by its pat- and duty.
9. The prophetic words of the Old
doctrines, usages and publications;
and suring him, that, if he persisted in his
the
rons.
a
Scriptures, concerning
Testament
Christ, inquiring about our denominational his-. intention, he would commit mortal sin
Lord Jesus
our
of
coming
first
Sunday-school workers will find our
#nd consequently would find the gates of
were literally fulfilled in his birth, life, tory, numbers, strength and prospects.
Notes on the International Lessons full death, resurrection and ascension ; and so They not unfrequently express a wish Paradise closed against him on the day
Old and
of suggestion, and worth in many cases the prophetic words of both the
of his death. They required him to lay
the ey Testaments concerning his sec- that they could co-operate with us in ad- down his arms and swear fidelity to the
the full price of the Star.
ond coming will be literally fulfilled in vancing the great ‘doctrines of Christian
this earth in freedom. .
heaven-appointed ruler:
Strange to say,
Su
In accordance with a desire that has’ his visible bodily return to into
heaven;
John Kasa complied, and in the presence
like manner as he went up
The annual Associations in Tennessee,
been frequently expressed to us we shall and this glorious Epiphany
of the great
of members of an assembly of the citiJesus Christ,is the bless- North Carolina and Texas have sent us
each week give familiar outlines of Rev. God our i
ed hope of the believer and of the church the Minutes of their last sessions, from zens, laid down the insignia of royalty,
Joséph Cook's Monday Lectures.
All during this entire dispensation.
which we learn that they are with usin handed his crown to Menilek, and beg3. This second coming of the Lord almost every doctrine and usage that dis- ged for the grace and favor of the heir of
will. appreciate the
‘thinking persons
Jesus is everywhere in the Scriptures tinguishes us from others, and are taking the Queen of Sheba. King Menilek emworth of such a feature of the paper.
represented as imminent, and may occur
braced him with fatherly warmth and
All classes of our readers will be inter- at any moment; yet the precise day and positions that will soon command respect,
bestowed
upon him a high dignity. Thus,
and
man,
to
n
their
numbers
being
now
quite
considerunknow
is
thereof
ested in a number ofarticles that we hope hour’
: able and fast increasing.
~
known only to God.
Their letters in the year 1878, the old kingdom of
to publish, which we will class under the
4. The Scriptures nowhere teach that generally - speak of themselves as poor Sheba has been unexpectedly united, an
whole world will be converted to God,
the
They
event which the royal family of Menilek
gemeral head of Reminiscences.
or that there will be a reign of universal in this world’s goods, but rich in Christ; has been expecting with an indestructiwill - give interesting recollections of righteousness and peace before the retarn: and being sure that they have * the faith
scenes connected with the old anti-slav- i J our blessed Lord; but that only at which was once delivered to the saints” ble confidence for the long period of
by his coming in power and glory
2873 years.
ery struggle, with the beginning of our and the prophecies concerning the prog- by Christ and his apostles, they will
will
«¢
contend”
for
it
like
believers
in
¢
the
of
Foreign Mission and other benevolent ress of evil, und the development
the Gentiles, and final perseverdnce of the saints.”
i The November number of the Misenterprises, and with attendance upon Antichrist ; the times of
If our acquaintance with these brethren stonary Helper is before us.
We shall
the fagathering of Israel; the resurrec|
)
some of our denominational gatherings tion of ‘the dead in Christ and! the transcould be extended and become more in- doubtless speak the sentiment of all its
receive
years ago. There may also be included figuration of his living saints,of millen- timate, it seems quite certain that we subscribers when we say that we are
their fulfillment,and the period
could be mutual helpmeets to each other.
some historical articles, and hints to the nial blessedness its inauguration.
pleased with it, as well as when we com-,
5. The duty of the church during the How shall that enlarged acquaintance mend the enterprise shown in its prosyoung ministers suggested by the experibe secured? If no better plan is proposed pectus for the coming. year. Itis to be
absence of the Bridegroom is to watch
ence of the old ones.
and pray, to work and Wait, to go into we may suggest one after more mature enlarged by the addition of eight pages,
The educational department will con- all the world and preach the gospel to

tain reports of and comments upon our
own educational work, and items of gen-

seh

Association
Hampshire, Sunday-school
crowded on to the eighth page.

worship of God is not what they are so
anxious about for the children, but that “ A man must be a fool who can’t spell a word
more than one way.”
the peculiar doctrines and ceremonials of
It is reported that the Bishop of Chichester
the Church of Reme are what they de- (England), in his recent charge, said that
sire. Between the use of such a mongrel from the church alone in his diocese five elergy=manual of mutilated Scripture and Ro- men had lately passed over to the Catholic
mish idolatry and the absolute seculariza- church, and they hid to the uttermost of their

sophic discrimination,
let us acknowledge
that other fact which makes its appear-

lieve thatit

devotional

the Douay
and King Jumes versions
agree, and which all Jews accept, and
such selections only be read in school,
while all unite th the Lord's Pigyer,
equally acceptable to all? The fact that
Catholics will notagree to any such thing

which life is immediately concerned, and
is a matter easily to be understood.
Then without any attempt at philo-

personally

a

selections from the Bible be made

setting sin. To recognize this duty, to
look the special sin in the face and fight
it and to continue in the fight, to avoid
the tempiation towards it and not to lose

courage—all

which proniote

Midnapore brother had a
which he gave the best of
prayed fervently that the
mightgo on. A goodly
resolved to do all in their

the first meeting, and the attendance from
abroad was such as to quite employ the hospitality of the little church with which we were
lage, and in every house but one there are .assembled
.
The business of conferencé was
some who pray.
In a few houses there are prosecuted with energy, and all
the services
those who are a disgrace to a
Christian village, of worship were entered upon with real feryor.
On
Saturday
evening
a missionary meetbut we should nof despair even of these,
ing was held under the direction of the WomSchool goes on about as usual, with the excepan’s Missionary Society, which was organized
tion of some severe cases of illness now and at the June session, and now presented its
then.
The sufferers generally are better after first report. This was new business to all our
afew days. We have heard that on the bth sisters, but they are entering upon ‘it with a

inst. missionaries are to embark to join us, and

we intendto celebrate that day.

Pray for us.

L. CRAWFORD.
From

Vermont.

Thanks to the’ Morning
has illumined my

Star, whose

pathway

sinee

recollection, for the proceedings

my

light

earliest

of the Annis

versaries, which in part atones for my disap.
pointment at not being present. Sisters of our
churches in Vt., ean we not feel that while
that band of missionaries, which &o recently
Jeft our shores, toil and labor in our India.

Mission,

we

are

to

work

here?

The sac-

rifice, hardships and amxieties they submit
themselves to are, to a certain extent, ameliorated by our liberality. In view of this, can
not very much more be done than has been

the past year? When ‘we know we
work to do, we can but do it, and such

have u
is this

work.
May the feeling of interest that was
manifest at the Anniversary of the Woman's
Mission, dwell in us. May the next annual
record of these meetings tell of larger figures

from Vt. Ata Woman's Mission meeting held
in connection with Corinth Q. M. recently. the
interest was intense.
If such feeling could go
home with the people, much good might result
from it. It ix to-day we must exert ourselves,
- -not next month, or next year, May it never
be said of any one of us, as of one recently who

had been laid away for a final rest,—they will
not be missed—no good deed, no benevolent
act have they ever done.
F.P.E.
Corinth, Nov, Z,
:
li

Western.
OUR

correspondent

(B.)

writes

that

the

+ church in Columbus, 0., is enjoying a good re“vival

interest
as

the

result

of a protracted

meeting held by Rev. T. E. Peden.
stand as candidates for baptism.

Several
:

Quarterly Hlertings.

heartiness that will insure future success, and

the results thus far are quite cheering.
A
number of the churches have taken hold upon
the weekly offering system; others promised
to do so, Figures begin to be employed,
We

hope the stream of Christian benevolence will
be'deeper and stronger from this Q. M. henceforth. The church at Reese being small and

the debt of a little over $400

that

was

resting

upon them for their house of worship being a
serious embarrassment, it was voted to give
them the benefit of the Sabbath morning collection, and by the energy and skill of Rev.

I.

R. Spencer, of Goodrich, in soliciting, the un-

expected result of over $200 was realized, and

by some this was considered the best service of
the entire session.

Next session with the Goodrich church,

ginning on the 8d Friday in Jan., 1879,

M.

be-

at 2 p.

GEO. H. HOWARD, Clerk.

OAKLAND Q. M.—Held with, the Green
church in October.

It was

a

Oak

success.

The

churches were well represented by letter and
delegates, The weather was all that could be
desired, with excellent
roads. We
were

blessed with
the power of
strengthened
a result,will

the presence of the Master, and
the Spirit. Christian hearts were
and encouraged, and we hope, as
do more efficient work for Christ.

E. O. DICKINSON, Clerk.

CUMBERLAND Q. M.—Held its last session
at W. Poland, Oct. 30. The Good Spirit was
there, and Father Libby seemed to renew his
age, and to enjoy the meeting very much.

Adopted the following:

Resolved, That the

Morning Star has done a noble work,and that
we heartily sympathize with the efforts made to
extend its circulation.
Next session with the 8S. Gorham church,

the last Wednesday in Jahuary.
2
J. M. BAILEY, Clerk.

RepusLICc

Co.

Q.

M.—Held

its

August

session with the church in Mil' Creek,
The
session was one of more than usual interest.
We were made glad by the presence of Rev.
8. F. Smyth, of Jefferson Co, Q. M. Collection
on the Sabbath, $8.00 for F. Missions, to be
divided
between
debt and
ad\ancement.
Rev.
delegates to Yearly Meeting,
Chose
John Palmer, R. D. Preston and Bros. A. B.
Gleason and H. Hatch.
Four were bapiized on
the Sabbath by Bro. Palmer.
Next session will be held Nov. 23, with the
White Rock church.
R. D. PrEsTON, Clerk.
.

NEw DurHAM Q. M.—Held a very inter
Stok session with our new church at North
Nottingham, Rev. C. C. Foster, pastor, Oct,
22—24.. The claims of the Morning Star upon

us as a Q. M. were presented by the clerk and

several others, and many expressed the purpose to labor for its circulation. During the
- remarks a sister whispered to ber pastor, ** I'll
take the Star.”
Rev. J. Fullenton from the

Rockingham, and Rev. J.W. Scxibner from the

oo

Belknap, Q. Ms.; were present, and did us good
service.
Frequent allusion was made to the
death of Revs, Wm. Rogers, Geo. W. Whitney
and Hosea Quinby, members of our
Q. M., oi
the following resolutions were passed :
Whereas. God, in his infinite wisdom, since
the last session. of the New Durham Q. M. has
called three of eur ministers to their inheritanoe above, therefore
Ge)
.
Resolved, 1. That while we would bow subwill, we feel solemnly
impress. |
IiRSively
- «d with *hé importance of-a fuithful' perform
ance of the work committed to us as Chrisinns, thut we may be also. ready tdbbe called

home.
;
* 2. That in’ the death of Rev, Wm. Rogers we
Fecosnize the loss of a beloved member of this
QQ.
M., a true man of God and friend of all.
3. That we recognize in the death of Rev.
Geo. W. Whitney, the loss of a true, humble.
devoted Christian and faithful minister, who
came to his grave in full age as a shock of corn
cometh in its season fully ripe for the harvest.

4. That in the sudden death of Rev. Hosea
Quinby we sustain the loss of a kind friend, a
wise counselor,a devoted Christiun and a faithful and eflicient minister, and the denomination
one of its most faithful watchmen, who did
much to mold its character, an earnest workits-prosperity; a
education
among us, being the first
F. W. Baptist that prepared for the minisir by. securing
best of his
a thorengh education, and gave the
life to that cause, insisting at the same time

upon ‘the ministry of a deep spirituality, leaving an example of consecration to God worthy
his post.

at

dying

and as a faithful soldier

um,

6. That we tender the deepest sympathies of
onr hearts to the bereaved families of these de-

a copy of

them

by sending

brethren

parted

these resolutions respectively,

these

that

and

resolutions be entered in the records of this Q.
M., and forwarded to the Star for publication.
Next session held at East Rochester.

E. W. RICKER, Clerk.

MONTVILLE

Q.

M.—Held

a refreshing

Qur F. Mission

its last session

and

invigorating

indebtedness

was

‘season.

taken

into

consideration, and the following resolutions,
introduced by Bro. Littlefield, were adepted :
Resolved, 1. That it is a sad indication of deolension in‘our churches that the F. B. F.
Society has been allowed to go inte debt.

2.

M.

That this Q. M. hold itself respansible

for

its share of 20 cts. per member to the Society,
and pledge
itself anew to not forget the Missions as heretofore.
The following was alsoread and unanimous!
. adopted, on the death of Rev. Matthias Ul-

mer:

Whereas,
God in his providence has remov-

ed from us our dear and beloved Bro., Rev.
Matthias Ulmer since our last Q. M., therefore"

gh

Resolved, 1. That in this event another

is added to the

“‘ died

number

in the faith,” and

tience, meckness

gease

and

of

those

the

who

one

have

diligence, pa-

perseverance

of our de-

brother is a shining example

for us to

follow.
2. That the fact that our deceased brother
bad no surviving family with whom to sympathize, tells of the loneliness of our brother’s
last days, and no doubt added to the blessed
triumph he experienced in his departure to his
abiding home, to meet.the loved ones gone
before.

3. That

we are

WINONA & HOUSTON

loudly admonished to pray

Q. M.—Held

its last

session at the regular time with the Money
Creek church.
Bre. Batson from Castle Rock,
and five visiting brethren from the Root River
. M. added very much interest to the ses<ion.
Each one bearing his part left in our minds a
feeling that it was profitable for us to thus
worship together.

The next session will be held December 6—8

with the Utica
Friday Pod

church.

Business conference
se-be prompt:
H. A. Corky, Clerk.

SEBEC Q. M.—Held its Sept. term with the
church in Abbot. Weather fine and a good
deleggtion; a warm welcome by pastor and
Rponle, with a spirit of love to work for the

faster,

made the session

terest.

We

were

favored

one of

special in-

with the presence

of J, 8. Burgess, O. Pitts dnd H.

Graves from

the Exeter and Springfield Q. Ms. who, with
Brethren Whitcomb and Kenney, preached, to
the edification of the hearers.
An essay on
Missions, by Sister Whitcomb, of a very “high
order, inspired many
hearts to labor more

zealously for the mission cause.
Next session
church, Friday
December.

with the Dover & Foxcroft
before the third Saturday in
B. 8. GERRY, Clerk.

TUSCARORA Q. M.—Held its Sept. term with

the Brookfield church.
A good attendance,
and all the churches, but one, reported.
The
ordinary business of conference was performed
with Christian harmony,
A good supply of
ministers
present. A good degree of spirituality, and a strong desire to advance the
Master's kingdom, and elevate the standing of
the churches of the Q. M., was manifested all
through the session.
Next
session fwith the
Deerfield, Pa.,
church,
A.V. WELLS, Clerk.

soon cease to care for the local movement.”
The italics are

ours,

but

the

words

will

bear the weight of emphasis given

them.

Another fact--not however peculiar to the
Universalists—merits consideration. Of the
710 parishes to which the circular was sent
calling for a contribution,
with requests for
an answer,only 390 took the trouble even to
give an answer,a much smaller

number,

as

already stated, giving their contributions.
After urging the! cultivation of the
missionary spirit,the Trustees proceeded to
say: ‘ Unless we are ready to make reaSonable sacrifices for general interests, we
may as well die,

and

the

sooner we

give

way to others the better for the world.”
A noble utterance whose every word ought

It would indéed be

to be emphasized.

| well to print it in letters of gold and hang
it, as a motto, in our homes, in our prayer
rooms, and

in

our

churches.

Unless we

can be of some use to the world, we may
as well die, and the sooner we take ourout

of

the way

the

Facts with

Some

Reflections.

The
General Convention of the Universalists of this country was holden a
week or

two

since

in Providence,

R. I.

‘ Universalism as a Problem ‘and as a
Power” was the subject of the annual
sermon, preached by Prof. ‘C. H. Leonard,
of Tufts College. The power of Universalism, as a self-propagating force, as will
appear presently, is certainly not very
alarming,—not indeed to those who esteem
it as an altogether evil force:
We propose in this paper to restate some
of the facts found in the annual report of
the Board of Trustees to the Convention,
and to offer some reflections suggested by
them, that seem just now to be pertinent
and forceful.
:
;
‘The Universalist Register for 1878 reports 35,000 members in the denomination,
but the Board in its report says it has not
received sufficiently full returns from the
State Conventions to justify a summary.
It is therefore to be inferred that the membership is larger

than

the

number

given.

The collections ~ during . the year by
missionary
boxes,
amounted
to only
$1278.64, and from
other sources to less
than $3,500—altogether
$4,722.25.
The
total receipts, including cash
on hand at

Perhaps the figgt reflection we should be
likely to make, after a careful consideration
of the foregoing facts, would be respecting
the weakness of liberal Christianity asa selfpropagating principle. Universalism, Unitarianism and other forms of so-called liberal
Christianity, are not new; they date back,
under some guise or other, to the very beginnings of Christianity; and yet what
have
They
accomplished?
have they
barely held their owu.

It would doubtless open .up.to

us a

fertile fleld to make inquiry, whether or
not what progress they have made is due
to the indirect influences exerted upon
them

by

the

various

branches

evangelical church,
in their
efforts to propagate the gospel.

of

the

masterful
I appre-

hend that careful study of the facts

would

show that liberal Christianity, as such,hag
no power of self-propagation, that it is a
reservoir fed from without, and not a
fountain sending forth out of itself sweet
and life-giving waters.
As tending to verify the foregoing rethe

consider

fail to

not

must

we

mark,

almost utter lack of the missionary spirit
It is
- among so-called liberal Christians.
not to be questioned that a man who believes thoroughly in his own ideas will:
seek to impress them upon others. Intense
souls are compelled to believe that all who
The
differ from them are in the wrong.

remark is just as true

applied

when

a

to

body of men, a people, a denomination.
Conversely,the people which does not seek
does not
to propagate its peculiar views

in them. This is the
of liberal Christianity.

thoroughly believe
inherent Weakness

- It does not believe
In itself, and can not,
therefore, become

a power

in the world.

We desire to offer another reflection which
logically has its place just here. The development of the missionary spirit is
essential to church

life

and growth.

The

proposition is the same as that already
quoted from the report of the Universalist
Board of Trustees:
‘The culture of an
unselfish, self-sacrificing spirit is essential

to parish success.”

:

It seems strange that such a proposition
should need to be illustrated and enforced
in the last quarter of this nineteenth century of the Christian era: but there is need

of clear

and unmistakable

on this very point.

Are ¢ liberal” churches

the only ones that
meet

current

instruction up-

‘‘have hard work

expenses,”

and

to

therefore—

may God pity the weak mind,and the foolish church, that 'so reasons---‘‘
can not
afford to permit any money to flow out of
the parish?”

adorn almost -every vale,
beautiful land!
No,
let

of this whole
us hasten to

change that word ‘adorn ” to “disgrace.”
The truth needs to be spoken in plain
words.
Let us take one simple lesson. from nature; she is a marvelously wise teacher.

The

little spring, on the

hillside yonder,

bubbles up and overflows all the day, week
in and week out, never stopping to worry
about home supply, whether it will “have
hard work to meet.

current

expenses”

or

not; but
its sweet waters go pouring
down the hillside, and through the flowery
mead, slaking the thirst of man ‘and beast
and plant, turning the wheels of the great

mill, or bearing the proud ship upon their
peaceful bosom, till, at length, they rest
in the broad brimming sea. Does Nature
forget the little spring? Nay, she sends
her dews to refresh and comfort it; aye,

she lifts the ocean into the skies and drives
it back in cloud-chariots, harnessed to

the

fleet-winds, and drops it down in gentle
rains,and so gladdens her little spring with
And shall we forget that the God of
nature is also the God of grace?
Why,
India, and China, and Africa, and the'isles
of the sea, have already sent back to the

deducting cash on hand and

which he was a loyal

the general fund, the average of. contributions was less than thirteen and one half
cents per member.
Of this sum $2,091.21
was expended for general expenses, $4,600

logical connection between the two parts
of that last sentence is unacquainted with

la-

ones are falling, others may come up to the
help of the Lord against the mighty.
;
4. That we tender to such of the relatives
and friends who survive our dear” brother our
member,

and

pray

for

God’s blessing to rest upon them,
It was voted by the Conference that we put
an evangelist or missionary into the field to labor in the Q. M. if one can be
_ committee was chosen for this

sisting of J. Oulny

Knowlton,

employed.
A
purpose, con-

So. Montville,

Me., A. J. Bird,
Rockland, T. 8. Hatch, Center Montville, Peter Dunton, Cooper’s Mills,

Rev. Wm. H. Littlefield, Carver’s Harbor.
Will some man of God correspond with us in
this matter?

The next session will be with the church

So. Montville, commencing

Dec. 20th.

at

Minis-

ters and brethren of othér Q. Ms. are cordially
invitedte attend.

:

A votelof thanks yeaa fedored the brethren,
sisters and friends of the Islesboro church for
their kindness and hospitality during the ses-

the beginning of the year, and the
from a general fund, amounting

income

to $8,212.~

63, were only $15,005.01, averaging
than forty-three cents per member;

for scholarships,

and

income

less
or,
from

3,100 for missions.

These figures, even to us, seem almost
ridiculously small; but the Trustees say

that the receipts were larger
previous year, and the number

than

for the

of contrib-

uting parishes increased from 143 to 182.
They complain of the total neglect by the
parishes of the call of the General Con-

vention for an annual

collection. Replies

sion, and also to the boat conveyances for reduction of fare. And as we left for our homes,
. we resolved anew the journey to pursue heav-

come from “parish officers and committees
that they have hard work to meet current
expenses and can not afford to permit any

GENESEE (Mich.) Q. M.—Held its Oct. ses-

money to flow out of the parish. They go
onto say that “culture of ap unselfish,selfsacrificing spirit is sential to parish success, and he whose soul does not reach out

enward, and fight zealously for the faith once
delivered to the Saints,
“Js CoLBY KNOWLTON, Clerk.

sion at Reese, Tuscola Co., Mich, on the’

and 20th,

A large delegation

was

present

18th

at

toward kis brethren of other parishes will

The New Jersey
bas admitted Phebe
fellowship.

Universalist Convention
J. Hanaford’s church to

|

It is estimated that not less than 80,000 Germans in the city o'f Chicago attend no church
whatever,

Rev. J.

T. Wallace

has been compelled to

discontinue Protestant
Limerick by mobs.

There are

lectures in the

city

now 960 missionaries,

Mahometanism has
In Syrian

150,000,000

universities

who study

there

are

*

followers.

are 10,000

boys

nothing but the Koran.

Great Britain.

the logic of grace.

Lutherans

of the

The

costing

among the

Roman

Catholie missionaries

Indian tribes in this country.
ree 8

NH

;

NH. Hampton

N

id

A.H, MORRELL,
.

Oct. 24,

rare features,

ook.
H0

No Anson Me +

has

In Pittsfield, Oct. 27,by Rev. J. C. Osgood, Mr. Walter E. Mason and Miss Laura E, Drake, both of P,
In Willimmstown, Aug
31, by Rev. A. Shepherd,
Mr.

Elbert G.Jackson and Miss Olivia 8S. Waldo,
Miss

Lucy

Congdon,

of

P.

Oct.

27,

Mr.

Joseph
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various pulmonary troubles that so often end in
Consumption ? If so, use ** Wilbor's pure Cod-Liver
Oiland Lime,” a safe and sure remedy.
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the

Scriptures

ulpit, by Rev.dJ. Burgess; Exegesis of Gen.
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is offered as the best collection of

with the assurance that he will

the

Prayer

reserved for this book, together with
most useful ones.
In short,
GOSPEL HYMS NO.

and testimonials from all parts
of the country prove the other,
Our readers may with perfect
confidence write to
ase,

Rev.
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Messrs.

| based on scientific principles,
)# borders on the magical— both
as to the thing itsolf and the
results attending its use. An
examination proves the one,

Sunday
in

conducted

and PENTECOST.

couraged the publishers to send forth the third
book. It will be found to contain a large propor-.
tion of new Songs never before published, including several by the inspired Bliss, which have been
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Doctor's

*

hy
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IN STYLE!!

The

H. CHIDCHESTER,

!
i

For Salt Rheum, Burns, Bruises, Corns, Piles,
etc. Will prevent Hands or Lips from Chapping.

EXPLORER

=z

TO

YOUR

DR. M. W. CASE, a successful physician of
many years’ standing, announces his system of
treatment for Catarrh.
The
Doctor's Inhalant,
though based on scientific principles,borders on the
magical—both as to the thing itself and the results
attending its’ use.
An examination proves the
one, and testimonials from all parts of the country prove the other. Our readers may with per-
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Fulton St., N. Y.
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AGENT'S profits per week. Will
rove it or forfeit $500. New arti~
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STANLEY $2.15.
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for lung diseases the most mild, bland and nutritious form in which Cod Liver Oil can be used,

careful

IN NEED!
UNEQUALED

The only authentic and copyrighted cheap edition. Gives a full history of his wonderful discoveries in Africa and marvelous journey down
the Congo. It is fascinating as romance. Profusely illustrated, and highly endorsed by the
clergy and press. Agents are selling 10 to 25
r day. Nearly 10,000 sold. More
For particulars and
terms address HUBRS S., Publishers, Springfield, Mass.

QUERUS COD LIVER OIL JELLY, approved by the Academy of Medicine of New York,

of Ellenburgh, will
Friday evening.
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fect confidence write to Dr. Case, with
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RICHARD E. BREED,
100 Wood st., Pittsburgh, Pa. *
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of Biddeford, Me..und Miss Abbie C. Ricker, of Br

sexton got

COMPLIMENTARY

5
and fluid ounce.
SAMPLES sent by express on receipt
of 50 cents, or by mail, post paid, on
«
receipt of 86 cents.

both of

In Phoenix,N.Y. Sept. 17, by Rev. J H. Durkee
Joel Blakeman, ofSo. Granby, and Flora Raynolds, of
G. Oct.6,E. F. Palmer and Nettie A. Tiel, of G.

es.

give

Y., and

ton, both of

Miss Frances E, Willard,who is now in New
England, returns to Chicago this month, and
will spend the winter in temperance work
, throug hout the State of Illinois.

ance that he will

N.

ie
&c,

the quart, pint,
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—and-for-¥i

In So. Parsonstield, Me., Sept. 3, by Rev.F. C. Bradeen, Mr Bonnets 8. Moulton and Mss Ada ¥; Mou 1-

$2,000 for ringing the bell. The payment,however, was made in Continental shinplasters.

| with more benefit secured to the patient
double the quantity of any liquid oil.
delicate stomach will not reject it. Sold
gists and E. H. TRUEX, 3 Platt St,, New

4
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requisite in every
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v for Bere LurIng
Kiichenand ba
flour,
Weighing sugar,
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In Putnam, N. Y., Oct. 27, by Rev. R. L. D. Preston
at the residency of the bride's fatness Me. oslo, Salter,

of Hague.

GAR-

Uinpire Measuring Jar,
Suis

Scinio,

The Hartford Courent says that in 1780 the
pastor’s salary at Longme.dow,
Mass., was

+

particulars, - Outfit $1.50. Remit to. BRA DLE

In Rutland. O., Oct .”7,by Rev. S. H. Barrett, Mr.
Francis 0. Gilmore and Miss Sarah A. Wilson, both of

With the exception of a f:w towns on the
coast of China there are in all that empire
scarcely a dozen Hebrew families. The Jews
are hardly known in China.,and only the learned are aware of their existence.
:
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the Bromtve Work ithe onder Life®

2.45
ETSON & €O., Philadelphia; or Wy. GARRETSON
245 | & CO., Chicago, St. Louis, Nashville or Co.umbus.
2.06
:
«50

Married

secured capital shall reach $40,000,

$2 ;

10.00 |

N. BROOKS, Treas.

a missionary
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401 Disciple, and many other
features in no
A401 other Commentary,
It answers every objection of
0 | the Skeptic in langnage plain to a child. Subscribers
6.00 | Sften claim it worth $20. It sells fast. Hundreds buy
t who would no other book, Extra terms, Send for

:

NH.

fresh and

esba Stretton The Life of St. John, the Beloved

51.60 ®

Protestant newspaper soon to be established in
France. Publication will be delayed until the

fixed at

ey

1.00
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eography, climate and

Palestine, with

0 |

1st Newbury N H per J Morse

and three colporteurs to the benighted people
of Ichang, in China.
One
‘gentleman
gives
$5,000 toward this enterprise.
A capital of $26,000

°
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Mr W Rounds
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One of the Scotch journals states that upOthers
do
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wards of $200,000 of the Sustentation Fund of Col York ch Wis 1-2 0a debt per W C King
Mrs Lucy P Hooper deceased Rutland O
the Free Church, from which the stipends of
per 8 H Barrett
F Page Waupun Wisper E N ‘Wright
ministers are augmented, is locked up in the . SLucy
Fuller
+
i
G & E Munger Dodges’ Corners W is
City of Glasgow Bank.
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Mrs E C Spencer do

“has-been appointed us -assistant—commissioner-+
of Intermediate Education in Ireland.

Si

-_| Bible Commentator.

Foreign

Rev. J. L. Porter, D. D., LL. D., formerly a
missionary at Damascus, and well-known as

:

ane

Anniversaries

Mrs J Turner
Oxford N
Mrs
»
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Mrs A Andersondo
:

of Scotland has already sent Mr. McPhael to
Cyprus to minister to British residents and to
the soldiers in the army.
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Fargo, Dakotah Territory, are about to erect
in that place a church edifice
twelve thousand dollars.
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By a council appointed by the Houlton Q. M. at its
June session, Rev. J .Harte was, on July 3, adjudged
guilty of dishonesty to such an extent that he should
be exclinded from the ministry,
They therefore advised the Dalton chureh of which he was a member to
withdraw their fellowship
from him and to demand
that he lave his certificate of ordination with the
clerk of the church, and that.
failing te do, so he
should be published in the Star. He havhig failed to
do so. we hereby give notice that J Harte is no longer
a minister ofthe Freewill Baptist denomination,
Rev. Mr. Pentecost is to spend the month of
REV, F.J1. PECKIAM,
JONATHAN VAIL,
Com.
November with the churches in Fall River,

Mass.

BP Neally do
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Mr. Huges was ordained in 1811,and

Norwegian
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Rev. Morris Huges, Anglesea, the oldest
beneficed clergyman in Wales, has just died,

The

according

“SVIVITO

The Hon. Charles Koonce, of Clarksville.
Pa., bas given $3,000 to found a scholarship in
the Western Theological
Seminary (Presbyterian), Allegheny, Pa.

aged 96.
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H E Palmer Bath Me

LIEBIG, the greatest chemist of the
“T consider this invention as.one of the

most useful gifts which science has made to mankind.”
:
!
.
]
«It is cheaper and better than ordinary Baking
?,
ny
*
Cr
Tar
ar
Fo!
chit.
1 owder or Cream Tartar and Soda,
.
If your grocer has not got it send a three-cent
stamp to the manufacturers for a sample.

$0

CW GreenlietNo Berwick Me

expenditures by

continued in the discharge of his duties
within a very short time of his death.

BARON
age, says:

College.

GIRLS’ BOARDING
H E Palmer Bath Me
R Frost Brunswick Me
The corner-stone of an institution where the Mrs
RP Whitney Topsham Me
Nettie Whitmore Lisbon **
daughtersof missionaries may be educated,has
Col Mallett Dist Topsham *
just been laid in London, the building to cost
F H Preble Richmond
*
J B Stevens Litchfield
**
$75,000.
:
Chs M Bailey Winthrop
*
Cash
»
The Presbyterian Board of Foreign Missions,
Col Manchester k Loni
44 v
Maggie Cook
Lewiston
Me
announces that its receipts for August and| rs

EXETER Q. M.

The sure way of changing a poor church
into a rich one is to inculcate in the breast
of its membership the missionary spirit;
and the true way to strengthen our feeble
churches is to transform them from reservoirs into fountains.
May our Zion be
dotted on every side with churches that
shall overflow with the waters
of life, and
so bear refreshing and joy to - the parched
and thirsting plains below.

Storer

Mr Sandborn Hampton NH
By 1 D Stewart Lyndon Center Vt

The
‘Colored
Cumberland
Presbyterian
church, has two Synods and twelve Presbyteries, with 104 ministers, 82 licentiates, 170
candidates, and 30,000 cummunicants.
.

of its

Light Bread, Busouit, Cakes and Dastay,
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September fall short
$16,500.

making

tieh,

For

PREPARATION

A superior and highly scientific preparation for

Rev F C Bradeen So Parsonsficld Mc,
. Jeremiah Morse So Newburv N H.
EXPRESS.
lev A Libby Lewiston Me,

The Seventh Day Adventists, a body which
numbers only about 20,000, proposes to raise
$100,000 in two years fer missionary work in

;

PROF. HORSFORD'S
BREAD

Messrs Penfield & Goodrich Hillsdale Mich
Eld G W Johuson Phillipsburg Mo,
Rev W A Potter Muntiallo Wis 2.
Rev G 'W Colby Edgecomb Me.
Rev F E Davison Pawtucket R I.
O A Gleason Chester X Roads O,
Rev H E Cross Kewanee 11,
Rev W C Bwaet Canfield Minn.
Rev O C Hills Mellsboro Penn,

paid

1

WARES
i PUNDS

Rev Geo HH Howard Ortonville Mich.
GB Fader Care John Swales No Branch Lapier Co

! In the Baptist church at Franklyn, Pa. there
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is no debt, and the pastor and sexton
every Monday morning.

ORGANS zee o MORAGING
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Forwarded.

including
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of
Books

catechists, laboring in India.

full and overflowing supplies.

Christian sympathy ; and alse to the church of

more

That, as the faithful

Money Letters Received.
Mrs P B Allen—Mrs
HH Aundrews—M A Alford—C
A Bickford—Mrs 8 F Bushaw--F H Bubar—Mrs D
Butes—O A Besse—N H Crauk—E N Chace- C Carpen=
ter—D Cox—L (' Chase—bB R Clark—=R Clark—D B
Coffin—S H Chatterton—J M Crandall-T Decker—F
E Davison—T Dunton—Mrs C Easton—W H Senity =
N Gammon—W 8 Gregory—B 8 Gerry—J Harlan -I ¢
Harmon—G S Hill-R W "Hussey—L~ Hutchins—D L
Hawkes—I Hyatt—J B Jordan—§E
H Hunt—P Hugg
J F HaAmblen—B FJefterson (2)—ALibby—d P Longle
D Lewis—L H Litchfield—J Morse—A M Munger—,
F Marsden~W H Osborn~A E Porter—C F
Penney
—=J W Parsons—R D Preston—W Reed—1 G Redlon—
E D Reeve—J W Seribner—T A Stevens—J M Smith—
Helen Shear—A Shepard—E 8 Straight—D L Smith—G
A Simpson—H F Strickland ~T S8pooner—8 A Swith—
J Tree—~D A Tucker—C PTurner—E N Wright—L H
Witham=—J A Weller—W H Waldron—8 8 Winsor—J
C Ward—J E Wells—E N Wright—8 Wi-celer,

The man who has charge of the beautiful
Taj at Agra, India, has been licensed asa
Methodist preacher.of the gospel.

:

spring-like churches heavily laden clouds,
that have covered our spiritual skies ‘again
and again--~the glad harbingers of sweet
and refreshing showers of grace.
These
churches are always full, because they are
always pouring out upon others.
It is
clear that the man who can not see the

the Lord of the harvest to send forth

° borers into his vineyard.

The next Methodist General Conference of
Canada is to be held at Kingston,in September,
1882.

better

that reason after this narrow and ' illogical
method, dot almost every hillside, and

Religions Miscellany.

13, 1878.

In
Minnesota
there
are
already
upfor the | wards of one hundred
Swedish Lutheran
world. Weighty words—every one weighs churches, with a scattering population for as
: many more.
-a pound!

selves

Alas! the professed evangelical churches,

Some

with the church at Islesboro, Sept. 20-—
22. A small delegation present, especially of
our ministerial brethren.
We had most excellent sermons by Revs. Wm. H. Littlefield, F.
Cooper and E. L. Cleveland.
The social -services were very interesting. The spirit of the.
Most High was with us, consequently we en-

joyed

ST. CROIX
. M.—Held its Sept. session
with the Map e -Grove church, Barron .Co.,
Wis. Harmony
revailed in all our deliberations, The meetings of worship were interest- ing. Six were baptized, and about the same
number rose for prayers.
;
Next session Dee. 13--15 with the Bock Elm
church, at Shaw school-house.
é
L. A. H. WELCH, Clerk.

NOVEMBER

df

power to have his prayer answered.
There
are only twenty-one families in our little vil-
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Seem stirring in each dying ember ;
If Summer gave a rich perfume

Tis fuller, richer in September.

rusalem, even when many leng miles lay
between them. and it. Every morning
they looked for it, and every evening lay

‘We may not know how long the spam

Between us and the “ mystic river,”
How many Spring or Autumn days
‘Will lead us to the bright forever;

@incle.

was not there ; the waves

Among the strange things of history,
perhaps none is stranger and of more interest in itself than that pathetic essay at
great things known, where it is known at
all, as the ¢* Children’s Crusades.” Few
ballads or tales have had braver (if we
may count that bravery which dares
cost)

or

more adventurous deeds to chronicle, yet
it remains not quite ‘‘ unsung in ‘song;
untold in-stery.” A few have sought out
the old bare records, or, perchance, have
filled

out

these outlines with a few graceful touchés,—all it needed to give the narrative
the tenderness and grace of a poemi, and
the interest of a story. And the story,
incredi-

" ble, and very touching in the failure

and

the cost of the great deéd attempted.
familiar

poem,

the “ Pied Piper of Hamelin,” the Piper
is represented as drawing after him, with
his shrill sweet

music,

all the children

(saveone) of atown.

We

can picture

to ourselves the strange, sad town Hame-

lin had been ia those days, had the poet's
fiction been reality.
in truth, towns

as

But there have been
sad

aad

So

waited and feared, and set out,

some

them, on their homeward way;

grou

Can. child-life” surged up,
pr

Hk

4

a

back

ful of it.

of

but some

She kicked the hot

bottle,

and

these were few, compared to

till

the children,

length

word

she cried for a change; and at last began

of studying arithmetic with her fingers and

no tidings came

at

was

brought that not to free the holy eity, but
to be themselves captives had they crossed the sea,— while some of them had escaped

this

fate, shipwrecked,

and

and no-

body came into her room. Ruth went to
sleep, woke up and slept agam. Then

who

those

had set out on this pilgrimage.

Years passed, and

Hour -after hour passed away,

but

cast

toes, because she was so very tired of doing nothing.
At la-t she heard some one coming up
stairs with her mother,—a lady who was
chatting gaily and laughing. Then the

lifeless on the shote of an island, where, door opened, and there stood her dear,
years a'terward, was built a church to "lovely Sunday-school teacher,—her beautheir memory—he sole memorialof their tiful Miss Bella Lancaster.

«Here is Ruth,” said mamma.

wanderings, their lives.

It has been called an episode,—this
crusade,—but episode seemstoo light a
word ; I have called ita ‘* pathetic essay
at great things,” and most touching and
pathetic it is,indeed. To us now it seems
at best only an essay, an attempt at great
things, —but perhaps bad things in history, this among the rest, always their

gttempt

right proportions, not mege{y an
it would be, but a traly

.- And

gre ¢

well for us if, in our pilgrimage, as zeal-

ously and eagerly we start on our journey, as steadily and earnestly

pursue

it

when the cheer and pxcitement of our
starting is over, and dull and uneventful

Miss Lancaster better

than any one in the wide world. And
now to think that she should see her in

such disgrace.

In hed in the middle of

the day, aud nothing the matter with her;
and her mother down stairs doing all the
She
Poor Ruthie!
housework alone.

couldu’s say one word.

Miss Bella came

up to the bed, looking as sweet and sorry

and tender-bearted as a lady could; and
Rath just put out her dimpled arms, and

caught her by the neck, ,and

cried.

She

a

8

the teacher.had gone, Ruth got
dressed, and wrote down the two
her little common-place book.
try to remember them,” sbe said:

Crown.

« and I hope I sha'n’t getto thinking again

his intellectual caliber, his learning, and his
diulectic power.
For his alleged intemperance in controversy, and for the severity with
which he lashed priests and friars for their
vices, we offer no apology. - With softer words

A

day

luck.”

*‘I thank

you,

sir; but to tell the truth, I never yet hav

had bad luck. I have never yet had
sorrowiul morning; for if I am hungry,
praise God ; if it rain

or

snow,

e
a

1]

thunder

or lighten, I praise God, and am always
joyfulg® And I have never had a bad
d
week. I resign myself to my dear Lor
and Saviour, am sure he does nothing
wrong.”
The scholar was astonished at the

faith

of the poor man, and asked again what
he would do if God should thrust him into
Lell at last. «¢ Thrust me into hell? that
he will never do,” answered the poo |
man; * bat if he should, I have two arm 8
| —the arm of faith and the arm of love—

with them I would grasp him,

and hold

_bim so fast that he must go with me; and
where my Lord and my God is, toere is
my heaven.”— Christian at Work.
o-0-0-0-0
+++

1n most quarrels there is fault on both

gides.

Both flint and steel are necessary
Either

of

but I ean guess.”

4

goud-

goud

« No, mamma

hasn't told me

;

much,

them may hammer on wood forever,
no fire will follow.

and

nelfish, cowardly

nature

men.
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is the more forcibly reminded of the

excellent

work the publishers are doing in providing
good and wholesome reading matter for the
young in place of the bad and trashy stuff that,
80 abounds in the market.
We certainly wish
them success in their future endeavors in the
.
°
same direction,
E. B. Treat

&

Co.

(New

York)

announce

the early publication of a volume entitled
Golden Thoughts on, Mother, Home and
Heqven. It will contain original matter and
sel ctivns from poetic and prose literature of
all ages and lands expressive of the teuder sen-

timent tdward the mother and the home that
fills nearly all hearts, and aspirations towards
heaven that have been breathed by so many.

It will have an introduction by Rev. Dr.
ler, and illustrations suggestive of the

that occupy the hook.
soription.

tCuythemes

It will be sold by sub-

We ean imagine a

wo

more appre-

priate gift book than it will make, and an examination of advance shicets warrants us in believing that it'will be issued in a style befit-

' ting both its contents and the sentiments that
wll be inseparably connected with it.
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offer still
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publishers

year together, and thus exhibiting them, ‘one

The

Claremont

Manufacturing

Company

(Claremont,N. H.) publish a

Groocer’'s

ual,

natural

which

gives bri fly the

Man-

history

and process of manufacture of most goods that

grocers keep, or that are used in the family.
Adulterations, and how to detect them, are
described, and there sre the legal

ary rates

and custom-

of taré, tables of weizhts,

measures, etc., the whole

money,

being designed

guide to aid in the purchasing of goods.
prepared by P. \H.

Felker,

as a

Itis

of Grand Rapids,

Mich.

;

The Bates Student keeps well up with the
times. Each number is fresh and interesting,

and shows that college students can do sauoess-

and

fully some other things than acting the rowdy.
We note in the Octo -er number that the. Society libraries are receiving additions, that debates between the Societies ure

talked of, and

that the ladies in the clusses are ranking well
—the lust as a matter of course.

’

Edited by Henry W.

uninviting land has found those who have sung
her praises. Among its authors we notice several of foreign lands, whose poems, skillfully
translated into English, are a rich addition to

Mrs, Hemuns

year as one oould rea-

it is a vohiime that any bright young person
might covet.
Bringingall the numbers of the

Africa.
Boston: Houghton,
18mo. pp. 208. ($3.00).
° .
seem to be rather a barren
the poetic muse, but this colshows that even the most

the poetical collection.

the

The

its more than 200 stories, sketches and poems,

The

Longfellow.
Osgoud & Co.
Africa would
place to inspire
lection of poems

for

desire.

Happy are the young people who receive the
bound volume of St. Nicholas as a holiday
gift. With its brilliant binding of r«d and
gold, its illuminated cover linings, its 832 royu!
octavo pages, its 630 fine wood engravings,
and

|'and presents, in a popular style, facts with
which Christians and theologians should be

Poems OF PLACES.

increased

literature and art for the people.

Lis

:

the

engaged to furnish illustrations, the authors of
repute to write for it and the genersl scope and
variety of its conteats would seem to pretty
nearly fill the bill of a desirable maguzine ef

yet justice is done to his liberal principles,
humility, and the constancy and devotion that
triumphed in the last hoursof his life. The
book is a worthy ad-lition to church history,
familiar,

and

greater attractions for the year to come.
The
frontispieces of American poets, the artists

Cranmer's

is not excused,

literature

sonubly

/| the causes (hat led to his downfall.
The arti
cles on George Buchanan and Cranmer a so
present faithfully studied portraitures of ‘the

noted

contents,

———

TN

cul

ful talents of Cardinal Wolsey are placed in
high estimation anda close analysis given of

of those

literary

beauty and finish of the illustrations. The
two volumes—the 16th and 16th—make as
handsome and desirable a collection of periodi-

, the knowledge
read with any pleasureand
that they are facts in history, which we must
know if we would understand thé dealings of
the Catholic church with those who dis~ent
from its opinions, and the history ol Protest.
antism in Great Britain make these vivid nurratives all the more impressive.
The wondei~

characters

indicated by the

ha

of the

The poor man thanked him, tongued with the priests of Baal.”
The articles on the English and Scottish
but added, he did not exactly remember
ever having a bad one.
‘Well, then 1 | Lollards are too full of horrid martyrdom to be
wish you much

as

greater nudhber of pages, the variety and value

old
morning.”

nature.

8

been getling tue magazine

work; just as Luther and Calvin and Knox
‘could not,with softer words and feebler blows,
Reformers must not
great scholar in Germany went on e | have done their work.
heed squeamish, dainty critics. If they would
to church. On his way he met a poor have and use the spirit and power necessary to
man, to whom he wished * Good- their vocation, they must not be smooth

The best of all prayer is, 10 act with a
pure intention, and with a continual reference to the will of Ged.— Fenelon.

.

to- Bud at whit a-practical-reduetion they- have

-0-O-0-&

know all about it."
¢+¢ Has mammia—"

than may be done by thoughtless

and feebler blows he could not have done

American

Readers of Scribner's Monthly may possibly

clos-

that I'm so good, and not watch at all,
when I ain't a bit better than other folks,
and not 50 good as some; the truth is,
folks don't know how cross they are till
they have bothers.”—S8. 8. Times.

can produce a greater amountof mischief

There is perhaps no one quality that

Wycliffe,

North

be surprised, on gomparing the two volumes
of the year just closed with their predecessors,

:
on

ing with this candid estimate and discriminating criticism: * His writings. . , speak for

to the production of a spark.

>roro

.

A studied article is given

“The

Review.”

him to appear in court to answer the charge
of having u~urped the office of a saint.” ‘Counsel was appointed for him and the case formally tried, and sentence passed upon him that
his bones should be publicly burned, and the
offerings made at his shrine forfeitedto the

tried two or three times to speak, but her
sobs choked her,
« Never miuc,” said Miss Bella, “I

seems the way,—if init all, we are us
faithfal as these childish crusaders.
0

** I will

leave you to talk with her; I am very
busy to-day.”
Except her papa and mamma and baby
brother, Ruth loved

When
up and
texis in
«I will

Her mother

better, and left her alone.

and sailed away towards Jerusalem;

/

tossed about, mussing the covers, and
making herself as uncomfortable as possible. But all was of no use.

gladdened

Eagerly they embarked,

cross the sea.

does,—New ‘York:

tion and poesy?

the rest of the week.”

with

told her that she hoped. she would soon be

‘swerto a summons as imperative to them

_ and obbed away, as idly seedlinglyas

came

lant ships then in the harbor, they should

dren plan and execute. Far from them
the children had marched away, in an-

., that stormy, tempesiuous time, that this

she

at length by the promise that on two gal-

chil-

as that of the Pied Piper to the children
* of that other ancient city.
It was in the time of the Crusades,

were

who waitad till the last,

strange as

the

they

from sinking seemed not there,

Hamelin in fancy, bereft like ber, of all
the cheer of childish faces and voices,

with all the merry enterprises

who kept Peter

sayed to do it, and He

BY OLIVE KE. DANA.

stairs; soon

be

same

current topics, and that is what this periodical

roud, and the freeing of the sluves, aie people
and.scenes of history, or creations of imagina-.

bright as ever, and have a pleasant story
to tell me of what you have been doing

bandages for her head, a bowl of gruel,
and she was obliged to drink every spoon-

be walked on than when Peter of old es-

THE CHILDREN'S CRUSADES.

as they tell it, is strange, almost

down

could no more

see you next Sunday that you will

step

in and see you.”
“0 mamma! I-"
«“ Not a word. Get into bed; I will
bind up your head with vinegar and
water, and put a hot brick at your feet.”
Poor Ruth had to submit; and her
mother tacked ber up snugly, and went

was before them, they werein the seaporttowns; only it, the beautiful sea, lay
between them and Jerusalem. But the
path through the sea, which they, io
their hopefulness, had expected almest,

Buffulo, Sept., 1878.

In Robert Browning's

comes to see Rose, I will ask him to

down without beholding it,—till at last it

They muy be few, so fair and fond,
But countless in the * bright beyond.”

have

Je-

and

tae sea which lay between them

At the

it is always commendable to disouss

ey

The fragrance of the flowers of June

ment, Inspiration, and the like.

ala A

Christ had been, but where he is. It has
been told us with what eager longing the
crusaders looked for the blue waters of

Litera-

ak

In better time than when we started;

not where

found themselves

* Contemporary

oa

way-side,

Academy;

time,

History is a dry

in” by naughty, self-willed children. Sbe —when we see you bright and happy,even MEN OF MARK IN BriTisa CHURCH HISTORY.
By William Marshall, D. D. Boson: D. Loif you have to deny yourself, glad of a
was a keen, sharp-eyed mamma, and she
throp & Co. 12wmo. pp. 304.
chance
to
help
mamma,
trying
to
please
understood the state of things at a glance.
A few of the most prominent men in oon«¢ Ruth is a naughty, ill-tempered giri, Robbie and make papa comfortable.”
nection with the British church and who bave
«J thought I was so good,”said Ruthie »"| figured largely in history are noticed in this
after all,” she said to herself, ‘‘and I must
the tears coming into her eyes.
volume.
It isa fitting supplement to the biscure her as soon as possible.” When
Britain, giving much in detail
«
Perhaps
that
is
the
reason,”
said
Miss
Great
of
tory
Ruth saw her mother, she put ber hands
be hinted at in a text-book. The
only
can
that
|
easily
so
were
you
‘why
to her bead, which had really begun to Lancaster,
first biog aphy is of Thomasa Becket, who,
tempted
to
become
cross
and
impatient.”
ache by this time, and said:
:
1 from lowiy life,rose to be chancellor of England,
“That must be it,” said Ruth;
¢O mamma! it was so early,and I was
and Archbistop of Canterbury, but offending
wasn't looking out.”
80 sleepy, and my head—"
>
the king, he was assassinsted, and again the
“There is another golden text that i 8 | fickle court. and nation, remembering only his
*“ Don’t say anything more,” began
him as a martyr-saint and
mamma.
* Get right into bed, my dear; good for us all to remember at all times, virtues canonized
more
offerings
were
made at his shrine than on
it is almost as easy to wait on two sick —* Watch and pray, lest ye enter into1 | any other altar in the city of Canterbury
tempration.”
And
now
I
hope
when
persons as on oue. When the doctor
Three huadred years later Henry VIIL cited

feel its wearying effects. But still they
pressed on in their three divisions,—except that some, lying dowa to rest by the.

The summer glory is departed,”
And still we’er moving to the lay,

and

. Mamma wasn’t a woman to be ‘taken

French

Ra

The sunset hills appear in view
‘And Autumn skies are smiling o’er us,
“The voices round us seem to say,

them,

ting humped over, in a bedraggled nightgown.

This the children
too soon began to

dull and toilsome.
found too soon, and

wrong.”
“You will never call me
Sunshine
again,” said Ruth, despondently.
“ Yes, we shall, when you deserve it

sit-

Chris

of the

Pe

-

we dislike to let them all go.

and

Member

Renan,

ture.” We may say that the Review has
succeeded better in this line of discussion than
itdid in its symposiums on Eternal Punish-

toric agés yield the place so long held, und yet

so

Hadrian

by Ernest

2h

the misty past,

And little known the way before us,

Parton;
** The Emperor

tianity,”

et
—.

The first sweet song from silence woa
We ever shall remember,—
Love blossoms in the April sun
But ripens in September.

it is

of the American
* Pessimism in the

Nine eenth Century,” by Rev. Samuel Osgood,
D. D.; ** Antipathy to the Negro,” by James

volume. if all the wonder{pl stories are left
out. We would still like to believe that somesaid Miss Lancaster.
body as valiant and unambitious as Cincin“Yes, ma'am,” said Ruth.
aiatus onoe lived, that there was as brave a he* And perhaps you have always pleas- ro as Horatius, as tirm a patriot as Brutus, and
ed yourself more than you supposed ; | that the cackling of geese once saved Rome.
you thought you wore a good-tempered Is it possible that p etic legend will ever throw

and at last, as her

Ruthie, but a frowsled, tousled child,

when they, as among the conquerors of
the earth, should have a conqueror's
spoils. But between the gay setting out
and the victorious home-ceming,— if there
be the latter—there is in any pilgrimage,
in any journey, a long, wearisome stretch,

That all the listening spirit thrills.

and
said

Harris, M. D., President
Public Health Association;

-

A

The swelling song diviner proves,

thé fifth when the sacerdotal king wus superseded by a military king.
With the Republic
begun the sixth phase in the history of Rome.
Successive
chapters are devoted to a close
criticism of the character of the monarchy, the
senate, the people, and the magistrates of the
regal period. No less carefully are the legends
in the history of the Republic considered.
In
this practical age, when people ure slow to believe only what is known and comprehended,
it is not strange that these legends of early his-

girt-when
really there was nothing to]
sodes of our history that sowe historian, hunmake
you
ill-tempered.
We have all call- dreds of years hence, will be puzzled to decate blue. wall was splashed, and—why,
ed you Little Sunshine, but there has cide whether Pocahcentas, Miles Standish, toe
the stockings were wet, and Ruth's tembeen nothing in your life to bring clouds. landing of the Pilgrims, the cruise of the Monper was lost, and that was all.
itor, Sheridan’s Ride, Shermau’s March to the
By and by, Mrs. Tracy came up and- The really sweet-tempered people are Ses,
Lincoln's
visit to Richmoud, and the
those
who
are
sweet
when
things
|
go
found—not a neat, sweet, complete little
wonderful incidents ‘of the underground rail-

urged them on to victory, and the time

That ripens on September hills,

the Romans and Sabines; the fourth wh: n that

ae

Unwonted joy and gladness bring;

it,

invasion

third with the alliance of

“But you have been pleasing yourself,”

wother didn't bear, she went into room,

| zealous and full of courage, all things,
whether the country with its beauty
through which they passed, or the cities,
whose citizens cheered their advance,—

The yellew fruit is richer far

remember

Hobart Paha,
Admiral
of the Imperial
Ottoman Navy; *‘ The Congress of Berlin and
its Consequences,” by An Old Diplomatist;
“Japan and the Western Powers,” by Matsuyama Makoto; “ The Financial Resourcesof
New York,” by Willism R. Martin, Ex-President of the Department of Public Parks of
New York; * The Public Health,” by Elisha

allisnce was developed into a federal state, and
L

of i

with the

of

by

a

But if the flower be sweet and fair,
And soft the foliage of the Spring,
The first notes of a touching air

stumbled on

thought I should
short.”

slamming the door after her, and sat down
again by the register. Help her mother,
indecd!
There was an ugly slop of

comed them with admiration and encouragewent, and, as ever to those themselves

‘We sometimes long to hear again.

of the

made

begins

in Naval Warfure,”

NA

The first sweet measure
of & strain

heed

she

Pones,—bravely they started as any knight
-of old. The cities along their way wel-'| water on the pretty gray carpet, the deli-

Are sweeter, fresher where they start,—

much, with little

at the top of ker voice;

banners,—with a chief officer, and minor

As waters gushing frem the earth

room;

that

¢ For even Christ pleased not himself,”
repeated the teacher.
“Yes, that is it,” said
Rath; “I

faces at a picture ‘that hung over her
dressing-table; she went to the head of
the stairs and screamed for her mamma

the second

+ | of the Subines; the

by Ex-

* Bysteme

Be

The flowers that bless the early day
Have glory in their timely birth,
A tender pathos for the heart,

Kamily

threw them across the

tlement;

Miss Bella

Miss Bella.
+ Ruth blushed and was silent.

litle girl became! She slammed
ihe
poor innocent water-pitcher into the washbowl; she took her stockings off and

fel-

answered

Do you remember the golden text
we had last Sunday ?"
“No, ma'am; I haven't thought
since.”
‘ And yet we all promised to try
think of it every day in the week,”

That gave her such

her mother was. Oh, how cross our good

low pilgrim< and crusaders. So they
marc-ed away from France and Germany in three armies, in two of them twenty thousand each,—in one thirty thousand. In uniforms, some of them with

The orchard blooms are strangely sweet,
That scent the throbbing air of May;
The violet smiling at our feet,
.

like a dream

playmuates,—now

so,”

States,”

Seymour;

Offen-e and Defense

them, and divides the royal period into five
phases: The first when Rome was a Latin set-

sobbed

of the United
Horatio

uk

h ste to join their

“] hope

Governor

i

‘When each the other's load might bear.

the

Government

in

TT

And steeper seemed life's rugged hill,
And friends were growing faint and few;
We little thought of grief or care

‘When burdens came, as come they will
‘Whatever path we may pursue,

bath,

her hand, and spilt the water all over
her. Then she was in a plight. She had
no dry stockings up stairs, and it was a
long way down to the dining-room where

very

we can not doubt,

ber

remaining

TE

true and sincere,

for

a start that she let the pitcher slip from

And most

many. of these little pilgiims were. Determined, too, were they; parents were
powerless to keep back their children,
for if they did restrain them, they grieved and pined till they were sent on in

water

nations, ~ Consider this list of articles : * The

but depending

events

saa

cause seemingly most worthy.

some

The North American Review for November

rb

‘When farther on life’s devious way,
‘We passed the flowery fields of June,
And clusters of the ripening fruit
‘Were crowding out the early bloom;

out

breakfast bell rang.

we are told that a bold deception started
the idea; yet it was not the first nor last
time that falsehood has drawn after it
many most true and loyal followers in a

‘When each may bear the other's grief.

o

ing

instance,

one

in

But

bad failed to do.

others

the

all

what

it shall,”

of

several
York:

8

should accomplish

good,

narrative,

memory

determined

-December
abounds in articles that will
delight the student of politics—we mean
politics us related to the .lite and progress of

the popular mind and certain features existing
in the institutions of the Republic,he endeavors to tell what sort of institutions preceded

sorry.”

“It does me
little Ruthie.

consecutive

the

the

a

The summer glory to destroy ;
Bat litle heed the brave of heart
The summer sun or winter storm;
Fall well they know, though thunder part
The inky clouds, fair skies are born,—
They joy to know the sweet relief,

a

against

TTY

salem—till thousands were eager to start
on this new and last crusade, which

ing

upon

place

* The Princeton Review.”

of the

saves something, and substitutes a few great
outlines. He disclaims the jntention of giv-

you are naughdarling, if this
we prepare for
am very, very

its:

opposition to it that appeared in
quarters a few months
ago.—New

Th

Hath swept the garden of our joy,
And winter dared with ruthless band

have won

I

The songs of birds bave multiplied;
And sometim«s the November wind

Reply to Prof. Muhaffy,”’ by Presid nt MeCosh; and * Physiological Metaphysics,” by
President Porter.
The Review 1s conducted
with enthusiusm and enterprise, and se+ms to

kings, and have come to «the conclusion that it
is no history at ail.” But out of the wreck he

to your dear mamma for all she has done
for you; they are meant to teach you to

* Copyrights and

Levi, F. 8.8, London;

of the Sun,” by Prof Simon Newcomb; *“ The
Recent Solar - Eclipses,” by Prof. Young;
** A Criticism of the Critical Philosophy, in

After ac ose examina:
lively and atractive.”
tion of the legends of the even kings, he thus
sums up the evidence: ** We have now exam-

ined the salient features of the history

Woolsey;

* Man's Place in Nature,” by Prof. Joseph
Le» Coute; * Duties of Higher towards Lower
Races.” by Canon George Rawlinson; ** Eclipses

deprive it of those parts which make it mo-t

your character. They are meant tom ki
you grow : to make you sweeter tempered, more patient and helpful, more anxjous to be kind to others, more thankful

ask God to he'p you when
ty and unhappy. Now,
Sunday-school food, that
you, does you no good, I

by Ex-President

Patents,” by Leone

Ta

thought should grow in their hearts, and
fly on to others, that they, too, should go
to add their feeble strength to the might
that was knocking at the gates of Jeru-

And through the balmy scented air

o

ready. There is ever so much for you to
do before schuol-time.”
Ruth pouted and frowned, but she did
not dure disobey. So she put one little
bare foot out into the cold, and then
another, very slowly, and in the courseof
five minutes she bad diagged herself to
the register, and put on her stockings.
She worked so slowly that she was soon
very chilly, and her fingers were almost
as stiff as sticks. Just us she was pour-

the

that

be

of Edinburgh; * The European Equilibrium,”

Tg

strange

So kindled, it is not

It is almost

Beientin

TTT

Sometimes the roses, rich and rare,
Have blessemed thickly by our side,

that you listen to, and the lectures that
you hear, are all food for your soul,” or

yet,

seven o'clock, and breaktsst will soon

in the

city, once the * golden city” was
same hands still.

it isn't light

and I'm horribly sleepy!"
«1 will light your lamp.

holy

the

For Jerusalem,

them, in vain.

That spring beside the devious way,
In brown September or in May.

Why,

as

Scientiarum,” by Robert Flint, D. D., LL. D.,

ET

«« What, now?

that they were holy. To rescue it had
their fathers goue, as their fataers before

Nor knew the burden of the hour.

‘We ~tarted on life’s weary road
Unconscious of the thorn or flower

sickness,

Rose's

«| wish you to get up right off.”

cared

nor

not

hands of those who knew

of

Mrs. Tracy,

Belence,” by

* Philosophy

oT

And changed the leaden hues to gold.
‘We gladly took the proffered load,

morning

“You eat because your body needs
food; it would die if you should starve
yourseif.
Well, now, he Bible verses.
und hymns, and answers to questions that
you learn in the Sunday-school,
the talks

Dawson:

Tr

Hope touched with joy the moistened eye

the second

I'm

Rights and Duties of

Principal

Ie

If there were shadows in the sky,
The silver lined the darkest fold,

’

the vinegar jar.
““Come, Kuth dear,” said

had called * friends,” and had ascended
into heaven. The city where he had
taught, the places where he had trodden,
the tomb where he had laid and from
which he had risen, were now ia the

“The

of the Republic by supposing that this legendary history was founded upon fact, ornam nt
ed with the fanciful conceits of poesy aud imBut the present author would re
agination.
He says:
ject all that is absolutely fabulous.
¢ We need not rehearse the vain conceits with
were turned into
which the other miracles
They are all equally futile,
plausible history.
and we have no alternative left but to draw
our pen through the whole of them, though
ther by we reduce the substance of the so-called history of the kings very considerably and

obliged to, though I like to eat, too.”

big brother called her a little pickle, and
asked her how long she had been out of

his servants, he

appeared to those whom,

because

.

contrib-

utes her ¢¢ Marguerite of BWrance,” * 1T'he Traveler at the Source of the Nile,” and * Cusu-

bisnica, familiar to every school-boy; Long-

Combination

A

Of years that quickly come and go,—
The winds ol that September day
Scattered June ro-es round our way.

eat

shines.

Almanac Calendar is:

enient for daily
among the best and most conv se and sanset,
reference. The noting of sunri

the phases of the moon,

fusts and feasts and:

besides rates
holidays on each monthly sheet,
stical matter,
of postage and valuable stati

ion to ODEs,
make this calendar a desirable ardit s Bergen,
Gane
:
York
w
.—Ne
office hangings
P.O. Box 8l.

i

e’s Pulpit covThe last number of the Peopl

y, it
tains Rev. Dr. Tyng,Jr.s, sernion—eeea
Visible
is called— on +‘ The personal
Coming of Christ.—New York:

Pulpit Company.”

EN

It oun not be,—yet I recall,
With throbbing heart, the noiseless flow
"(Een as the passing shadows fall.)

living and growing?”
“Why, I s'pose I

the

Se ET

80 like the pictures of a dream,
Or 28 a deftly winding stream ,—

interest

It is a question how somuch valuable matter
can be afforded in the Princeton Review st
$2.00
a
year.
The
November
number
contains about 300 pages of such articles as
+ Nutional Morality,” by Edward A. Freeman ;

pilius, other kings of Rome and the early duys

dinners and suppers, dear little Ruthie,—
for the sake of eating, or for the sike of

with

BE

right, ever pure, perfect. And of all his
lite they were t.ld,—the life given so
completely to men while among them,
and at last ** laid dowa iu love” for them.
But after three days he had risen’ from
the tomb where they had lain him, and

‘Of light and shade can intervene;
That what is real life appears

await

Poe

own

his childhood, like all his life, was always

sua

Many buve preferred to
of Romulus, Numa Pom-

history Is shrouded.
explain the stories

te

noted

verses incited by the land which, in our fond
patriotism, we call the grandest on which the

destroy the poetic fables in which Rome's early

«But I have learned all the lessons
perfectly—perfectly, Miss Bella.”
“Why do you eat your breakfast and

most

Cr

their

1t can not be 80 many years

on America, and we

ly to shield the m from attack, almost preferring
to leave them in their impossibility rather than

class.”

and her calisthenics were enough to fill
up a little girl's time ; so she never asked
herto wash dishes,do errands or take care
of her own room.
But now it was all different, and our
good girl suddenly grew cross and sullen
and fretful and sour,—so sour that her

but

passing;

was

childhood

+ That you have learned #0 little in my

thought her lessons at school, her music,

quiet, humble scenes as those in which

12mo. pp. 217.
($1.00).
very carefully prepared

history. Itdeals with atime so fur remote
and so obscured by the mists of tradition that
there is hardly any fopudation on which to
rest in search of fact. Moreover, these travitions and legends huve been part of history and
literature 8o long that scholars rise instinctive.

that—"
“That what P"

less known

England’s

RC

A welcome radiance as of old
Thro’ all the gentle air distills;
‘While round my spirit seems to fall
A presence soft as twilight's glow,
And for 8 mement to recall
September days ef long ago,
When,in life’s fair and fragrant bloom,
‘We passed the threshold of its June,

a

authors

of

4

The early tints of Autumn gold
Are resting lightly on the hills,

Scribner’s Sons.
This. volume is

many.

names.
~The next volume of the series will be poems

ty of Heidelberg, author of * The History of
Rome.” With a map. New York: Charles

forted her.
“You'll never love me any more,” said
the little girl; ¢‘ you won't want me in
your class again.”
«Oh, yes, I shall; only I am sorry

done before them, and as sadly watched
But one day something happened at
out of sight. And when they asked the
Ruth her mistake.
reason of this sad departure, they may home that showed
sick, and Mrs.
fell
l,
work-gir
if
the
Ro-e,
have been tuld,—and it were strange
servant for &
unother
get
not
could
Tracy
they
whom
of
they were not—of One
to help do
needed
was
Ruth
So
h
week.
thoug
who,
One
.
before
had heard
had never
Ruth
Now,
God, had come to the earth a child like the housework.
mamma
Her
home.
at
work
to
used
as
been
in
them, and had passed his youth

and

snd
The People’s:

Suge oo

rr

AN ANNIVERSARY POEM.

fame,

pb

ee’

from other Americin

fd

dren had seen their fathers and brothers
march away sadly, as their fathers had

J. W. BARKER.

=
EarLY Romp.
From the Foundationof the
City to its Desiruction by the Gauls,,
By
W. Ihue, Ph. D., Professor at the Universi-

Ruth
com-

called me Sunshine, and, and—"
broke down again, and Miss Bella

that she had made up her mind that she
was much better than ordinary boys and
girls.
;

fellow, *“ The Slave’s Dream;” Whittier,“
The
Bong of Slaves in the Desert;” Bryant, ¥ The
African Chic f;” Bayard Taylor, several\short
poems.
There is also a number of (gos

OR

BY

me so; and I always thought 1 was so
good; everybody always said so, and

sunshiny little girl, and bad been praised
so much for her bright, happy disposition,

chil-

these

empty ;—and

track dark and

wide-awake,

a

such

was

Tracy

Fitevary Bebieto,

« No, you can't guess halt how cross I
way, and how poky, when mamma needed

GOT UNDER THE CLOUD.

Sd

JUNE TO SEPTEMBER.

FROM

Ruth

—————

SSN

Ba

HOW RUTH

ll

SRE

t
f

NESS

\

any wave of the sea,—yet like so wany
was
of them, bearing away much that
a
precious, leaving where it had rolled,
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Literarp

DANGEROUS TENDENOIES.

Wliscellaivy,

There

THINGS TO REMEMBER,
Light cares speak, great

ones

are

dumb.—

Seneca.
My tastes are aristocratic; my actions are
democratje.-- Victor Hugo.
;
Take the tone of the company you are in,and

_mever pretend to give it,— Chesterfield.
Weare haunted by au ideal life, and it is bewithinus Be

have

eause we

possibility of it.—Phillips Brooks.
Men seldom
th r models

und

begining

imp Vo. when they have no
emselvelto copy after,.—

than

dm
Truth is the most powerful thing m the
world, since fiction can only please us by its
resemblance tv it.—Shaftesbury.
The most phlegmatic dispositions often contain the most inflammable spirits, as fire is
struck from the hardest flint. —Hazlott,
The more gross the fraud the more glibly
will it fo down, und the more greedily will iu
he swallowed, since folly will always tind faith
wherever

imposters

will

tind

jmpudence.—

Colton,
The great moments of life are but mom

nts

like the others.
Your doom is spoken ina
word or two.
A single look from the eyes,a
mere pressure of the hind, may decide it; or
of the lips, though they cun
not speuk.—

Thackeray.
*
No mun can force the harp of hisown indiwiduality into the people’s heart; but every
mau way play upon the coords of the
heart who draws his inspiration from
ple’s wstinet,— Kossuth.

people's
the peo-

This seems to me a great truth, in any exile,ur chaos whatsoever, that sorrow was not
riven us for surrow’s sake, but always, and nI1:bly, #s a lesson to us, rom waich we ure
to learn somewhat, and whien, the somewhat
ence learned, ceases 10 be sorrow.—Carlyle.

Though Caius Marius bad lived to be seven-

«

ty years of age, dnd was the first R onan who
hud been seven times eonsul, and had made
himself a family, and wealth enough for several kings, he still bewaiied his fortune, und
eompla ned of dying before he had uttuined the
Salting and completion of his desires.- Plutarch.
:

DISLIKING ONE'S OWN TOWN.
Discontent is one of the most

common

of sins; and few transgressions,certainly,
bear a more swefl or more grievous

punishment. Dissatisfaction with one's
place of wbode may fairly claim to be the
most popular kind of di content.
The.vld English catechism does well in
ins'ructing children to learn and labor
wuly to get there own hiving,and to do their
duty, in that state of life to which it «null
please God to call them. {tis rot enough,
however, to urge persons to be contented with theirduily avocation. Monotonvus
and
burdensome
though it be, it is

generally in the live of one's preferences
and abilities. But many penple why complain little concerning their regular work,
keep themselves in #4 consiant state of
fretful unhappiness bacauseathe towns in
which they live, or the quarters in which
their houses

are situated,

are

are hard to abandon. Tue inhabitant of
y
g
K
Fhmging
——gtitttee
eyes upon the greater wealth and magniticenca of the neighboring
county
town;

the resident

of

the

county

town

apes the customs and fashions of the St.te
metiopolis; the dweller in the ‘wiger
eities of the second class looks enviously
on the residents of Philadelphia or New
York; und, finally, the
New Yorker
affects to despise everthing Am

rican and

to tind life endurable only in Paris. To
the dissatisiied
resident, of any place,
however fair or attractive that place
seems but a ** mean little, green little,
one-horse town,”

woose ugliness imcreases

with the passage of time, and whose
unatiractiveness as a place of abode is
made more apparent by every journey
beyond its borders.
Its streets se ‘m 1ll
kept, its houses shabby, its situation

uu

fortunate, and its population
dull and
evld-beurted. Above all, it is the home
of cackle
and gossip.
** Oyr town,” says
the discontented Tub abitant ¢ i~ the most

gussipy place you ever saw.

It's nothing

scandal,it invents it.”

But, alas!

gossip

is not a thing to which trees and brooks
are prone, ur
paving ston-s and gaslamps averse. Human nature, and vot
ita

ihanimate su roundings,

is the

thing

that nerds reforming. luis far easier to
sigh for * fresh fields and pastures new,”
than to give a decent tillage to the home
meadow.

Tne whole question mav be easily
solvedby any individual, Either it is his
du y 10 live elsewhere,or to stay where he
is. Ifthe former,he ought to make every
effortin his power, with the cheerfulness
which a ways acecmpanies true courage,
to bring about the cha \ge to which daty
and inclination direct him. Ifthe] tter,
it is his duty to accept his surroundings
with a willing heart, and to endeav. r, as
fur as mas

be, to make them brighter and

better. If a person will do neither of
these things, any community ought 10 be
thankful when itis rid ofhim. America
ean well spare, says Emerson, all those
who find Europea more attractive place
of residence ; and the same rule applies

what the tactics, or 1ake up with new instruments tor the strife... The smoke and
poise of the conflict may arrest the pub-

lic attention more at one time. than at
another. How the battle is going ough

certainly to be acutely noted by us all;
und yet it is not best to fall too readily
into a panic.
Whether or not there always is a crisis
in civilized society, it is pretty safe to
assume that the present driits and tendencies in American life are critical.” To
say that is not jumping to the pessimistic conclusion that America is on its way
to the dogs—from bad to worse, and then
to worst. It is only saying that ** American life” is alive, and hinting at a tremendous'y urgent inference—that Aerican

the old church looks shabby, repair

it; if

the village graveyard is in neglect, make
it attractive; if the suciely of the neighborhood 1s dull,endeavor to brighten and

improve it
The colnmunities which are
really the most attractive are not those

which

are

compused

gramblers, but

(hose

of

disc ntented

whese

individual

members are cheery snd happy, and take

an honest pride in‘their place
—8. 8. Times.

of abode.

rere

SOANDAL,
A story is told of « woman who freely
used her tongue to the scandal of others,
and made confession t» the priest of
what she had done.
He gave her a ripe
thistle-top, and told her to go
rious
directions and scatter

out
the

in vaseeds,

too,

be alive,

to

ought

Chrisiians

keenly alert
Advance.

and terribly in earnest.—

gather

Oh,

off

wid

he said, resuming his pick,

yer

nonsense,”
bad
:

cents

a

hushel,

will

carry trunks ten hours a day for a minstrel troupe for an admission ticket worth
twenty-five cents.
If the same boy's
mother asks him to perform an eirand occupying fifieen minutes’ time, he growls
and growls, and threatens to run away
from ho neand hecome a pirate.
A few evenings since a father and
daunghterat Wellesley, Mass , were mutu-

ally recalling incidents of the latter's
childhood.
¢ I'shali never forget,” said
the young lady, ** how you took me out of
church one Sabbath, when I was about
three years old, and punished me for
playing in meeting. © :I can remember
the tingling of that peach-tree switch to
this day.” “Very stranve, very strange,”
said the father, *“ I don’t recollect the
¢ Ah,

well,

papa,

breach of promise

cases,

country, but which is still not

uncommon

in Great Britain. A young medical man
had engaged ‘himselt to a fair maiden,
hoping that his pro-pects would justify
an early marriage. In fact, he represented his pr spects as altogether favorable,
und promised marriage ; but matters did
‘not go su prosperousiy with him as he
hoped, and he deferred the

fulfilment

o

‘his promise. The young woman got tired
of waiting, lost confidence in her lover's
intentions, and brought a suit for breach
of promise. Judgment was allowed to
go by detault.
‘The defendant denied
neither ths promise nor the breach, but
he suid he had never retused to marry
the plaintiff, and was still ready

and wili-

ing to do so, but the fact was

he

was re-

cerving only £100 a year, with board and
residence trom a physician with whom he
was connected,
The young lady would
not accept his offer to warry her now,
ber counsel urging that she

had

lost five

years by his remi-sness, and wuld never
have uecepied his attentions if she had
known hi. real position, and yet an intelLigeut and high-minded
jury of her country men awarded her £120 for her eseape
from an ulliance which she admitted
would not nave been acceptanle to her.—
Boston

Traveller.

:

RIDDLED BY BULLETS.

of the Petersburg

(Va.) Index contains the fo lowing:
Tn Chesterfield-<County, within three or
four miles of this place, there stauds the
ruins of a church

whose

pletely perforated with
work of the Federal

walls

bullet

are com-

holes—tne

Army during the late

war. The church was built sme yeurs
previous to the war by the Presbyterians
of Chesterfield, and occupied a site ina
shady grove a few yards to the left of the
turnpike. The church was then known
as the Airfield Presbyterian
church,
though many ministers of other den minations have preached from its pu'pit.
During some of the battles around this
pruce, it was thought by the

enemy that a

number of Confederates were concealed
in this building, and m order to kill or
drive them from the supposed place of
concealment, a terrinle fire was
upon the edifice, which resulted

opened
almost

io its demolition,
It is estimated by
some that no less than 2,000 bullet holes
can
be counted in the walls of the
church.
*> &® > +
+4

PRAOTIOAJ, THEOLOGY.
A colored Georgia minister preaches
the following practical theology: ¢‘Breddren, my 'sperience is dat it ain't de perfession of "ligion, but de casional

practiie

of it dat makes a man 'ceptable up yonder. When yer gits to de golden gate
"an Peter looks yer right in de eye snd
yer show him yer long creed aud says,
pompous like, dat yer longed ter de big
Piscolopiin church, d- 'postle "ll shake
his head an’ say, * Dat ain't nuff ter get
yer through.’
But if yer takes all yer
bills under yer arm, yer grocer bills an’
yer rent bill-, an’ he looks 'em over an’
finds em all 1eceipted, he'll say, * Yer
title's clear,’ un’ unlock de gate an’ let

er pitch yer voice for de angels’ song.
ut 'tain’t no use ter trabbel along di
narrer path 'less yer can carry, folded
up in yer creed, a good rec’'meundation
from yer creditors. Hebben ain't no place
fur aman who has to dedge roun’ a corner for fear ob weetin’® some one who'll
ask fur dat little bill dat nebber was
paid.”
S00
+o 0-0

A London publisher spent $12,500 in
advertising a new nmgazine before the
first number was printed, ot« which one
handred
thousand
copies were conse-

ship

establishments on the Clyde,

gow, gi ing employment

ple, in all the brancies.

building

near

Glas-

to 50,000 peo-

The capital ew-

ployed is over $10,000,000.
A Western paper suguests the following plan for paying off the national debt
in xix weeks. Let the government levy
a light tax, not to exceed

three

mills

for the

Obituaries

public.

For

five per cent., leaving the Governor's at
$3000; the Secretary of Siate and State
Auditor, $1800 euch ; Superintendentof

Education, Circuit Judg s and Councilors, $2250 each. and Judges of the Supreme Court, $3000 each.
-

One thought he hud found what

** If I had a million,

should

the

excess

is but just that CARH should accompany
at the rate of FOUR
words.

be
over

CENTS

PER

the copy

LINE

of eight

VERSES
are inadmissible.

MRS. Lucy FULLER, widow of the late Dea.
rin Fuller, (whose ohituary was given in the
Star of Mav 8, under the head of * Owen
Fuller.”) died in Berlin. Oct. 16. She wis 77

vears old the 27th of last May.

Sister F.

had

a shock of paralysis five years since. She said
at that time it would all be over soon.
ow
days before her death she had ihe s®eeénd

shock.

Sister F. wax born

in Rome,

Oneida

Co., N.Y , was baptized by Elder Herman
Jenkins with her husband.
Dea. Fuller and

family were among the first settlers in Berlin,

They always seemed much pleased to entertain
God’s people and muke them welcome at their
nomes. Bro. KF. and wife were uncompromising in opposing all wrong in any form and
very benevolent in the cause of Christ.
Sister

[7s anunal gift for our F.

Mission ‘was given

to me afier her funeral, Our dear Bro. and
comp nion have left six children.
Mav God
help them to. live for a glorious reunion in
heaven,
E.N. WRIGHT.
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without relief, can rely upon being entirely

cured by using Pond’s
Extract.
All neuralgie pains of the
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coming

year.

Spring
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For full catalogue

IRVING B. Smitn

HITESTOWN SEMINARY.
— Fall term beg ing Aug 26, 1878. This Institution is one of
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ADVERTISEMENTS.

and active interest in the benevolent enterprises of the denomination have been an unmistakuble evidence that his was un active
Christian faith regulating the life. Long live
the influence of this good mun whose holy

life is an appreciated legacy left to his family
und the commupity in which
he lived...
_.~ |
B. F. JEFFE:SON.

EMERY SOUTHARD, of Corinns, Me, died
June 26, after many weeks of intense suffering
from heart disease.
'he deceased was an
active, influential citizen, kind-hearted and
nobly generous. and his death is greatly
regretted bv a large circle of friends; but the
real mourners are his wife and daughters, his
brothers and sisters, who
will never forget
the faithful husband, the indulgent father, the
thoughtful and aftectionate brother.
Perhais
we shall understand some time why one whom
all wereso unwilling to give up should be
taken away.
We hope that the dear girls,who
tried to sing in their father’s last moments,
wiil yet sing with him again in a world where

there is no death.

M. A. S,

MRS. SusAN FULLER, widow of the late
Moses Fuller, died in Concord. N. H., Feb,
24, at the residence of her daughter, Mrs. John
Rolling, aged 87 yenrs.
Sister Fuller was converted when but sixteen years of age, and
therefore had been a faithful Christian seventy-oue years. She was at first sprinkled, and
joined a Presbyterian church. but feeling di.
satisfied with this, she was soon after baptized bv immersion by Elder John Cro keit.

Doane
piled

&

Freewill Baptist cburch in Andover, of which

she had been a member most of ber life. Only
one member, who united with the Andover
church when sister Fuller did, was living at
the time of her death,—an aged sister who was
present at the fuferal. ** Blessed are the dead
which die in the Lord.”
H.F. WwW.
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Philip Phillips,Singer. Al
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THE CHICAGO,
BURLINGTON & QUINCY R. R.
Is the only Route running PULMAN DINING CARP
West from Chicago.
As proprietors otf all
T CLASS HOTELS make
their DINING SALON
the great feature of their
houses so the Management of “Great Burlington
Route,” having the COMFORT, PLEASURE and LUXURY of their patrons solely
their CELEBRATED
DINING

Zutier’'s Theology
iecnsses briefly, but clearly,
of doctrinal
thevlogy
aud the

in view, do not use
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for Pasa

term

\

lyew3

Scales for Sale.
Two of Fairbanks’ Seales have been
this office, one which we will sell.
No. 8, on Trucks, will weigh 2000 1bs.

Or. No. 1 3%; will weigh 400 1bs.
Dover, N. H.

used

1.D, STEWART.

all the questions
author's mews

are thoee generally accepted by the denomination.
81.60 postage. 12 cents.
The Sacred Melody
:

is a small book 03 225 hymns and severa’
tunes selectea especially for prayer meetings.
89
cents: postage, 2 cents.
The Minutes of the General Conterence

are punlished

in pamphlet

form ai tie close

of every session, and the hound volumes embrace
he proceedings of the lirss sixteen sescions.
cents; postage, 9 cents.
The Treatise
contains a bref statement of the doctrines

held by
the denomination,
and onr general
sages 10 church-building. It 18 published by authoaiiy of’ the Geveral Conference. 25 counts; pose
tage. 1 cent
Our Faith

and

Covenant

18 a confession of 17 articles of faith and a de
sirable chvreh covenant.
Minister's Mannal.
just issued, desigifed especially for ministers.
but useful for- all church memuvers. It co: tains *
Si ripture Selections for more than thirty differeny
occasions ; Order of Exerci-es for ten or a doazes
meetings;
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It is purely vegetable and perfectly harmless.

store for the second bottle.” Another, a
writing for a patient from Providence
2

icinn,
?

chan,
dict, two bottles of Allan's Anti-Fal reduced ne four
and one-quarter pounds.”

Tracts

were not

:

stereotyped

years, and we

can

till within the last fow

farnish

only

the following:

¥

cts, per dozen ;50 cts. per hundred.
:
Denominational,
which contsins a historical stasement, and
a brief notice of our doctrinal basme,ehurch polity ano institutions,
Kstablishmont

18 a brie! historical statement, &e. Publish
ed by order of tLe General Conference, ard for
gratmtous distq1b ution.
‘Marriage Certiticates,
10 ets. doz.
Steel Engraving of Dr. Day,

»

The’ above named books are sold by the ao:
at 20 per cent. dircount for eash with the o
or on receiving
the books.
Send your orders to

The well-known Whole

Dover.

N

RE.

For sale also by
Anti-Fat reduced me twelve pounds in three weeks,
and altogether 1 have lost twenty-five Ids since
commencing its use.” Messrs. POWELL & PLIMPTON,
“Wholesale
Druggists, of Buffalo, N.Y,, write: “To
THE PRotuE
RS OF ALLAS Ann Fat: Jenpise
men,—The following
re
s
from the
who u
Alias Ao tiorar HE (he Anti-Fat) had
fhe desired
effect, reducing
the fat from two to five pounds a
week until I had lost hwenty-fve pounds,
I hope
never to regain what I have lost.”
Anti-Fatls an.
unexcelled
blood-purifier.
It promotes digestion,
rheumatism. Sold by druggists,
amphleton
Obesy
Loan on receipt of Jiamp.
BOTANIC MEDICINE CO., Pror'rs, Buffalo, N.Y.

WOMAN

By
sary
sand
have
tive
To

an immense Fraciice at the World's Dis
and Invalids® Hotel, having treated many
thoucases of those diseases peculiar to woman, I
been enabled to perfect a most potent and posi=
remedy for these diseases.
designate this natural specific, I have named it

Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription
The term, however, is but a feeble expression of
my high appreciation of its value, based upon per
sonal observation. Ihave, while witnessing its pogie
tive results in the special diseases incident to the
organism of woman, singled it out as the climax or
ng gem of my medical career.
On its merits,
as a positive, safe, and effectual remedy for this class
of diseases, ind one that will, at all times and under

FAIRBANKS & C0., 46 Matison 8t., C%¢ ago,I)
PENFIELD & Co., Hillsdale, Mieh.
D. LOTHROP & Co., 83 Franklin St..Boston

”

ass.

MICHIGAN full of the
found

repatation

as

a physician:

and

so confident am

1 that it will not disappoint the most Sanging eX~
pectations of a single invalid lady who

uses it for any

my

cures, as if by

of the athnents for which I recommen! it. that 1 offer
aud sell it under A POSITIVE GUARANTEE.
(For
conditions, see pamphlet WELLL bottle.)
The following are Jnong those diseases in which
Favorite

Prescription

has worked

magic, and witha certainty never before attained by
any medicine: Leucorrheea, Excessive Flowing,
Painful Monthly Periods, Suppressions when from
amnatural causes, Irregularities, Weak Back, Prolapsus, or Falling of the Uterus, Anteversion and
Retroversion, Bearing-down Sensations, Internal
Tleat, Nervous Depression, Debility, Despondency,
‘I'hreatened Miscarriage, blironic Gon estion, Ine
flammation and Ulceration of the Uterus, Impotency,
Barrenness, or Sterility, and Female Weakness,
do not extol this medleine as a * cure-all,” but it
admirably fulfills a singlcness of purpose, hei a
most perfect specific in all chronic diseases of the
sexual system of woman. 1t will not disappoint, nor
will it do harm, In any state or condition.
Those who desire further information on these sub=
ects can obtain it in TIIE PEOPLE'S COMMON SENSE
IEDICAL ADVISER, a book of over 900 pages, sent,
ost-paid, on receipt of $1.50. It treats minutely of
hose diseases peculiar to Females, and gives much
: Yuan advice in regard to the management of
hose affections.
Ta

Favorite Prescription sold by Druggists,

1. V. PIERCE, M. D., Prop'r, World’s Dispensary
and Invalids’ Hotel, Buflulay N.Y,
‘

TAKE
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» ~

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific R. R.
For all points in

COLORADO,
KANSAS,
CALIFORNIA,
and
the TERRITORIES,

DINING AND RESTAURANT CARS
OVERLAND

Furnishing

TRAINS

the

Best of Meals for 76 cents.
A.M. SMITH,
G. P. Agt.

A. KIMBALL:
Gen’l Sup’t

anywhere,

best

and

at

farming land to be

prices

and

on

terms

which will enable the very poorestto buy and secure
a home and farm for himself.
Send to O.
M. Barnes, Lansing, for full information.

CHICAGO & NORTH - WESTERN
Railway.
The

Great Trunk

Line

between

the Bast

and the West.
It is the oldest, shortest, most direet, convenient,

comfurable snd in eve:
TeSpeee the best line. you
can
take.
8 the
ss and grandest Railway
organization in the United States. It owns or oom.

31600 MILES of RAILWAY
PULLMAN HOTEL CARS are run alone
by it through, between

CHICAGO

& COUNCIL

BLUFFS.

No other road runs Pulman ‘Hetel Cars, or any
toner torm of Hotel Cars, through, between Ohicégo and the Missouri River.

Omaha and Oaliforn

all circumstances, act kindly, I am willing to stake

my

Trafiic, or Sleeping Rurposcs (as is the case of the

fastidious.

Book

is a valuable little work. and every Christian
groulg be beuneiited Ly reading it. 25 cts; postage
3 cts,
!

Lectures
ON
THE

805 BrOaWeY

Any worker can make io

post, 10 cents.
”
0
»
il
A
3
i
|
Ghd

covers the fist hall century or our existence,
from 1780 to i840.. It describes with cousiderable
vetail, the early events oi our denommational
history.
$0.75; postage 10 cents.
Memoir of George T. Day.

dozen,

.

term | so-called Hotel Cars) ; hence, they are always kept
sweet, neat and clean. The moderate charge of
be.
75 cents only, 1s made for each meal, and the
Menu
ins Monday, Apr. 14, 1879. Fall term begins
is ample to satisty the epicurean taste of the most
Kionda » Aug. 18, 1879. Send to the Secretary for

term begins Moniiay

$1.00,
0
. 50
- 50

I. D. STEWART,

WITH NOTES, is a splendid work for Agents.
Nothing like it. a want it. Price 33.00. Address H. S. GOODSPEED & CO.
e w York or
Cincinnati, O.
;
24itd3

weut. address 8. A, GRANT & CO,
2, 4,6 & 8 Home St., Cincinnatl, QO.

8.

Christian

isters, &e.,

printed in Crim-

TYPE

Exp

asA

-

«
«

$1.00.

# book of 113 pages, Price 25 cts.; postage 3
cents.
>
>
The History of the Freewill Raptists

ministers and

Jency.

TESTAMENT.

Sec.,

INSTITUTE.—J.

-

-

edge,

The Memorials of the Free Baptists
give the rise and prog ess of this body ef
Christians in New York, till the time of their
anion with the Kreewill Baptists, $1.00.

of our

1t acts on the food in the stomach, preventing11s cone
version into fat, Taken according to dircctions. it
will reduce a fat person from 2 to 5 pounds
a wok.
In placing this remedy before the
public as a posite

BROS., Clintonville,
1y24

Address, A. CoeLTER

Lewiston, Me,

YNDON

-

literary institutions. obituaries

ALLAN’S ANTI-FAT is the great remedy for Corpu«

GOLD PLAYED WATCHBS. Chespess
in the knewn world,
Watch Free ts

moder-

BROWN, A. M., Principal, with competent
sistants.
Fall term begins August 27, 1878.

:

postage. 10 cents.
Biographies or
David Marks, William Burr, Danie! Jackson,
John Stevens, «

Printing

BEST

Moroes

ranged in tnei) appropriute Quurieriy and Year!
meetines, with their statistics: the names 03 a

3

BUGKEVE BELL FOUNDRY,
Bells of Pure Conper and Tip
for Churches,
ools, Fire
Alarms, Farms, etc. FoLLY
WARRANTED.
Catal
(:

son or Jet, 13c.
Conn,

Book, exten

readinz.
$1.0 . postage. 12 cents.
The Register
\
contams, in addition to the usual

52649
50

P

Hymn

Large book. mn 8! eep, $1.00;

postage 4 cents

other or

VANDUZAEN & TIFT, Clnetnnntl, 0.

outfit

of the school is to prepare the students for col.
lege, and every effort is made to do this in as thor-

ough a manner as possible.
ate. Send for a Catalogue.

?

denominanonal

ased.

inf

ly49

sent Free.

Prtland,

SCHOOL.—The special work

Prsalmody

ig the

Butler's Commentary
. by the same autbor.—Frot.J. J

York.

us ever did or ever will get an acre

;

H(
TICHOLS

The

avely

LESSONS tor Every sunday, ,18, postage 08
S8TorY of Jesus. = di.
0
WONDERFUL Work~ of Jesus, 15,
«
[02

of land under foreclosure: Send for particulars
and references.
3
J. B. WATKINS & CO, Lawrence, Kan.,
Ur Henry Dickinson, Manager, 243 Broauway,

$66
President,
Hillsdale, Mich.

Sample ~onies <ent tree.

Sabbath School
are tor adults and

Chicago.

York

35 cents.

«

Lesson Papers
of the International Series, for both adults
and children, are printed month) . at the rate of
100 copiesto one address for $6 00, I the ordex
is for less than lour moni}
s at a time, the charge
will be at the rate of $37 40 per hundred. Pay
mer
in advence. Sample copies seut foe.

the names of all Freewid

paratory, Music and Art
epartments.
Elective
studies. Admits both sexes.
Best of religious influences.
Thorough and cheap.
Finest college
and

each,

Kansas, Missoun and Iowa Improved Farm
Pirst Mortgage Coupor Bonds guaiarteed. We
u arantee, as an assurance, that we loan not to
ex eed one third of the actual value. In over
81x years’ business never lost a dollar; never
delayed a day on interest or principal. No in

ortiand,.

Pre-

: sigle copy,

{0PER CENT. NET.

New

illustrated

Packages of ten or more to one ad-.
dress, each. +
28 cents
Payment always in advance, and po commission
allowed on money sent.

excellent

vestor througn

beautifully

ihe Rulesof Order are comprehensive, and ye
very concise and well arranged; stating m firteen
pages all the important pa liamentiry rules of deliberative bodies. Price, Flexible Leather,
cents;
5
CAA
Rules of Order.
i
:
are the same as those in the Manual, thick
paper covers, 10 cents.

for

Send

Terms

diff 1ent

tf39

$5

Collegi-

CO.

London,

Song,

A———————

F

BY

copy.

Ninth

73 Randolph

June

REV. A. B. MESERVEY, Principal.

School.

New York and
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

Sanday
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ONLY

YOND’S EXTRACT

BIGLOW & MAIN,

Xpenses

less than inany-other of like grade. Four terms
of 10 weeks each. Winter Term begins Nov. 18,
1878. - Spring Term begins Feb. 3, 1879. Summer

com-

published

contains

Educational.
EW HAMPTON INSTITUTION.—New HampN ton, N. H.
Rev. A. B. Meservey, Ph
.
principal, with eight associate teachers. Regular
courses of study
for both sexes. Connected with
the Institution is the best commercial college in
New England.
Tele
‘phy a gpacially
Best

Chaatauqua

Assembly,

general

by Lowry,

the Song Book

for the Great

She joined the F. B. church in Andover at the

time of its organizaliou, and remained a faithful member of the same until by death she was
transferred to the church triumphant.
She
leaves three daughters all of whom were converted while young. Two of the daughters,
with their husbands, were permitted Yo be
with the mother most of the time during her
last rickness and do all that loving hearts and
bands could do for her comfort.” Sister Fuller,
during her long and u-eful life was an earnest
and faithful worker in the Muster’s vineyard.
It was the writer's privilege to visit and pray
with her several times during the last few
months of her life, and he always found her
patient, uncomplaining, anf calmly and sweetly-trusting in Jesus, She was buried from the

Prices 50c., $1.00, and $1.75.
PREPARED

CHAUTAUQUA

the church,

Ig

is never soid in bulk.
None other is genuine. Always
a
insi:t on having Pond’s Extract.
‘Take
no other preparation, however much you may be presged.

Davip HAYES died in Strafford, Vt., Oct.

to

phyfin

POND’S EXTRACT Iie imiuted

HAYES,

Sec. Trustees.
W. Lebanon, Me., July 25, 1878.

The
and
used

need bo called in for the majority of female
diseases if the Extract is used. Tho pamJules which accompunies each bottle gives
ull directions how it should bo applied.
Any ne can use it without fear of harm.

J. W. HUTCH-

ELIHU

Eyes.

Ague in Breast.
N i P ples, Extract is cleanly
efficacious, and mothers who have once
it will never be without it.
:
No

Term

further Jrguars

or

or Sore

For Broken Breast, Sore

EBANON ACADEMY-—Pupils fitted for busi
INS,

"i:

It is a
panac
and
Faceac h €. when 0
an
to directions its effect is simply wondertul.
Pil
Blind, Bleeding or Itching. It
es
is the greatest
wn remedy; rapidly i
when othier medicines have failed,

will open March 12, 1878, and close
May 30.
Annual meetingeof Trustees May 28. Commencement Thursday, May 30. For satalogue address

Fall Term begins August 20, 1878.

and

Earache, Toothache,and

Grande, Gal-

.

AA

harm, quickly allaying all inflasnmation and
soreness without pain.
9

$2,5¢
Rev.

Spring

the Secretary,
Ridgeville, Indiana.

this

It can bo used without the slightest fear of

viz: : Classical and ScientifieBoard, (including room rent) from $2 to
i per week.
For further information pply to

COLLEGE.—The

for

Ulcers, Wounds

Inflamed

e
e courses of study are the Normal,
mmercial, College Preparatory and two College

IDGEVILLE

cifie

heat and pain itis unrivalled, and should be
kept in every family, ready for use in caso
of accidents.
.

Grande, Gallia

i: Zo BARING, Pres. of Trustees, Rio
a
Co.,
0.

rh.

Burns and Scalds.

0!

paper.

gilt

Do not delay

:
It, is healing, cooland
B ruises. ing and eh
ng
The most obstinate cases are healed and
cured with astonishing rapidity.
For allay-

Co., Ohio. The college year consists of four
terms of ten weeks each.
i
.
Fall term will
begin Ang. 27, 1878. This new
Institution is already acquiring a reputation for
the thorough manner in which instruction is im.

superior

weeks, on

Both papers'are of the same size, but the LrrrLe
STAR i8 for an older class of readers than the
MYRTLE.

The Book of Worship
only
a few copies leit, Al

Sores,

information, send for a circu.

2.50
2.20

.

surely control and cure them.

courses,

* This Institution
peculiar advanta-

.

‘Turkey Git. 3.00.
Morocco, 86 ots;

distressing complaint ; quickly relieves cold
in tho Lead, &c. Our Nasal Syringe is of
essential service in these cases.

COLLEGE.—Flemington,

per year
advance

co. 81.10; Motoczo Gut, 15+;
Postage § cencs each, Small,

Y

fir to Rov. W. COLEGROVE, A. M., President.
R%

Sore

‘

Postage is paid by the publisher.
The Little Star and Myrtle
‘
are Sabbath.school papers, printed alternate

Used as a gargle and also
T h roat. applied externally asdirected, in tho carly stages of tho discases it will

Catar

English and Classical.
For further information
address the Principal, Rev. S. C. KIMBALL, A, M. *
Center Strafford, July 31, 1877.
Taylor Co., West Vir;
offers to students important and

and

ing it on appearance of first symptoms
of theso dangerous diseases.
:
a
Tho Extract is the only spe-

W

J. S. GANDINER, Principal,
Whitestown, Oneida
Co., N.

vicang, cruer

external or internal, it is always reliable,
and is used by Physicians of all schools with
a certainty of success. For bleeding of the
lungsit is invaluable. Our Nasal and Fee
male Syringes and Inhalers are material
aids in cases of internal bleeding.

IKE SEMINARY.—Pike, Wyoming Co., New
York, This school was never in better condition for doing thorough work in Academic Instruction. No primary instruction. With three care.
fully arranged courses of study. The Classical,
e Principa

heud, stomach or bowels,

Hemorrhages.

term begins

March 26, 1878. For particulars address the
Prin.
cipal, CLARENCE E. BROCKWAY,or A. 0. MUDGE,
Secretary.
Wilton Junction, Iowa.

Seminary and English Course.

ralgia.

are speedily, cured by the freo use of tho
Extract.
No other medicine will cure as
quickly.
For
stanchin

ILTON COLLEGIATE INSTITUTE.—Wil.
ton,"Muscatine Co., Iowa, Special arrange.
for

Terms

No other known
Rheu matis
« preparation
has
over
performed such wonderful cures of
this
distressing diseaso fu its various forms.
Suffercra who have tried everything elso

This Institution enters upon its fiftieth fear
Sept, 2, 1878. For further ‘particulars address
the Principal.
J. W. STOCKBRIDGE.
No Scituate, R. I.

ments

DESTROYER
AND
SPECIFIC
INFLAMMATORY
DISEASES
AND HEMORRHAGES.

Pres.

D. D., or Prof. JOHN FUL-

D. D., Lewiston, Maine.
J. A. Howe,

APHAM

The Morning Star,
Is a la,ge reixious paper of eight pages, inits
fifiy-third volume
tis able, literary and proLIOBBIV
communications, should be ad
dressed to Dover, N. H,

THE GREAT

»

tev. A. M. FREEMAN; Waterbury Center, Vt.

9, aged 76 years.
For thirty-seven vears Bro,
Hayes was u- member of the Strafford F. B.
church, and a supporter of the Morning Star.
During all these years his unceasing devotion

on

the dollar, on all the poetr © written in the
United States, and let every poet name
the value of his own poetry.
That wili
do it.
The new constitution of Alabama cuts
down the salaries of state officials twenty-

would be sufficient,

BRIEF and

NOTICE.

ONE HUNDRED WORDS, and for those sent by persons who do not patronize the Morning Star, it

teacher

PARAGRAPHS,

quently sold.
Th re are forty-one iron

PARTICULAR

Associate.

Expenses are

USTIN ACADEMY.—Center Strafford, N. H.
Rooms for self-boarding and board in private

~ @bituarres.

to the cause of Christ. fidelity

vro-+ePP

A recant’ number

L. BALDWIN,

wmilies

a species of liti-

gation which seems to have been pre ty
nearly ridiculed out of existence iu this

PONDS EXTRACT.

ury

rarticulars address the Principal, at Hill, N. H., or

BREACH OF ‘PROMISE CASES,

I should be perfectly conten ed; for, said a Catalogue.
;
be, ¢“ 1 could double it in three years.”
ORTHWOOD
SKMINARY.—Northwood,
N. H.
Yesterday two
grammarians
were
thoughtless, careless child ean scatter a
J.J H. HUTCHINS,
. .B., Principal, with a
handful of thistle seeds before the wind in wrangling on Jefferson Street, one con- complete
boardof as khan .
Kor
of partica moment, but the strongest and wisest tending that it was only
or E.
TASKER, Secproper to. say ulars address the Principal,
:
Man can not gather them again.— Bap- ‘my wages is high,” vo ile ‘the otrer | retary.
Fall Term commences Monday, Sept. 2, 1878,
dist Weekly.
noisily insisted that the correct thing was
Northwood Ridge, N. H., Aug. 1, 1878,
up and destroy all evil reports which she
had
circulated
about
others.
Any

ADELLE

SEMINARY.—Wajer!

Vi.
Winter Term begins Dec.mber
LizZIE
COLLEY,
Friucipal,

assistants.

|)

and

MOUNTAIN

Center,
3, 187s.

luck

The average boy is not afraid of work.
He will labor hard six hours to make a
‘peach-stone ring, the value of which is
not over ten

REEN

yer nayther

ov ye right; me wages is low,
to iv."— Hawkeye.
:

A recent case in London illustrates
very strongly the ludicrous absurdity of

it would be impos-ib'e, he replied that it more.”
to

high?"

circumstance
at all.”

The incr-ase of wealth intensifies the
oue by one, Wondering at the penance,
she vbeyed, and then returned and told desire of accumulating, so that the rich
her confessor.
To her amazement, he man is never satisfied. A wealihy man,
bide her go back and
gatier the scat on being asked how much he ‘wanted wo
tered seeds; and when she objected thai Satisfy his wishes, replied, *¢ A little
would be still more impossivle

‘my wages are high.,”.
Finally they
stopped a day-laborer, and submitted the
question to him: * Which do you say,
¢ your wages is high,’ or ‘ your wages ure,

{ you were at the other endl of the switch!”

rp

to cities and towns.

That part of oug country which was
called ‘the Great
West,” thirty or forty
years ago, is now the West no longer,but
a well-seitled region, with the thoughts
and habits of oldér
¢ mi muni ies. For the
greater part of the United States, developmnt and contentment must now be the
ci izen’s duty,rather than exploration and
a restless sedrch for something new. If

ten-

front, m ify son e-

uow and then change

but talk, talk, talk, from morning to night;

and if iv can’t find enough 1ittle-tattle and

' A .ngerous

have
There
dencies in American life.”
always been. There will be for a ‘great
while to come; not in American society
alous, but in every place where human
life is left to develop itself under the
mixed elements of good and of evil strugThe battle may
gling, for the mastery.

not to their

liking, Complaints of this sort are iufections, and, when once made habitual,

are ‘*¢ certain

y
367
Freewill Baptist Publications.

Is the shortest

and

best

route

Line,
between

CHICAGO

and all points in NORTHERN ILLINOIS, IOWA, DAKOTA,
NEBRASKA, WYOMING, COLORADO, UTAR,
NEVADA, CALIFORNIA, OREGON, CiffNA, JAPAN
AND AUSTRALIA. Its

Chicago, St. Paul and Minneapolis Line

Is the short line between CHICAGO

and

all pointt

in NOKTHERN WISCONSIN and MINNESOTA, ami
for MADISON, ST. PAUL, MINNEAPOLIS, DULUTH

and all points in the Great Northwest.

Green Bay and Marquette Line
Is

the only

line between

CHICAGO

and

JANES.

VILLE, WATrRIOWN, FOND DU LAC, OSHKOSH,
APPLETON, GREEN Bay, KSCANABA, NEG AUNER,
MARQUETTE, HOUGHTON, HANCOCK and the LAW
SUPLRIOR COUNTRY.

Ohicago and Milwaukee Line
Lake Shore Route, and is the only om
assing between CHICAGO. and EVANSTON, LAK)

Is the old

PORENT, WAUKKGAN, RACINE, KENOSHA and Ma
WAUKEE.
:
PULLMAN

PALACE

HOTEL

CARS

are run on all through trams of this road.
© This is the ONLY LINK running
Pulman

between Chicago and 8t, Paul, Chie
waukee, or Chicago and Winona,or

Green Bay.

:

oar

and MR
Chicago
ant.

Nay

New York Ofiice No. 415, Broadway; Roston Of
fice. No. 5 State Street; Omaha Office, 245,
Farshaw Street; San Francisco Offiee 2 New Mont,
ery Street; Chicago Ticket Offices : 62 Clark
under Sherman
House; 75 Camal corner Madi
son Streets ; Kinzie Street Devos, corner. W. Kim
zie and Canal streets; Wells Street Depot, corner
Wells and Kinzie Streets.
4
For rates-or information mof attainable frem
your home ticket agents, apply to

JES, Maroc,
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\
| sons to young children. Messrs, Shaufller and
Parsonsfield Academy,
Stout came before us for the first time, and
Quinby
Hosea
established themselves in all hearts as
Rev.
speedily
that
known
It is well
of their
“| was the first teacher, if not the founder of Par- | workmen not needing to be ashamed
Parsonsfield,
work.
Seminary, at North
QURRENT EVENTS.
sonsfield
The Convention was equal in interest and
"'| Maine. By his energy, and under his fosterThe November Elections.
a small beginning, it became
value to any yet held in the State, Upon one
from
care,
were
ing
Congress
to
Representatives
In all, 234
voting, the principal literary and theological school of point its action will be looked for with much
elected on Tuesday, thirty States
elect the Free Baptists. He issresting from his labors, interest by many of its friends not present. At
to
are
fifteen of the Legislatures ofwhich
18 and the natural inquiry is, do his works
the organization of -the Association its consti
J. 8. Senators. The Republicans gain
11 in the abide?
lose
was so framed 4s to admit to its mem
and
tution
North,
the
in
‘Congressmen
of 7.
I The schoo! prospered for several years, but
bership Unitarian and Universalist schools
South, making a net Republican gain
withdrawn, it and workers. This soon proved to be ubacwill be 13 Greenbackers in the next as denomimational care was

then stated that in his

[Reported tor the Mormng Star.)

they will in the end find themselves

held in the State.

attendance

vicinity, and

On Thursday evenirg, a large congregation
assembled in the South Methodist church, New.
York city, to ‘bid farewell to Miss Fannie’
Sparks, Miss Jennie Gibson and Miss Wool
ston, who went oat by steamer on Friday as
Bishop Harris premissionaries to Japan.
sided, and Bishop Andrews made a farewell
address. The missionaries were introduced,
and spoke briefly of the causethey had espousNewman
presented to them
ed. Rev. Dr.
bouquets.
Rev.
Messrs. Crawford,
Reed, |
Lowry, Newman, Schriner and Fowler were!

OAMELS
IN TEXAS.
A camel-breederin Texas.

ad-

of his “ships

vanced ideas and methods of promoting it.
Since the last meeting, the President of the
Association, Rev. Dr. Barrows, of Tilton, had
been removed by death,and Rev. G. C. Waterman, of Dover, “one of the Vice-Presidents,
was called to preside during the session.
The first sitting, on Tuesday evening, was
spent in necessary preliminary services, including a very able, cordial and appropriate
Address of Welcome, by Rev. Dr. Eaton, welcoming the workers to the hospitalities of the
Christian people of Keene, to the work and

Cyprus.

They still have

tithe

furmers

in Cyprus to

“collect the tithes, which take the place of fixed

taxes. The London Times thinks that as bad
as may be the practical workings of the government of Cyprus, the British will be slow to
replace it till.they have something defin ite and
practical that is better to putin its place, aad
that“ the best traditions of the British Gog
ernment as applied to .aken countries
and
raees have encouraged the maintenanee -of
existing mechinery, infusing into ita new
spirit, and waiting for changes in the institutions until they have become natural and
inevitable. So we must proceed in Cyprus,
even theughwve may disappoint
extravagant
expectations.”

camel is good for more than a hundred
miles a day. He remarks, further, that
they are extremely docile, well

the first three or four days the young can
safely take théir chances with the herd.

the Asxociation, and

Mr.

several years an active and
of the Executive

inhabited by

simee.

the “ Persen

Pewell, for

who

died

Times

on the Elections.

Credit should be given to the London Zimes
for its clear-sighted and appreciati ve discernment of the lesson which the last week's
It saya:
elections have again
taught us.
* Now, as often before, the.good sense of the
Ameriean peoplehas come to the rescue. The
elections show that the most potent forces .in
the republic ave.on the side of finaneial honesty
and social conservatism.”

Rev. O.8. Bakete)

and fries

and Work of Jesus

A Maule Breaks Gov. Hampton’s

the

Governor

leaped

saddle, and his right Jeg was

were

from the large experience and
gestions,
At

six

on Wednesday

Leg.

from

the

Pioneer

Aholitionists.

*. _sAc.social reunion of early abolitionists or
members of the anti-slavery party was held in
New York city on Friday, it being the fortieth

than

family.

This

common

potato-frying old

real pillars of the State.

husbands,

Michigan’s wheat crop this year will
aggregate 30,600,000 bushels.
The peanut crep of North ‘Carolina is
putdowan this year at 99,000

of

a

teaching the children in five minutes a song
which they had never seen before.
One half

to them. ' At 4 later

truded, and
the ankle wasbad iy hurt. Heh
;
v. Mr. Shauffler
gave a most excel
was taken to Columbia late Fi
night, address
our, Beon the *“ Work, Eagan
Hous
Worker and Workand was doing well.
shop,” followed by Mr. Stout, who spoke
The

cheaper

donein the
The

all

ITEMS. | _

of Newark, N. J., condueted a most impressive exercise, aud Prof. Sherwin illustrated,
“ How Children: may be Taught to Sing,” by

places below the knee, so that the bones pro-|| Playing over the music

and

fries

entire block,

of potatoes for their respective
that one dees for all.”

in two the time was spent in studying the words and

broken

in Paris,

over a single stove,
would require the
same expenditure of time, the same of
labor, and the same of fuel;to €ry one mess

helpful sugevening,

Bulle-

She is a promoter of the public economy.
Twenty women ina single house, each

:
o'clock,

preduct,

better

lady is one of the

skillfully

fertile mind

many excellent and

them

among the French.

handled by Prof. Sherwin.
The questions
were pertinent and practical and brought out
Bro. Sherwin

classes

sort of domestic economy
is ‘very

children’s meeting was held at whieh Mrs,
Clark, the well-known Primary-class teacher, .

‘While Gov. Hampton of South Carolina
with seme friends was hunting deer near!
Columbia, Thursday afternoon, a mule he
was riding became frightened, and, the bridle’
. breaking,

Box

Commercial

culinary

they could be

dicated great improvements, especially in the
direction of increased thoroughness of instruction and direct efforts for spiritual results; the

contents of the Question

the

the potatoes needed ‘for an

Stout, Esq., of New Jersey, both of sybom in-

London

choice winter wheat and choice Patents have been
ting down rom the extreme prices re ently cur
rent, and we look lor further concessions with iucreased supplies. Winter wheats are steady, and
firm at the low prices now current. As previous.
ly remarked, when good brands of Mich!
have

and Judge G. E.

dresses wdte made

Sewell of Boston.

b

John

Stanton and J. H. K.

Jay,

Wilcox.

antiwere

Brief ad-

Henry

B.

.[Thebody of the late A. T. Stewart was

struction” and ¢ Normal Classes;” Mr. Sherwin conducting a most impressive Bible-reading on “ Personal Accountability” and giving

to Use the

Bible;” and Mrs. Clark presented ‘ Illustrations in Primary Teaching.”
An e¢ssay was

stolen, some time during Wednesday night,
read by Rev, Mr. ‘Watson on “ Town Organfrom
he family vault in St, Mark’s churchizations,” and one by Rev. E. Harmon on
yard,iopniiiloin
New York, byBY he
bodana teh ers, probabl
Yu
nga large olab
“(Christian Love and Sympathy in our Work.”
for:its restoration to the friends of the deIn the evening, Mr Stout took éharge of the
ceased. Although Judge Hllton said at first contents of the Question Box and found opthat no reward would be offered, but has since
/ [offered $2500 for the recovery of the body portunity to say some excellent things and
practical charand the conviction of the robbers- No clew to offer many valuable hints of a
{the thieves is reported at this writing.
acter. The exercises were plentifully interLatest

Reiva

¢

Nes

at

Cape

ELA
is

e all of

ora
:

May,

singing

under

the

direction

of

Prof. Sherwin, from a new book,“ Chautauqua
Carols,” made up largely of hymns and songs

aydo y already well known and containing some new
n Sunday by the most diss
+ -trous
fire the city has ever known.
The loss pieces of a very high charactér, yet not very
3

8

| spersed with

News.

»

lo

loses
our

high, were built in rather an in
five
substantial manner.
Alth
Oa)
Ly
intion of 1
ui

ft on

small

number

fn the

vig

[d

Ea

difficult.

Ged

75,

and

$5

is

an

outside

m $5 50 @ $5 75 (or the best, iL oughtto be

low

enough to satisfy all. There was a time, not
many
yeurs ago, whe such brands as Plant, Summertleld, Tiedmaus, Harrison and a few other
winter wheat St Louis stood without a rival in
the market, but now the do not range much higher

WE OFFER.

than spring extras, and choice spring Patents are
from $250 5

For $2.20—the twenty cents being for
postage and incidentals that must be prepaid at this office—we offer an eight-page
paper, fifty-two times a year, each paper
containing an average of forty columns of
reading matter, that costs the subscriber
only a fraction over four cents. This
reading matter embraces correspondence
from the principal countries of the world,
contributed articles on topics of interest
in social, national and religious life,
stories adapted to the entertainment and
profit of the family circle, the best selected and original poems, selections of a re-

A cargo of lumber was recently shipped
fron New Brunswick for Iceland.
Thejeastern towaships (ProvingeQuebec)
are doing alively trade in the exportation
of sheep.
A dangerous malanial fever has prevailed
lately in Louisville, Ky., caused by defective drainage in parts of the city.

@ver 40,000 buffalo hides have been shipped.east from Bismanck

¢his season.

. The Duke of Devonshire
$100,000
cattle.

by

the

lately made

sale ‘of &hirty Shonthorn
.
.

:

ing items of political,

- Two hundred thousand pounds of human

social, educational,

personal and religious information, book
notices, a department of missions devoted
especially to the interests of our own
benevolent work, a Sunday-school department embracing hints on the Internation-_
al lessons and notes on general Sundayschool work, Editorials and Editorial

$3

¥

bbl

higher,

and

at the

time the choice 8t Louis
Flours of to-day
as they have been for some Joars,
in the receipts of the week are 10,787

It aims to be & favorite in every family—looked

same

for eagerly by the young folks, and read with interest by the older. Its purpose is to interest
while it amuses; to be judicious, practical, sensible, and to have really permanent worth, while it
yttracts for the hour.
It is handsomely illustrated, and has for contributors some of the most attractive writers in
the country, Among these are:
®
J.T. Trowbridge,
Dinah M. Craik,
James T. FieldS,
J. G. Whittier,
Rebecea H. Davis,
Louise C. Moulton;
Charlotte M. Xonge, C. A. Stevens,
Edward E. Hale,
Harelet P. Spotted,
Rese Terry Cooke,
A.D.T. Whitney,
|
Louisa M. Alcott.

aie as
ocluded

bbls

by

the

Grand Junction Railroad for distribution in neighboring markets and for export.’ The sales of
spring wheat Patects including
Wisconsin and
innesota brands, have been at $650 @ $8 ¥ bul,
and the latter is an outside figure for the best
brands received; with a few exceptions.
CORN MEAL.—The demand for Corn Meal is fair,
with sales of 3 @ 4,000

bbls

for

the

$2 35 g $2 15¥ bbl, as to quality.
RYE FLOUR.—The sales have been
small lots at $332) @ $350

Provinces

at

confined

to

¥ bbl,

OAT MEAL.—There is a fair demand for Oat
Meal and prices are steady. The sales have been
at $450 @ $575 ¥ bbl for common

and choice.

BUCKWHEAT FLOUR.—There is a firmer
with an increased demand,

and

sales

100 1bs,
.
CORN.
The receipts of Corn jor the

week

feeling,

at

J

$235

have

Its reading is adapted to the old and young;
very comprehensiye in its character. Itgives

¥

bee:

Stories

132,550 bu. and the exports for the same time have
been 5,000 bu.
The market for Corn hus been
uuite steady since our last and prices remain the
same.
The sales have been at 51% § 54c for mixed and yellow: and steamer Corn at du @ ble ¥

of Adventure,—Lotters

is

of Trav-

el,— Editorials upon Current Toples,——
Artitles

Health,

om

—

Biographical

Sketehes, — Religious Articles,—Stories
of Home and School Life,— Tales, Poe~

16,524 packages, including 1,819 boxes aud 15,524.
tubs against 13,087 packages
for the corresponding
week last year, and 11,177 in 1876. Total receipts

since

This was Mr. Sherwin’s fourth ap-

pearance before the Association and he never
did better serviee than this year; Mrs. Clark
also assisted in the Convention at Laconia in
1876, and was welcomed as aun old friend by
those who were there, and left with a host of

new friends to whom she had given great en-

couragement, by her simple and excellent
methods of presenting and illustrating the les.

a lazy husband

and

four little children,

and
picked one hundred and thirty-five
nl
of cotton by noon.
She then came
home, got dinner, returned to the field and
picked out one hundred and fifteen pounds
and went home in time to get supper.—
Georgia Paper.
Experiments show that, as a general
rule, the less green theve is in a plant, the
less is its health and vigor,and that a pure
white growth can not long be propagated.
You may starve or overfeed a plant, as you
can an animal.—Am. Cultivator.
Preparations are making
for a great dairy fair, to

more’s

Garden,

with Dec. 4.

for the

Thepremiums

to reach $10,000.

in New York
held at Gil-

beginning

are expected,

Premiums will be given:

for the finest butter made in June, Septem-

ber, October and November,
best exhibition of

world.

cheese from:

and for the
the whole

Ten cheeses will be on'exhibition

weighing from 800 to 1000 pounds each.

530,954

past

week

! {ESA
50 por doz.) By
. 0. EMERSON, and is the
Author’s last and
perhaps best compilation for
Singing Schools.
ne Justructiong Abundant ex.
ercises, many G
and
, and a
uanti-

and

enough to command

ty of Sacred Music.

atter

(60 cts., or $6.00 per

over

@

has

18¢; but
at

12 a

i5¢, but it would be difficult to torce off much
over 12¢, and some poor lots huve been sold at
10c # lu. There continues to be a scarcity
choice dairy Western, and .5 &@ 17¢ could be

ol
ob-

tained for lots of right sort, but most of

the

West-

azxaingt 7,255 boxes for the

last

year.

same

week

There has

a slow and unsatisfactory market for

Cheese

getting a very choice article
August had been sold ut 7@

every family in his parish? The results
would soon be apparent in the fresh life
Several / pas-

tors who have done such a work, can bear
witness to the truth of that statement.

*

8,

..oovuee seessssrtnrannes

Western tactory, choice,
Do
do
Iair to good
Do
do
common
EGGS.
The morket has ruled

dozen.

quality.

firm,

Ire

and

with

&

Pp

LiMBG.+vs ike serens pe AER
BEANS.

9

ane

|

Sie
REDUCED

- As showing our desire to favor

those |

' who are struggling with the hard times

we have reduced the price of the Star to
the figures mentioned at the head of this
announcement.
This will necessarily
reduce our income. We could not safely

risk such a reduction but for the belief
that our offer will be appreciated,and that

many new subscribers will be added to
our list. Will the friends of the Star go
to work for it at once?
RR,
All letters on business should be ad
dressed to

tid

I. D: STEWART, Publisher,
Dover, N. H,
Ms

es

Pea, Northern
H P per bu
$185 @ 200
So Worsern HP,
eh
" Tog 190
0
_ common. .
«130 @170
Medium, choice.sceeeiivioe .
+ 170@17
Do
commontogood.....eoviunves 160
@ 165
YellowEyes
=
siieeiivinnn 195 @ 200

THE

MORNING

S an able and

xogresaive

scellan;
Tre Literary
Werary Miscell
ny

News Summary, &e.,&c.
It ig under the direction and patronage of the
Il Baptists, but is liberal towards all, and is
taken by many of other religions views, because ol
its real worth.
“.

TERMS:

$2.50 per year;

200
@ 226

vance, $2,20.

small

ey-orders or bank-checks

lots

Choice Canada, Per Dil «esseesecreensss.nl 108115
Common
do
..ieenes Fasdair
ie nnsunnane 80 a

‘Green Peas.ccecesss susennssanirninsnevenadl
108 1 30
GREEN APPLES.
There continues to be a large supply
of Apples,
and it is difficult to place round
4 plein 1 &
bbl. Only extra varieties will command $1 25.
The demand for export has eased off. We quote:
, common to good
ONIONS,
©
The market has been quiet, with sales

$180 ¥ bbl.

1108125
Ba

9%

at $1 75

hid

CRANBERRIES.
The market is well supplied, ana prices are barely sustained. We quote:
Cape,
¥ bbl.ievisrsaiainarininsnnnnsal $600
@ 700
Countiyeeeveeeneeoncns tees seenssanannen b 00 @ 600

or, if paid in ad-

must be made
if possible,

in monor in &

registered letter and at our risk and expense.
n writing to this office, persons will pleasc
designate their STATE, as well as town, and
give both the old and new address when they
order a change in the direction of their paper.

The Star goes to press Tuesday morning,
and communications for insertion ought to he
here on Saturday previous.
j
Each subscriber will please notice. the date
of payment on the label of his paper, and Bot
allow it to be in arrears.
S. 8S. PAPERS.

Two Sabbath-school

papers, The Little Star

alternate weeks, and
and Myrtle, are publis
Lesson Papers of the International Series, for

both adults and children, are published monih-

ly. Payment for these papers should be
in advance.
Sample copies sent free.
Address,

"ROYAL

Rev.

I. D. STEWART)

BAKING
POWDER
y Pure,

Absolutel
“ ROYAL ” has a iarger sale than all other bak

STAR

per; devoted large-

Ii to Religions culture and intelligence, but con~
tains departments on
:
{
Sabbath Scheols,
The Family Circle,

REMITTANCES
for

t

ic

Bk

PEAS.
Ther@has been a steady demand
at unchanged prices.
e quote:

PAYS

Lands in

©0..M,BARNES,

16 @ 18

:

Apples, choice, ¥ bbl

PRICE.

200,00

e 3i

quote:

eee

0

ANU

¥

corps of editorial and special contributors,

RT

& Co.,

922 Chestnut St., Phila.

WANTS A FARM

ums arriving are Rar in Yualits. Yellow Eyes
are sclling in small lots as wante at $2 ¥ bu.
We

Kidneys

J. E. Ditson

.

YY

and |

to geod, but choice hand picked, which are scarce,
will command $1 75. A large portion of the medi-

desigable. medium through which to reach

tf

as to

The market closes with
a fair supply
We quote:

collection of Schoo!

Any book mailed post free, for retail price

well

dozen

1000:

<x,

bright

Songs.

8% @ 8%
6g8
485
sits

receipts

P. E. Island

Red

8

classes

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

Among the special attractions in the
next volume will:be articles from an able
sermons, essays, discussions of doctrinal

kins, is a genial and

88
@¢b

Westeru a’ 21 @ 23¢

Limed range from 16@18

tone.

large

per

for the younger

Whippoorwill,

The

849

change in prices. Pea have been selling in lois as
they aarivee at $1 80 @ $ 2% bu, and choice hana
icked readily command the outside fleure. Medums have been quiet at $1 65 @ $1 70 # bu for fair

‘SPECIAL FEATURES,

the public.

(the higher classes,) and
of High Schools.

sold up. Eastern have been selling at 24 @ 25c,
and reliable marks readily
bring 25c¢; Northern
and Island at 23 @ 24c;

a

8. TILDEN, 8 an exceedingly
“well coustruected
book for the Singing Classes in Grammar Schools,

8c, but there is no demand to speak of for early
made Cheese and holders are disposed to accept
any reasonable price offered. We quote:
Fair to
aensessentsassrsrnennisiniaes 7
Common ....,.
3

The importance of the Star in stimulating an interest in the benevolent and religious work of the denomination can not
be over estimated. Will not every minister interest himself to put the Star into

Schools,

and

holders ask a little
wade will not
give

for that.

ChoiceNew

Singing

Grammar Seheol Choir, css. oes

and

over 9¢, and insist on
Some good

for

instructions,

Elementary. Part 2, Voice Cultivation. Part 3,
Select Music in 2, 3, and 4 parts.
Part 4, Saered

prices are barely maintained. The demand has
been mostly for mild loss of September make, with
sales at 8:¢ @ 9c¥ Ib. Some
more for best marks, butthe

dozen)

clear

kins, is a grand book for singing Classes in High
Schools, Normal Schools and Seminaries.
Pant |,

en SUpply Tunes pour, and moves off slowly al 6 @
12¢¥ Ib.
Choice creameries are in steady demand
at 24 @ 26c¥ 1b, and receipts are well sold up.
CHEESE
The receipts for the week have been 5,157 boxes
Exports for the week 1,813 boxes.

remarkably

The Laure! Wreath, wonerdo

at

8

i.

quantity of pleasing Sacred and Secular Music tor
practice,

passing these there 1s a very uncertain marost of the medium dairies are held

ol

JENN Method fr Singing Clas

Strictlo choice Vermont dairies can be sold

at 18 @ 19¢, and choice New York at 16

TO PASTORS.

and activity of his church.

For Singing Classes-

packs,

Northern factory choice

hair are annually sold dn Paris, and the
average price is twelve cents per ounce.

At the Naples (Me.) corn factory, the
other day, seven girls labelled 22,252 caus
in eight hours. Two of the girls pasted,
and the others pat on the labels.
A lady in Bragsville, Jasper County,
got breakfast for her family, consisting of

January

Jots this week are good

ket.

With the beginning of the next year
we hope to have two hundred denominational news-gatherers in the field, East and
West, who will keép our readers posted
on what is traaspiring in every part of
our Zion.

of

There has been a light trade the

tions of the day, and particularly a department of Denominational News that
makes the Star indispensable in every
Freewill Baptist family.
NEWS.

first

rices stall favor buyers ou all kinds except stricty fine quality, which is in very small supply. The
bulk of the receipts consists of medium quality,
and the stock of thiskind coptinues to accumulate,
with hardly enough selling tb give a reliable basis
for quotations. fine fail lots of Franklin County,
Vermont, are still quoted at 20 a 23¢, but very tew

totes and paragraphs on the living ques:

DENOMINATIONAL

the

against 488,701 packages for the same time last
year. Exports for the week have been 1,375 packages.
:

22¢.

bushels.

In the Straitsof Magellen new coal mines
have been opened, which produce anthraclearly and instructively oa, ‘ Sunday-schoel
cite coal equal to the very best in Pennsylvania.
Organization and Management;” after which
Mr, Sherwin discussed with force and feeling
The ceming sugar crop in Cuba promises
the * Week-day Work of the Sunday-school | to be exeellent, the yield being estimated
Teacher,” showing clearly that mueh of his | at 700,000 tons. Several plantations begin grinding this month.
:
most important work is to be dene between

a valuable practical talk on ¢ How

A Dastardly Act.

$450

ST =

rice for the best; and good Illinois and St Louis

and theological questions,
correspondence, the continuation and enlargement
John Jay, Albert O. Wilcox, W. E. Whiting, the Sundays.
It is said that hydrophobia has been of the Western department, and the
On Thursday, the time was largely filled by
artificially produced in dogs which had |
Flizur Wright of Boston, Henry B. Stanton,
freshest and best matter in every part of
the Rev. Mr. Hannaford of New Jersey an 4 | the helpers from abroad, Mr. Shauffler speak- | never been bitten or otherwise inoculated
ing upon
¢ Teachers’ Meetings,” *§ Lesson
by any rabid animal.
.the paper. Farmers and produce-dealers
others.
Letters of regret were read from
Study,” and the ¢“ Study of Human Nature a
Br. C. J. Jackson of Danesville,
I
A graduate of South Kensington CookNecessity
‘in our Work ;” Mr. Stout discussing | ery School is giving lessons in New York, will find the latest market reports in its
Powers of Lansingburg,
Sinclair Tousey,
* Black-board In- and her lectures are well attended.
columns, and advertisers will find it a
George W. Julian and Neal Dow of Maine, « The Uniform Lesson,”
anniversary of the founding of the
slavery party. Among
those present

frecly
by
the
trade.
Prices
wheats,
are
gradually
set

PERRY MASON & CO,

the laboring

voted to this

sud-

Aceerding to Gov. Colguitt’s annual mes- Christ as the True Basis of Sunday-school
sage, the finances of Georgia are in a satis- Work,” in a foreeful essay; Prof. Sherwin, of
He says that the balance Newark, N. J., discussed most logically ¢ The
faetiery condition.
in the treasury on Oct. 1, was $296,789, and Place and Purpose of Sunday-schools;” Rev.
declares that no State, in his opinion, could D. C. Knowles read a carefully prepared paper
have a stronger financial reputation.
He rec- on the * Relation of the Sunday-schoel to pubommends the establishment of an agricultural. lic Worship,” taking strong ground in favor of
college in the old capitol ‘building at Milledge- the attendance of all persons, old er young,
ville, speaksdavorably of the common-scheol upon the preaching serviee; ¢ The Possibilisystem and advises the sale of the long lease ties of the Future,” were clearly outlined by
Rev. A. F. Shaufiler, of New . York, and C. B.
of the Macon.& Brunswickrailroad.
The

OMPANPAPERIONFOR\
/—/ {A 'WEEKLY

grades and winter wheats for the Provinces,white

lofty

will be found one or two motherly old
dames, making a living by frying potatoes
and sometimes fish. - A penny buys a plate
of fried potatoes, good measure.
“Ope woman, whose whole time is de-

valuable member

Committee,

denly a few months

presented

Georgia.

Mone

of the late President of
.ef Rev.

the

tin can be believed. The writer says:
«The sale of fried potatoes as an article of
merchandise under the name of ‘Boston
Chips,” was by no means an original idea
with those enterprising Yankees who were
engaged in it in the vicinity of the ‘ Hub’
a few months ago. Tn almost every block

than twenty-five hundred conversions were
reported as having taken place in the schools
Appropriate papers
during the past year.

were read in memory

THE

the British Provinces. The receipts of Flour, it
wil: be seen, fall considerably short of the corresponding week for two years past, while our exports are larger /than ever oefore known, and
stocks in consequence can not have increased to
any extent. There is a yood demand for low

ligious and literary character presenting bu. But very little new Cora has been received
try,—Selections for Declamation,—Anso far. Some lots of new mixed have been sold
ecdotes,
Pazzles,— Sports and
PFPasright
views of morals as bearing on the for future delivery at 48 § 48%¢ ¥ bu.
steppers frighten horses all along the
OATS.
times.
road, but they must get used to them, as great questions of the day,
The receipts for the week have been 93,145 bu.
practical
in Arabia and other Oriental countries,and
Subscription
Price,
$1.73.
Specimen
The demand
for Oats has been fair avd prices are
thoughts on experimental religion, anec- steady and firm. The sales have been at 35% @ copies sent free, Please mention in what paper
as they get used to railway trains.—XN.
39¢ for No | and-extra white; 32); @ 32¢ for No 2
Y. Tribune.
dotesand facts of interestin science and nat- white; and 30c ¥ bush for No 3 week. Mixed you read this advertisement.
Or
——
Oats range from 30 a 32¢ ¥ bu. The principal deural history, the progress of theArts,latest mand is for the beiter grades of whits Oats,
POTATO CEIPS.
BUTTER.
—So-‘“chips
are nothing new after all, if news from all parts of the world, embrac- | |The receipts of Butter for the-week k ave been 1-—————1-Temple
Place, Boston.
The only objection raised is that

organized Associations and many of these are
active and earnest, developing the talent and
skillof their members and awakening much

localities.”

to

that the female, if fairly treated, can be
| counted on for a colt a year, and that after

day-school matters is prevailingin many parts
Nearly all the counties have
of the State.

their respective

adapted

the climate, never touch grass if they can
get brush aed ¢ their favorite cactus;”

was spent in prayer and praise, after which
needful committees were appointed, reports
were received from county Secretaries, from
the-Seeretary-and-the-Freasurer.——From-these-{
a correspordent of
it was evident that a deeper interest im Sun-

interest in

that one

one hundred and fifty miles between sun
and sun, and that almost any well trained

the reward of the faithful Sunday-school teachpresent. The benediction vwas pronounced: er. On Wednesday the exer cises, were begun
by the venerable Dr. Gibson, father of one of! promptly at the proper time.
Half an hour

the missionaries.

says

of the desert ” has traveled

of which 2,999 bb!s were to Liverpoel, 3,200 toWest
Hai tlepool, 579 to Western Islands f18 to Hayti,

ee Py

werk and not unfamiliar swith the most

Y. Z

Bural wd Domestic, ©

the ablest talent consequently many of the <elegates present
in the realm,
is second to no department in were ‘comparatively unacguainted with the
the goverment of “Great Britain, and has history and workings of the Association.
It
given invaluable aid in the building up of he Tr soon'became evident, however, that many of
great commercial prosperity.
them were deeply interested in Sunday-school
Beparture of Missionaries,

The Convention
of the best ever

The most highly sanctioned and Jopulne saline
of the Western
Hemisphere. Dygpep
head.
ache, biliousness, constipation a
ons, of the
kidneys, febrile and inflamatory disorders prompt.
ly yield to its remedial aetion.
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
25

responding week of 1877, and 66,266 bbls io 1876.
Tue exports for the same time have been 14,18¢bbls,

‘been sold a

is ‘

Tarrant’s Seltzer Aperient

Market, Bogioh,

taken
more
of
spring

neous when the water

MSS

was mainly from the immediate

England, and, commending

value of their own scheols.
will be remembered
as one

WHAT

Drink it while it foams

AN

State, the

good in the daily life.

ly rewarded by the increased interest in and

held im'that part of the State before, and as the
place is not easy of access from the central and
eastern portions of the

We mean that it shall continue to stimulate the growth of all that is true and
|

Quick!

The Shullil
ebullition is instanta

30 to Bermuda, 15 to Staveuger and 6,603 bbls to

tor.

abundant-

Quick!

Nov. 9.

a

and industrial contests with the rest of the world.
It wou'd alsogo
far.to harmonize interests in our
own country which now:grate harshly and threateningly upon each other.
Such 2 department kas been in existence in

ed with great liberalityto meet the expenses
that
of the Convention and it is to be ho

EGGS.

The receipts of Flour for the week have been 49,549 bbls of all kinds
against 67,769 bhis for the cor-

In placing the Morning Star before the.
public for another year we do so with a
firm conviction of its increased usefulness
as a family visitor and religious instruc-

ciation now stands on a purely evangelical
basis. The meetings were marked by a devout and tender spirit, a deep spiritual interest pervading many of the exercises.
Keene is is one of the most delightful towns
in the State; thq welcome given was of the
heartiest and warmest; the local arrangements
were of the most complete and generous character. In addition to the hospitalities extended, the friends in this beautiful city contribut~

The fifth annual Con vention of this Associae
tion was held in the city of ‘Keene, Nov. 5, 6,
and 7. No meeting of the kind had ever been

AND

SATURDAY,

Ry

ANNOUNCEMENT FOR 1879.

by the reconumendation of a large ahd able
committee, the Convention did, and the Asso-

.school

CHEESE,

Reported by HILTON BROS & CO., Commission
erchants and dealers in butter, cheese and
gs, beans, dried apples, &c. Cellar No 3

|

liberal

and

N. H,

MARKETS.

BUTTER,

“The Morning Star.”

stitution so as to admit to membership only
the so-called evangelical denominations, This,

Association:

bear in behalf
ef our people in their commercial

opinion

the orthodox

THE
.

time had

the

475 ¥ bn.

£5 Money will be refunded if more are ordered
than can be sold, when the balance is returned,

churches could work Harmoniously together
in such relations and that it would probably
be wise for the Association to amend its Con-

of the demominaits old'friends, it
[fthere isa wish
act promptly.
|

Sunday

when

not yet come

eth

Hampshire

minister

A prominent Unitarian

TF

So

New

schools.

The market closer dull

bd

The

by the
?

96

eo

———————

feature of value is supplemented
generally racy contents.

layman, a very acceptable member of the Ex.
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All ladies may besure of an infallible guide
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that excellent magazine—'‘ANDREWS’
BazAR.”—published at Cincinnati, at the
low price of one dollar a year. It keeps
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